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Abstract 

Bunyaviruses can be found throughout the globe and include multiple emerging strains that can 

cause severe disease in humans. They are grouped in a large and diverse order of segmented 

single-stranded negative sense RNA viruses. The viral genome typically contains three RNA 

segments: small, medium and large, which encode for the nucleoprotein, the glycoprotein 

precursor making the spike and the multifunctional L-protein, respectively.  

 The L-protein is essential for both replication and transcription of the bunyavirus 

genome. To perform these key functions, it has three important enzymatic domains: an RNA-

dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) domain, an endonuclease domain and a cap-binding 

domain (CBD). 

 To better understand bunyavirus infections, our structural analysis focused on L-

proteins from phenuiviruses (Severe fever with thrombocytopenia syndrome virus) and 

arenaviruses (Lassa virus). Structures of these L proteins were solved at high resolution using 

cryo electron microscopy single-particle analysis and in multiple conformational states by 

mimicking replication and transcription in vitro. We observed precise interactions between the 

L-proteins and the conserved 5’ and 3’ ends of the viral genomic RNA including the 

stabilization of the RNA template during pre-initiation and the formation of the nascent RNA 

product during elongation. Notably, conformational shifts in the flexible endonuclease and 

CBD, in combination with the RdRp in particular, represent appealing therapeutic targets. 

Together with a comprehensive biochemical characterization, these findings allow for 

significant and novel insights into the mechanism of bunyavirus replication and transcription.  

  



Zusammenfassung 

Bunyaviren sind eine große und vielfältige Ordnung von segmentierten negativ Strang RNA-

Viren. Sie sind auf der ganzen Welt zu finden, von denen mehrere Spezies beim Menschen 

schwere Krankheiten verursachen. Das Bunyavirus-Genom enthält in der Regel drei 

Segmente: ein kleines, ein mittleres und ein großes, die jeweils ein Nukleoprotein, ein 

Glykoprotein-Spike und das multifunktionale L-Protein kodieren.  

 Das L-Protein ist sowohl für die Replikation als auch für die Transkription des viralen 

Genoms unerlässlich. Um diese Funktionen zu erfüllen, hat es drei wesentliche enzymatische 

Funktionen: Eine RNA-abhängige RNA-Polymerase (RDRP)-Domäne, eine Endonuklease-

Domäne und eine cap-binding domain (CBD). Die beiden letztgenannten Domänen werden 

zusammen verwendet, um sich an die mRNA des Wirts zu heften und deren 5'-Cap-Struktur 

abzuspalten, die beiden letzteren dienen zusammen dazu, sich an die mRNA des Wirts zu 

heften und deren 5'-Cap abzuspalten, das zur Initialisierung des eigenen 

Transkriptionsprodukts verwendet wird. Dieser Prozess wird "cap snatching" genannt. 

 Um den molekularen Mechanismus des viralen Lebenszyklus besser zu verstehen, 

wurden Strukturstudien der L-Proteine sowohl für das Virus des Schweren Fiebers mit 

Thrombozytopenie-Syndrom als auch für das Lassa-Virus durchgeführt. Die Proteine wurden 

mit Hilfe der Kryoelektronenmikroskopie in mehreren Konformationszuständen, darunter 

Apo, Prä-Initiation, Elongation und Transkription, in hoher Auflösung sichtbar gemacht. 

Diese Strukturen beschreiben die genauen Wechselwirkungen des Proteins mit den 5'- und 3'-

Enden der viralen genomischen RNA, die Stabilisierung der genomischen RNA-Vorlage und 

des entstehenden Produkts sowie die dramatischen Veränderungen des Proteins in der 

flexiblen Endonuklease und CBD während der verschiedenen funktionellen Stadien. Der 

RDRP-Kern des Proteins weist eine hohe Ähnlichkeit zwischen den Spezies auf, wo hingegen 

bei den Endonuklease- und insbesondere bei den Cap-Bindungsdomänen-Motiven eine 

größere Divergenz besteht. Diese Erkenntnisse ermöglichen einen Einblick in den 

Mechanismus der viralen Replikation und die strukturelle Identifizierung konservierter 

Merkmale, die als therapeutische Ziele genutzt werden können. 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Bunyaviruses 

Bunyavirales represents a large order of segmented negative sense RNA (snsRNA) 

viruses. Bunyaviruses are widely distributed around the world and can infect a wide range of 

organisms from arthropods to plants as well as vertebrates. They have a relatively small genome 

typically consisting of 3 RNA segments including a small segment, encoding for the 

nucleoprotein (N), a medium segment, encoding for the precursor of the glycoproteins Gn and 

Gc making the spike, and a large segment, encoding for the large (L) protein. Each of these 

genomic segments contains short untranslated regions (UTRs) with high sequence 

complementarity at the 5’ and 3’ ends (Kohl et al., 2004). These UTRs are highly conserved 

within a genus and play a specific role in viral genome replication and transcription (Lowen & 

Elliott, 2005). 

The spherical bunyavirus virions (ca. 100 nm in diameter) consist of a lipid envelope, 

studded with the glycoproteins organized as spikes, and contain a copy of each genomic RNA 

segments, coated by multiple copies of N and packed together with L-proteins forming the viral 

ribonucleoprotein complex (RNP) (Fig.1) (Överby et al., 2008) . 

 



 

Figure 1. A cartoon representation of a typical bunyavirus virion. The negative sense genomic 
viral RNA segments are encapsidated by multiple copies of N protein (blue) and attached to a 
copy of the viral L-protein (green). The virus lipid envelope is decorated by glycoprotein spikes 
(purple) made of Gn and Gc. Created with Biorender. 
 

Members of the Bunyavirales order are typically vector-borne and transmitted by arthropods 

such as mosquitoes or ticks (Wilson et al., 2022). Exceptions to this are found in the viral 

families Hantaviridae and Arenaviridae, which members are transmitted by rodents via contact 

with infected faeces, saliva and/or blood (Sarute & Ross, 2017)(Forbes et al., 2018). Some 

bunyaviruses can cause severe diseases in humans and livestocks resulting in loss of lives and 

livelihood (M. H. Sun et al., 2022). Examples of these in humans are the nairovirus Crimean-

Congo hemorrhagic fever virus (CCHFV) and the arenavirus Lassa virus (LASV). The severity 

and the extent of the disease symptoms vary between viral species and depend on individual 

cases.  For CCHFV, symptoms can include fever with headache and malaise. Over the span of 

a few days, the disease progresses to muscle pain, vomiting and diarrhoea with severe cases 

resulting in death within 2 weeks due to multiple organ failure or circulatory shock (Mostafavi 

et al., 2014). The mortality rate for such viral infections ranges between 1% and 50% depending 

on the viral species and socio-economic environment. The molecular mechanisms underlying 



the development of these diseases are still poorly understood and there is no effective antiviral 

strategies like treatment or diagnostic options. 

 

1.2 The viral infection cycle 

The Gc/Gn spikes mediate viral entry by binding to a specific receptor on the surface of the 

host cell. The cellular receptors specifically involved during bunyavirus infections are diverse 

between viral species and, with a majority still being uncharacterized, their entry pathway 

remains enigmatic (Hulwswit et al., 2021). Furthermore, some evidence suggest different entry 

routes such as apoptotic mimicry (Arenaviridae) (Amara & Mercer, 2015) or endocytosis 

(Hantaviridae, Nairoviridae, Peribunyaviridae) (Albornoz et al., 2016) as well as clathrin-

dependent (e.g. La Crosse Virus) (Hollidge et al., 2012) and clathrin-independent entry (e.g. 

Rift Valley Fever Virus)  (Harmon et al., 2012).  

During the transport of virions in endosomes, there is dissociation of the viral 

glycoprotein from the cellular receptor. Subsequent maturation from early to late endosome 

where the pH becomes more acidic, triggers fusion between the viral and endosomal 

membranes, which is mediated by Gc/Gn and leads to the release of RNPs into the cytosol 

(Albornoz et al., 2016). 

Viral genome replication and progeny assembly take place directly in the cytoplasm of 

the host cell (Walter & Barr, 2011). Both initial replication and transcription of the viral 

segmented negative sense RNA (snsRNA) genome rely on the L-protein packed in virions. To 

replicate the snsRNA genome, complementary RNA (cRNA) of the snsRNA must first be 

synthesized, the newly synthesized cRNA can then be used as a template to create new copies 

of the genome. Bunyavirus genomes tend to contain ambisense RNA segments, meaning that 

there can be oppositely oriented open reading frames expressed from both the genomic RNA 



segments (gRNA) and their cRNA with the primary L, M and S being encoded on cRNA 

(Elliott, 2014).  

Current model proposes that the newly replicated viral genome gRNA immediately gets 

packaged with N proteins to protect it from RNases while the conserved 5’ and 3’ terminal ends 

arrange as a panhandle bound to a copy of L-protein to form the RNP (Y. Sun et al., 2018). 

During transcription, a small segment of cellular capped mRNA is cleaved off by the L-protein 

endonuclease domain and used to prime transcription products (Olschewski et al., 2020). Viral 

mRNAs are then translated to proteins by the host cell machinery. Viral assembly happens in 

the Golgi apparatus, at the Endoplasmic Reticulum-Golgi intermediate compartments 

(Salanueva et al., 2003) or at the plasma membrane (Goldsmith et al., 1995). The assembly of 

progeny virions is mediated by interactions between the N-protein within an RNP and the C-

terminal ectodomain of membrane-embedded Gn and Gc (Overby et al., 2007). Afterwards the 

virion is released in the extracellular milieu after fusion with the plasma membrane (Novoa et 

al., 2005). 

 

1.3 Severe fever with thrombocytopenia syndrome virus 
 

The Phlebovirus genus contains a few strains that are well-studied and known to infect 

humans, including Severe fever with thrombocytopenia syndrome virus or SFTSV in short 

(now known as Dabie bandavirus) which was first identified in 2009 (Yu et al., 2011). 

Phleboviruses have a typical bunyavirus virion architecture with three viral genome segments 

encoding for the L-protein, the glycoprotein precursor, and N (Casel et al., 2021). In addition, 

a non-structural protein expressed on opposite sense gRNA of the S segment was recently found 

to interfere with the host cell immune response (Wuerth et al., 2018). SFTSV is transmitted via 

tick bites with Haemaphylis Longhornis considered to be the primary vector. SFTSV is now 

endemic in east Asia and has been detected in a variety of mammals including domestic and 



wild animals (Chen et al., 2019). How the virus is maintained in nature is not entirely clear but 

it could be mediated by tick-to-tick transmission or through a tick-to-mammal cycle (Zhuang 

et al., 2018).  

A SFTSV infection in human typically lasts between 7 to 14 days. The disease 

progression can be split into three main stages: Fever stage, Multiple organ failure stage and 

convalescence stage (Liu et al., 2014). The Fever stage starts after 5 days of incubation with 

symptoms including acute high fever and thrombocytopenia (Zhan et al., 2017). After ca. 5 

days of Fever stage, in severe cases, starts the Multiple organ failure stage with decline in 

platelet numbers, disseminated intravascular coagulation which can lead death in about 5% of 

cases (Zhan et al., 2017). If the patient does not develop severe symptoms, the convalescence 

stage then takes over and the patient recovers over the span of 4-8 days (Liu et al., 2014). 

 

1.4 Lassa virus 

Members of the family Arenaviridae distinctly differ themselves from related families of 

other bunyaviruses in that they contain only two genome segments of viral RNA (Ferron et 

al., 2017). The large segment encodes for the essential L-protein and has an open reading 

frame on the negative sense strand encoding for a matrix (Z) protein. On the small segment, in 

addition to expressing the N protein, a truncated version of the glycoprotein precursor is 

expressed on the opposite strand (McLay et al., 2014). Arenaviridae virions have also been 

found to contain ribosomes from their host, giving the virion a “sandy” texture from which 

the name Arenaviridae is derived (Rowe et al., 1970). Arenaviruses do not rely on arthropod 

vectors but have natural reservoirs in small mammals and reptiles with their respective 

genera, Mammarenavirus and Reptarenavirus (Sarute & Ross, 2017). A zoonotic spread to 

humans can occur after exposure to aerosolized urine, faeces or saliva from an infected host. 

There are also reports of human-to-human transmission where the spread may have occurred 



through exposure to blood containing high viral titer (Fisher-Hoch et al., 1995). Arenaviruses 

are classically divided into Old World and New World arenaviruses referencing their 

geographic location in the African and South American continents, respectively (Emonet et 

al., 2009). Although both Old World and New World arenaviruses are structurally similar, 

they differ in terms of disease symptoms and molecular mechanisms. One such difference is 

the receptor binding for cellular entry with Old World arenaviruses using α-dystroglycan (Cao 

et al., 1998) while New World arenaviruses use human transferrin 1 (McLay et al., 2014). 

 LASV is a mammarenavirus and a member of Old World arenaviruses. It  can cause a 

viral haemorrhagic fever (VHF) when it infects humans. The primary natural reservoir for Lassa 

virus is the Natal multimammate rat (Mastomys natalensis) but it can also be found in other 

rodent species (Olayemi et al., 2016). The virus is endemic in west Africa and is estimated to 

infect hundred thousands of humans each year (Richmond, 2003). The mode of infection is not 

clear but is thought to be mainly via contact with infected animals (Richmond, 2003). 

 Lassa fever persists for 1-3 weeks with about 80% of cases being shorter with mild 

symptoms and the other 20% developing more severe symptoms including VHF (McCormick 

& Fisher-Hoch, 2002). Symptoms and case fatality rate vary between country which could be 

related to the prevalence of different viral strains (Garry, 2022). 

 

1.5 The L-protein 

The L-protein is essential for both replication and transcription of the viral genome utilizing 

three primary enzymatic modalities: a N-terminal endonuclease, an RNA-dependent RNA 

polymerase (RdRp) core and a C-terminal methyltransferase domain. The bunyavirus L-

proteins have been shown to be proficient for RNA replication (Vogel et al., 2019) but the 

molecular mechanisms underlying the regulation of the different enzymatic functions, 



recognition of genomic viral RNA and switch between de novo replication or primed 

transcription remain unknown. 

Compared to all the bunyavirus genomic transcripts, the L-protein is the most highly 

conserved (Kapuscinski et al., 2021) and is considered to be a prime target for broad-acting 

antiviral drugs (Ter Horst et al., 2019). Typically, the encoded L-protein is around 250 kDa in 

size with exception for members of the Nairoviridae family having ~450 kDa L-protein (Ferron 

et al., 2017). Recently, it was also observed that a bunyavirus infecting fish, the Tilapia virus, 

has a ~150 kDa L-protein (Subramaniam et al., 2019).  

A high resolution crystal structure and a medium resolution cryogenic electron 

microscopy (cryoEM) structure have been described of a truncated (1-1750 amino acids out of 

2263) La Crosse orthobunyavirus (LACV) L-protein. The structures were solved in apo 

conformation and bound to its conserved 5’ and 3’ genomic ends, which had previously been 

shown to be essential for viral replication and transcription (Barr & Wertz, 2004). The L-protein 

has a right hand-like RdRp core with a peripheral N-terminal endonuclease and a putative 

methyltransferase C-terminal domain, not resolved in these structures (Gerlach et al., 2015). 

Overall, the architecture of the LACV L-protein resembles the heterotrimeric polymerase 

complex from Influenza virus, another snsRNA virus, in terms of domain organization. The 

overall arrangement of the conserved finger, palm and thumb subdomains and motifs called A, 

B, C and D is similar (Hussein et al., 2011) (Gerlach et al., 2015).  

The 5’ end of vRNA from LACV when interacting with the L-protein displays a hook-

like conformation and involves residues primarily from the fingertips and finger domains. This 

5’ hook is formed by two base-pair interactions: G2-C10 and U3-G9 (Gerlach et al., 2015). The 

comparable 5’ hook structure in the case of Influenza virus contains four base pairs. The 3’ end 

interacts with multiple domains (thumb, thumb ring, core lobe, clamp, alpha ribbon 33) and is 

guided towards the active site of the RdRp core. In addition, the 5’end (nt 11-14) and 3’end (nt 

10-13) form a short duplex stabilized by the RNA-binding lobe. 



The L-proteins of bunyaviruses have a particular prime using a mechanism called 

prime-and-realign. After initial de novo product priming and elongation of 2- 3 nucleotides, the 

prime-and-realign mechanism causes a shift of the entire product backwards to the starting 

position of the template, thereby causing a short product overhang composed of repeats 

complementary to the initial template nucleotides  (Vogel et al., 2019). 

The L-protein has a separate mode for transcription. There are some heterologous non-

viral sequences identified on the 5’ termini of bunyavirus mRNA products (Ferron et al., 2017). 

Furthermore, based on the presence of a putative CBD on the C-terminal on multiple bunyavirus 

species, it has been proposed that bunyaviruses rely on a transcription process similar to 

Influenza virus (Olschewski et al., 2020). For this,  the L-protein needs to cleave off a small 

part of cellular capped mRNA at the 5’ends through a process called cap-snatching (De Vlugt 

et al., 2018). Cap-snatching occurs for the trimeric Influenza polymerase complex with the 

CBD, located on the PB2 subunit, bound to the 5’end of a host mRNA. Subsequently and in 

conjunction with the endonuclease, located on the PA subunit, there is cleavage of 10-15 

nucleotides downstream of the 5’end, thereby creating a product that can prime transcription of 

the viral genome (Walker & Fodor, 2019). When the CBD domain of a bunyavirus protein is 

expressed by itself, it shows low affinity to capped RNA (Gogrefe et al., 2019b; Rosenthal et 

al., 2017). In fact, crystal structures of the CBD domains of bunyavirus L-proteins bound to an 

m7GTP nucleotide are structurally similar to the influenza PB2 subunit. In particular, there are 

conserved aromatic residues in the CBD that mediate the interaction with the cap. However, 

given the low binding affinity, it can be expected that other parts of the bunyavirus L-protein 

are involved and/or a larger mRNA product increases affinity  (Gogrefe et al., 2019b; Rosenthal 

et al., 2017).  

While L-proteins contain conserved residues related to functional domains (e.g. 

endonuclease and RdRp) there is otherwise a large sequence variation in L-proteins between 

bunyavirus species (ter Horst et al., 2019). Given these variations in sequence, it could be 



treacherous to infer that L-proteins from different species are structurally and functionally 

homologous to each other (Amroun et al., 2017). Therefore, studying the detailed structure of 

L-proteins from different families of Bunyaviruses is required to understand the function of 

these proteins, how they are related to infection and the viral life cycle, and whether a structure 

based antiviral could be used to target multiple species of L-proteins. 

 

 

1.6. Principles of electron cryo microscopy single particle analysis 
 
Electron microscopes were originally developed by Ernst Ruska in the 1930s. Since then, they 

have been a mainstay of scientific research of microscopic phenomena. The concept of imaging 

with electrons benefits from the low wavelength of the electrons (in the ~pm range) and the fact 

that they can be focused using electromagnetic lenses. Electron microscopy imaging techniques 

can be split between scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM). In SEM, the electron beam is used to probe the surface of a sample by 

detecting scattered and secondary electrons. Biological matter generally interacts weakly with 

electrons and to image it with SEM requires both drying and heavy metal coating to increase 

the signal to noise ratio at room temperature. When using TEM, the electron beam passes 

through the sample with electrons being scattered or transmitted as observed in the readout. The 

2D image produced in TEM is called a micrograph where the background is bright with detected 

electrons and the sample casts a shadow onto the background by interacting with electrons and 

reducing electron signal. 

One imaging modality of TEM is cryoEM, which relies on embedding a sample in a 

thin film of vitrified ice to image biological samples in a hydrated and close-to-native state. To 

this day, the SNR in cryoEM is so low that it requires multiple computational processing steps 

including motion correction, contrast transfer function (CTF) estimation and image averaging 



to achieve high resolution structure determination. The sample preparation and computational 

methods used for cryoEM will be discussed in the following chapters. 

The two methods of cryoEM that have been particularly insightful in structural biology 

are single particle analysis (SPA) and tomography. SPA relies on averaging thousands of 2D 

projection images of a homogenous sample to amplify the high resolution information coming 

from a specimen (Grassucci et al., 2007) while tomography takes multiple images of the same 

specimen at different tilt angles to allow for a 3D tomographic reconstruction (Koning et al., 

2018).  

Over the past decades, multiple advances in hardware, software, and sample preparation 

have improved the performance of SPA cryoEM drastically, leading to the so-called resolution 

revolution (Kühlbrandt, 2014) and allowed for biological material in near-native state to be 

visualized at atomic resolution (Nakane et al., 2020; Yip et al., 2020). 

1.6.1 Sample preparation 

When imaging organic material with TEM there is a challenge that the sample needs to enter a 

high vacuum environment in the microscope column, which prevents the imaging of hydrated 

specimen under standard conditions. Electron microscopists have come up with ways to embed 

or protect the sample to allow biological samples to be imaged.  

Historically this was done by staining the sample with heavy metals (positive staining) 

with osmium tetraoxide, dehydration and plastic embedding. These protocols allow the sample 

to be thinned by sectioning and survive in a high vacuum (Palade, 1952). Using TEM, these 

positively stained samples allowed for the description of cellular structures such as organelles 

(Gray, 1963) and even bacterial ribosomes (Lake, 1976) but some results could be unsound due 

to the fixation process. Analysis of the effects of these fixations showed that the sample is 

sensitive to changes in pH (Palade, 1952), interactions with heavy metals (Watson, 1958) and 

drying (Gusnard & Kirschner, 1977). 



 Negative staining allowed for the study of individual biological molecules such as virus 

particles or proteins (Brenner & Horne, 1959)(Ohi et al., 2004). Negative staining works by 

coating a sample with heavy metal salts such as uranyl acetate, ammonium molybdate or 

osmium tetroxide. These heavy metals stick to the surface of the molecule, which is then dried, 

resulting in an enhanced contrast in TEM. When the negatively stained samples are imaged by 

TEM, the beam mostly passes through the biological material but will not pass through the 

heavy metal stained surrounding it, resulting in improved contrast. The heavy metal staining 

also protects the sample from beam-induced damage allowing for practically unlimited 

exposure in a typical electron microscope (Gallagher et al., 2019). 

Negative staining is a relatively fast method with sample preparation being on the 

minute scale and, when working with proteins, typically uses only 3-4 μl sample at 10-100 

nM concentration making it a relatively time and material efficient screening method when 

assessing sample quality. The method also allows for 3D reconstruction of imaged samples 

but is limited to the grain size of the heavy metal which sets a high resolution limit of ~15 Å 

or worse. It is also important to keep in mind that artefacts might arise due to the heavy metal 

staining and drying (Gallagher et al., 2019). 

Since most biological molecules are natively immersed in aqueous solution, probing 

them in a hydrated context should minimize sample preparation artifacts. Under standard 

freezing conditions, liquid water will crystallize, which not only damages the biological 

specimens but also scatters the electron beam far more than amorphous water. For liquid water 

to be frozen in an amorphous state or “vitrified”, it has to be cooled very fast (approx. 10,000 

K/s) to 100K or lower. For cryoEM SPA, a sample is vitrified by adding approximately 3 µL 

of the aqueous sample to a grid. Subsequently, most of the liquid is blotted away with filter 

paper resulting in a thin sample (5-10 μm thickness), which is then plunged into an efficient 

liquid heat conductor such as ethane cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature (Dubochet et al., 



1982). By vitrifying biological specimen, one is both able to image the sample using TEM and 

in a near-native state (Adrian et al., 1984). 

 

1.6.2. EM grid support 

Typical cryoEM sample support are referred to as “grids” and have been in use for decades 

(Stempak & Ward, 1964). Grids are made of a metal support with a circular shape of 3.05 mm 

in diameter and a pattern of squares with a thin carbon (20 to 40 nm in thickness) layer on top. 

To make the carbon film hydrophylic, and reduce a doming effect of the sample, the grids are 

exposed to plasma by glow discharging. For modern cryoEM grids from Quantifoil for 

example, the carbon film has regularly sized holes (0.6 – 4 µm diameter) with even spacing. 

These holes allow for the vitrified sample to be imaged with only the buffer solution 

contributing to the background. 

Ideally, when applied to the grid and vitrified, individual particles contained in the 

sample should be randomly oriented in a single layer of vitreous and free-standing ice inside 

the holes of the thin support film. There, the individual particles can be imaged without 

background coming from the sample support. Usually for cryoEM SPA, copper and gold grids 

are used. When it comes to the holey film, the most common material is carbon for biological 

material but other types including gold and graphene oxide have proven beneficial for certain 

samples. Carbon film can be glow discharged and made hydrophobic so that applied samples 

can spread evenly onto the film before blotting the excess of liquid and plunge-freezing. While 

carbon tends to crinkle as it shrinks at a different rate than the metal support during vitrification, 

having both film and base support made of gold eliminates such problem, thereby limiting 

sample movement during imaging (Russo & Passmore, 2016). In practice, for biological 

samples that tend to adhere to the carbon films and are therefore not found in the free-standing 

ice inside film holes, the so-called gold-on-gold grids can be used. 



 

1.6.3 High-end TEMs 
 

The electron microscopes themselves have undergone substantial improvements 

including better electromagnetic lenses and sample stage stability. For all electron microscopes, 

it is optimal that they are operated under a vacuum as high as possible to minimize electron 

scattering during imaging. Other requirements include high voltage to emit electrons and to 

reach the acceleration needed to penetrate biological material. Electrons travel from the electron 

source, through an accelerator stack, bringing the voltage of the electrons to 200-300 keV. The 

electron beam then goes through a series of electromagnetic lenses, apertures, the specimen, 

and then an electron filter (if present) before hitting the detector.  

The electron lenses can be categorized into three types: condenser lenses which are 

responsible for beam intensity and formation, objective lenses which are for imaging and 

projector lenses which control magnification (Fig.2) (Raimondi & Grinzato, 2021). The 

condenser and objective lenses can be followed by apertures in the microscope column, which 

physically block scattered electrons.  

Another important factor is the stability of the stage that is constantly cooled to liquid 

nitrogen temperature. During image acquisition, a drift of a few Å or more can cause significant 

blurring of high-resolution signal. On modern high-end microscopes, one can expect that the 

stage moves less than 1 Å over the course of image acquisition. This motion can be corrected 

for in conjunction with sample motion caused by the electron beam (see chapter 1.3.6.1). 

The microscope components are never perfectly aligned, which causes spherical and 

chromatic aberrations and reduces the final image quality. Even though these imperfections can 

be partially corrected post-acquisition by some recent image processing software, they are never 

fully recovered.  

  



 

 

Figure 2. A schematic overview of a transmission electron microscope. An electron source is 
represented as a blue circle. The microscope’s optical axis is represented as black dashed line; 
lenses are represented as black brackets and column centre are blue dotted lines; physical 
apertures are indicated by openings between black lines; the back focal plane is represented 
by a black dotted line. The specimen and its projected intermediates are represented as red 
arrows; the electron beam is represented as blue lines with filtered/excluded electrons as 
purple lines and scattered electrons as yellow and green lines.  Adapted from Franken et al., 
2020. 
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1.6.4 Electron sources 
 
A primary component of an electron microscope is the electron source. Electron sources emit 

electrons from a narrow point. The electrons are then accelerated by a so-called accelerator 

stack which produces an electric field that is perpendicular to an electron emitted from the 

source. The accelerator stack builds up the electron’s voltage, typically in the range of 120-300 

keV which allows the electron to penetrate a thin vitrified biological specimen. The ideal 

electron source would provide a coherent beam with constant brightness. 

Current electron sources can be split into either Thermionic sources or Field Emission Guns 

(FEGs): 

Thermionic sources are commonly made of either a tungsten wire or a lanthanum hexaboride 

(LaB6) crystal. These materials can be heated to high temperatures to make electrons spill out. 

The higher the temperature, the higher the emission with the tradeof of shortening the lifespan 

of the source. Although these sources are acceptable for negative-staining TEM, they are not 

coherent or bright enough for high resolution cryoEM. 

FEGs were introduced in the early 2000s and were a significant boost to the capabilities of 

cryoEM (Hewat & Neumann, 2002). FEGs have a sharper electron extraction point compared 

to thermionic sources and instead of electron emission happening due to electron clashes, they 

are instead drawn out by an electric field (Franken et al., 2020). Many high-end microscopes 

are equipped with a FEG which operates at high temperatures (1700-1800K), optimized for 

beam brightness. A FEG can be operated at room temperature and optimized for energy spread 

which is called a cold FEG (CFEG) (Nakane et al., 2020). Whether CFEGs outperform high 

temperature FEGs when it comes to cryoEM SPA is not yet clear. 

 

1.6.5 Electron detectors 
 



The recording of electron microscopy data has historically relied on using charge-coupled 

devices (CCD) or photographic films. When using a CCD camera for cryoEM, the energy 

deposited by an electron gets first converted into a photon which travels through a phosphor 

layer before being detected by the detector (Faruqi & Andrews, 1997). This process allows for 

multiple scattering events of the photon to happen before detection. It hence limits the spatial 

accuracy of detection and the signal of a given pixel of the CCD detector can be affected by 

charging of adjacent pixels, altogether reducing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (Faruqi & 

Andrews, 1997). Direct electron detectors subvert these problems by containing a single thin 

layer which serves both for direct detection of electrons and sending the readout, thereby greatly 

improving spatial detection accuracy and SNR (Faruqi & Henderson, 2007). This leads to 

improved SNR in collected micrographs while also requiring less electron exposure for the 

sample. 

Given the optimal dose rates (e.g. 15 electrons per pixel per second for Gatan K3 

camera) and the rapid readout of direct electron detectors (second 1500 frames per second for 

Gatan K3 camera), one can reliably detect individual electrons on a single pixel level. Since 

multi-frame movies are collected where individual incident electrons can be detected or 

“counted”, it allows for correction of the specimen motion after exposure due to the beam 

warping the carbon film, the metal support bars of the grid and the vitrified sample (Henderson, 

1992). By aligning the frames based on specimen movements and creating an average, the 

resulting motion-corrected micrograph contains higher resolution information than a single 

frame micrograph without motion correction (Brilot et al., 2012). 

 

1.3.6 Image Processing 
 
Even though raw micrographs can describe details, such as the overall structure of a cell, but 

with image processing one can enhance data quality and visualize molecules in much higher 



detail. The first described three-dimensional reconstruction based on electron microscopy 

micrographs was published in 1968. D.J. De Rosier and A. Klug used 2D projection images 

and corresponding diffraction patterns to reconstruct the tail of phage T4 with helical symmetry. 

The proposed method was similar to 3D reconstruction in the field of X-ray crystallography 

(De Rosier & Klug, 1968).  

Since then, multiple advances in image processing have helped cryoEM become a key 

method in structural biology. The main hurdles that had to be overcome in the field were how 

to compensate for the sample damage and motion caused by the electron beam during data 

acquisition and the low SNR of vitrified biological specimen.  

 

1.3.6.1 Motion correction 
 
Since exposure to the electron beam induces motion in the area of the specimen being imaged, 

this contributes to the loss of high resolution information on top of beam-induced damage to 

the particles. Furthermore, stage movement during image acquisition causes additional blurring 

causing further reduction in high resolution signal. To rescue this precious signal, multi frame 

movies collected during exposure can be motion corrected, bringing back a part of the blurred 

signal. This involves finding the shift between each frame of the movie, which can be described 

as a two-dimensional vector. This vector represents the difference between signal peak 

positions in a cross correlation map between frames (Li et al., 2013)(Grant & Grigorieff, 2015). 

To further compensate for anisotropy caused by beam-induced motion, each individual frame 

can be divided into a matrix (typically 5x5) where the shifts between frames are individually 

described within each section of the matrix. The resulting information is then combined in a 

smoothed polynomial function which is used to correct each individual pixel leading to even 

better reconstructions (Zheng et al., 2017).  

There is radiation damage caused to a biological sample during exposure and each 

individual frame can also be dose-weighted. This assumes that the first frame of a movie 



contains almost immaculate signal, while in the subsequent frames, the cumulative exposure of 

the sample requires the application of an increasing high-pass filter. The end result of dose 

weighting is that the pristine high resolution signal from earlier frames is preserved and 

undiluted by much lower SNR in latter frames (Li et al., 2013). 

 Instead of correcting motion on a whole micrograph scale, one can also do the correction 

on a single particle level. This polishing step requires tracking the movement of a particle 

through the exposure period, which can be done by searching for cross correlation of signal 

between frames (Brilot et al., 2012).  

1.3.6.2 Contrast transfer function 
 
All cryoEM micrographs are altered by slight corruptions of the signal transmitted in the 

projection chamber between the objective lens and the read out on the detector. The aberrations 

affecting the recorded micrographs are described mathematically as a contrast transfer function 

(CTF). Although high-end TEMs are quite stable, the alignment is never perfect and result in 

slight astigmatism and coma aberrations which leads to the loss of high-resolution frequencies 

in the CTF. 

 Many parameters of the CTF are known or estimated beforehand like the acceleration 

voltage and spherical aberration, directly from the microscope settings. Then, there are some 

approximations for the defocus values used during data collection, amplitude contrast and 

astigmatism. The latter three can be more accurately assessed while fitting the CTF. Once these 

parameters are set, software such as CTFFIND can be applied to correct for aberrations in  the 

CTF during preprocessing of the data (Mindell & Grigorieff, 2003). 

1.3.6.3 3D Reconstruction 
 
Early image processing and 3D reconstructions from cryoEM images required extensive 

expertise in the matter. Recently, cryoEM image processing software like Relion (Scheres, 

2012b) and cryoSPARC (Punjani et al., 2017) have made the prospect of achieving high 



resolution 3D reconstructions much faster, requiring less human input and therefore less prone 

to bias. 

 

One of the first problems that has to be overcome when reconstructing a protein of 

interest in cryoEM is how to pick the particles on collected micrographs. There are multiple 

approaches to particle picking. The first, and still used, method is picking by eye where a person 

has to view each micrograph and highlight individual particles manually. Manual picking has 

the upside of being fairly low in picking false-positives (e.g. ice contamination) but has the 

downside of being magnitudes slower than computational alternatives and also subject to 

individual biases. Manual picking also generally requires image contrast perceivable by the 

human eye requiring higher defocus values during acquisition, with higher defocus resulting in 

an unwanted reduction in high resolution signal. 

 When needing to pick vast amounts of particles, it is usually necessary to use computer 

automated processes. A simple version of computer automated particle picking is having the 

computer search for outstanding peaks in signal on a micrograph often referred to as “blob 

picking”. Optimized blob picking is orders of magnitude faster than its manual counterpart but 

is unable to distinguish particles of interest from contaminants and, if the sample is less than 

perfect, tends to give much higher ratio of false-positives. The second automatic method 

requires one to have a reference of what the particle of interest looks like, from prior 2D or 3D 

analysis. Such a reference can then be used as input for a template-based search by the 

computer. Template-based particle picking is much faster than manual picking but the method 

requires prior knowledge, is subject to template bias and also has a tendency to include more 

false-positives. 

The third picking method is based on machine learning algorithms (Tegunov & Cramer, 

2019)(Wagner et al., 2019)(Bepler et al., 2020). Particle picking machine learning agents are 

initially trained by input coordinates, which can come from either manual picking or template 



picking, requiring minimal user input. The agent is then further trained by the user via positively 

or negatively rating the iterative particle picking cycles. These algorithms are able to match 

manual picking in accuracy and other automated computer particle picking algorithms in speed 

but the method is still subject to biases during training and other user input. 

 

Following particle picking, the typical 3D reconstruction algorithm samples the 2D 

particle projection images against a provided 3D reference volume in Fourier space searching 

for cross-correlating signal. Modern algorithms improve the initial 3D reference iteratively by 

applying signal from collected cryoEM 2D particle images. Since the posterior of the 2D image 

in 3D space is unknown the algorithm universally samples the 2D image against the 3D 

template at an angular interval. The angular interval is automatically decided between each 

iteration and will continue until either the reference or the accuracy of angular assignment stop 

improving (Scheres, 2012a). With a Bayesian approach to automatic image refinement a 

particle is not assigned a single posterior in the refinement but instead given a likelihood integer 

for each sampled posterior. This can be done between multiple references which allows for the 

input particle images to be classified among the different references provided and iteratively 

refined to improve both the accuracy of the reference and the classification (Scheres, 2012b). 

This classification approach is an incredible tool for biological samples since one can resolve 

both conformational heterogeneity of a protein but also heterogeneity of different proteins in a 

sample or varying complex assemblies. 

 

With bias affecting all current particle picking methods and 3D reconstructions, the 

cryoEM field came up with a set of practices to avoid the possibility of reconstructing a given 

template from noise since the SNR is so low. This bias problem can be avoided in 2D 

classification by using reference-free algorithms (Scheres et al., 2005) and in 3D by low pass 

filtering templates for particle picking and further reconstruction (Henderson, 2013). The 



resolution of a reconstruction is then estimated using Fourier shell correlation cut-off = 0.143 

of reconstructed half-maps to minimize noise contribution to the final reconstruction (Scheres 

& Chen, 2012). 

All of these advancements in the cryoEM workflow have allowed for high resolution 

reconstruction of multiple biological molecules which had previously not been possible by 

other methods. The high resolution volumes allows for de novo models to be built which can 

give detailed insight into the mechanism of these complex molecular machines. 

 

2 Scientific aim 
 
Current information on bunyavirus protein function is fragmentary. Here, we focus on the L-

protein, which is essential for both replication and transcription of the viral genome. In 

collaboration with the groups of Maria Rosenthal (Bernhard Nocht Institute for Tropical 

Medicine, Hamburg, Germany) and Stephen Cusack (European Molecular Biology Laboratory, 

Grenoble, France), we aim to resolve the structure of multiple L-proteins in different functional 

states and in parallel, to characterize the protein biochemically in order to elucidate the 

molecular function of these proteins. Having detailed insight into the molecular mechanism and 

regulation of bunyavirus replication and transcription, can help understand the diseases they 

cause and facilitate therapeutic development. 

 

 

3. Cumulative part of dissertation 
 

3.1 Structural and functional characterization of the severe fever with 
thrombocytopenia syndrome virus L-protein 
 



In this work, the SFTSV L-protein was analysed using biochemical and structural approaches. 

We show that the L-protein is a functional polymerase capable of both RNA replication de 

novo and primed transcription. The high-resolution cryoEM structure of the apo SFTSV L-

protein showed that the overall structure is remarkably similar to available structures of La 

Crosse Virus L-protein and, the more distantly related, Influenza polymerase complex 

considering their sequence divergence. This indicates that an antiviral drug could be effective 

against a variety of L-proteins. 

Original publication and supplement at https://doi.org/10.1093/nar/gkaa253 
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ABSTRACT

The Bunyavirales order contains several emerging
viruses with high epidemic potential, including Se-
vere fever with thrombocytopenia syndrome virus
(SFTSV). The lack of medical countermeasures, such
as vaccines and antivirals, is a limiting factor for the
containment of any virus outbreak. To develop such
antivirals a profound understanding of the viral repli-
cation process is essential. The L protein of bun-
yaviruses is a multi-functional and multi-domain pro-
tein performing both virus transcription and genome
replication and, therefore, is an ideal drug target. We
established expression and purification procedures
for the full-length L protein of SFTSV. By combin-
ing single-particle electron cryo-microscopy and X-
ray crystallography, we obtained 3D models covering
∼70% of the SFTSV L protein in the apo-conformation
including the polymerase core region, the endonu-
clease and the cap-binding domain. We compared
this first L structure of the Phenuiviridae family to
the structures of La Crosse peribunyavirus L protein
and influenza orthomyxovirus polymerase. Together
with a comprehensive biochemical characterization
of the distinct functions of SFTSV L protein, this work
provides a solid framework for future structural and
functional studies of L protein–RNA interactions and
the development of antiviral strategies against this
group of emerging human pathogens.

INTRODUCTION

Severe fever with thrombocytopenia syndrome virus
(SFTSV) is prevalent in East Asia and closely related to
the Heartland virus that has been isolated in the US (1).
Very recently an SFTSV-like virus has also been detected
in bats from Germany (2). SFTSV belongs to the Bunyavi-
rales order, established in 2018 to accommodate formerly
separated bunya- and arenaviruses (3). Bunyaviruses are a
diverse group of viruses with a segmented single-stranded
RNA genome of negative polarity. They are distributed
worldwide causing zoonoses with several outbreaks annu-
ally, mainly occurring in Low-to-Middle-Income countries
and primarily affecting poor populations with restricted
access to health care. Therefore, several bunyaviruses are
listed on the WHO R&D Blueprint (4), a global strategy
to enhance preparedness to future epidemics urging for the
development of medical countermeasures, such as vaccines
and antivirals, which are largely lacking. To develop antivi-
ral strategies against emerging viruses, including SFTSV
and other bunyaviruses a profound understanding of the
viral life cycle is essential, especially of the similarities
and differences within this virus group. The key player in
bunyavirus transcription and genome replication is the
large (L) protein with a size between 250 and 450 kDa,
which contains multiple domains and functions including
the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). For
in!uenza virus, another segmented negative-sense RNA
virus (sNSV), small molecules targeting different functions
of the polymerase complex have been clinically approved
(5,6). However, in contrast to in!uenza viruses, whose
polymerase has been extensively investigated, structural
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and functional information about bunyavirus L proteins
are scarce.

During the processes of genome replication and tran-
scription, bunyavirus L protein synthesizes three dis-
tinct RNA species: (i) antigenomic complementary RNA
(cRNA), (ii) genomic viral RNA (vRNA) and (iii) capped,
mostly non-polyadenylated viral mRNA. Whereas genome
replication is believed to be initiated de novo by the L pro-
tein, viral transcription is dependent on short, capped RNA
primers derived from cellular RNAs by a mechanism called
cap-snatching (7), which involves cap binding and endonu-
clease functions. The part of bunyavirus L protein that has
been most characterized, both structurally and functionally,
is the ∼20 kDa endonuclease domain (7–9), which is gener-
ally located at the N terminus. Its metal-dependent RNA
cleavage activity is required for the cap-snatching mecha-
nism to steal 5′ cap structures from cellular RNA and at-
tach these fragments to the viral mRNA in order to be
processed by the cellular translation machinery at the ri-
bosome. For Rift Valley Fever virus (RVFV), a bunyavirus
of the Phenuiviridae family, the C-terminal region of the L
protein has been shown to contain a cap-binding domain
(CBD), the second activity needed for the cap-snatching
mechanism. This CBD is structurally similar to that of in-
!uenza virus but with distinct differences in its mode of
cap-recognition (10,11). The third important activity is the
RdRp, which is needed for both transcription and genome
replication. To date, only for one bunyavirus L protein, that
of La Crosse virus (LACV, Peribunyaviridae family), is more
extensive high-resolution structural information available.
The LACV structures with viral RNA contain ∼77% of the
L protein sequence including the endonuclease, RdRp do-
main and important protein–RNA interaction sites but are
entirely missing the C-terminal domain (12). Even though
further structural insights into distinct functional states of
bunyavirus L protein are still lacking, these structures were a
milestone on the path to a complete structural understand-
ing of bunyavirus transcription and replication. In terms
of functional data, biochemical characterization of Lassa
and Machupo viruses (Arenaviridae family) (13–16) as well
as LACV (12) L proteins have been published. Speci"c to
each bunyavirus family, the 3′ and 5′ termini of the genomic
RNA segments are highly conserved and almost fully com-
plementary in sequence and are denoted as the conserved
promoter regions. For in!uenza virus and LACV, the RNA
5′ end forms a hook-like secondary structure that is bound
in a speci"c pocket adjacent to the RNA synthesis active
site of the L protein (12,17,18). The presence of a hook-
conformation and its importance for robust RdRp activ-
ity have also been proposed for arenaviruses (13,16). Fur-
thermore, for arenaviruses, it was shown that the L protein
initiates genome synthesis de novo by a prime-and-realign
mechanism (13) similar to the initiation of in!uenza virus
vRNA synthesis from cRNA and Hantaan virus genome
replication (19–22).

In order to deepen our understanding of bunyavirus
genome replication and transcription, we aimed to struc-
turally and functionally characterize the full-length L pro-
tein of a virus of the Phenuiviridae family. For this virus
family, no high-resolution structural data on the L protein
core polymerase domain is currently available. We estab-

lished expression and puri"cation of the full-length SFTSV
L protein in insect cells using a baculovirus expression sys-
tem with a yield of up to 11 mg/l of expression culture. We
present structural data on the RdRp core and adjacent L
protein domains of SFTSV bunyavirus (Phenuiviridae fam-
ily) obtained by electron cryo-microscopy (cryo-EM) and
X-ray crystallography. Although we were unable to build
the N-terminal endonuclease domain de novo, we could "t
the recently published SFTSV endonuclease crystal struc-
ture (23) into the cryo-EM density. This allowed us to pro-
pose an integrated model for the L protein, which was ver-
i"ed using small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data. Al-
though the C-terminal region of the L protein was not re-
solved in the cryo-EM map, we solved the structure of the
SFTSV CBD in complex with a cap-analogue by X-ray crys-
tallography with a resolution of 1.35 Å and characterized
how it interacts with cap-structures using biochemical and
biophysical assays. We further used biochemical assays to
characterize the different L protein activities, such as pro-
moter binding, endonuclease and polymerase activities. In
summary, we provide novel structural and functional infor-
mation on SFTSV L protein that can serve as a basis for
an improved understanding of bunyavirus transcription and
genome replication processes and aid drug development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cloning, expression and puri!cation of SFTSV full-length L
protein

The L gene of SFTSV strain AH12 (GenBank accession no.
HQ116417) with a C-terminal StrepII-tag was chemically
synthesized (Centic Biotech, Germany) and the plasmid-
integrated gene was ampli"ed via PCR. In the same step,
primers were used for the introduction of mutations to
the gene in the case of the catalytically inactive L pro-
teins (D112A and D1126A). Ampli"ed genes were cloned
into an altered pFastBacHT B vector using the In-Fusion
HD EcoDry Cloning Kit (Clontech). After transforma-
tion of DH10EMBacY Escherichia coli cells (kindly pro-
vided by Imre Berger), which contain a bacmid as well as
a plasmid coding for a topoisomerase, with the pFastBac-
plasmids, recombinant bacmids were isolated and trans-
fected into Sf21 insect cells for recombinant baculovirus
production. Hi5 insect cells were used for the expression
of the StrepII-tagged L proteins. The harvested cells were
resuspended in buffer A (50 mM HEPES(NaOH) pH 7.0,
1 M NaCl, 10% (w/w) glycerol and 2 mM dithiothreitol),
supplemented with 0.05% (v/v) Tween20 and protease in-
hibitors (Roche, cOmplete mini), lysed by sonication and
centrifuged two times at 20 000 × g for 30 min at 4◦C. Solu-
ble protein was loaded on Strep-TactinXT beads (IBA) and
eluted with 50 mM Biotin (Applichem) in buffer B (50 mM
HEPES(NaOH) pH 7.0, 500 mM NaCl, 10% (w/w) glycerol
and 2 mM dithiothreitol). L protein-containing fractions
were pooled and diluted with an equal volume of buffer
C (20 mM HEPES(NaOH) pH 7.0) before loading onto a
heparin column (HiTrap Heparin HP, GE Healthcare). Pro-
teins were eluted with buffer A and concentrated using cen-
trifugal "lter units (Amicon Ultra, 30 kDa MWCO). The
proteins were further puri"ed by size-exclusion chromatog-
raphy (Superdex 200, GE Healthcare) in buffer B and ei-
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ther used for biochemical assays or SAXS experiments. Pu-
ri!ed L proteins were concentrated as described above, "ash
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80◦C.

Cloning, expression and puri!cation of SFTSV cap-binding
domain

The L gene region corresponding to amino acid residues
1695–1810 of SFTSV strain AH12 (GenBank accession no.
HQ116417) was cloned into a pOPINF vector (24) using the
NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly Cloning Kit (New Eng-
land BioLabs). The protein, which based on sequence align-
ments corresponds to the CBD of RVFV (11) and there-
fore referred to as SFTSV CBD, was expressed as a wild-
type version or mutated version (with single amino acid
exchanges F1705A, Q1707A or Y1719A) in E. coli strain
BL21 Gold (DE3) (Novagen) at 17◦C overnight using TB
medium and 0.5 mM isopropyl-!-D-thiogalactopyranoside
for induction. After pelleting, the cells were resuspended in
50 mM Na-phosphate pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM im-
idazole, Complete protease inhibitor EDTA-free (Roche),
0.4% (v/v) Triton X-100 and 0.025% (w/v) lysozyme and
subsequently disrupted by sonication. The protein was pu-
ri!ed from the soluble fraction after centrifugation by Ni
af!nity chromatography. Washing buffers contained 50 mM
imidazole and 1 M NaCl or 50 mM imidazole and 100
mM NaCl. Elution buffer contained 500 mM imidazole
and the eluted protein was immediately diluted with 20 mM
Na-phosphate pH 6.5 followed by passing through an an-
ion exchange chromatography column (HiTrap Q FF, GE
Healthcare) and subsequent cation exchange chromatog-
raphy (HiTrap SP FF, GE Healthcare, loading buffer: 50
mM Na-phosphate pH 6.5, 50 mM NaCl, 10% (w/v) glyc-
erol, elution with salt gradient up to 1 M NaCl). The next
step was the removal of the N-terminal His-tag by a GST-
tagged 3C protease at 4◦C overnight. After addition of up
to 3 mM m7GTP, the protein was concentrated for a !nal
size exclusion chromatography (Superdex 200, 50 mM Na-
phosphate, pH 6.5, 150 mM NaCl, 10% (w/v) glycerol). Pu-
ri!ed proteins were concentrated using centrifugal devices
with addition of up to 4 mM m7GTP (!nal concentration),
"ash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80◦C. For
thermal shift assays and isothermal titration calorimetry,
the puri!cation procedure was done as described above but
without any addition of m7GTP.

Isothermal titration calorimetry

The af!nity of SFTSV CBD to m7GTP and GTP was mea-
sured by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) using a Mi-
croCal PEAQ-ITC instrument (Malvern Panalytical). Pro-
teins were dialyzed overnight at 4◦C against 50 mM Na-
phosphate pH 6.5, 150 mM NaCl, 10% (w/v) glycerol. The
ligand m7GTP was dissolved and GTP was diluted in the ex-
act same dialysis buffer. Titrations were done with 150 "M
CBD in the cell and 5.0–6.5 mM m7GTP or GTP in the sy-
ringe at 25◦C with 19 injections of 2 "l (!rst injection 0.5
"l). Spacing between injections was constant with 150 s for
all measurements. Data were analyzed and !tted with the
respective PEAQ ITC evaluation software (Malvern) apply-
ing a single side binding model and !xing the stoichiometry
value to 1.

Thermal stability assay

Thermal stability of SFTSV CBD was measured by ther-
mo"uor assay (25). The assay contained a !nal concentra-
tion of 8 "M of CBD protein, 20 mM Na-phosphate pH
6.5, 100 mM NaCl, SYPRO-Orange (!nal dilution 1:1000)
and either no additive or between 1 and 10 mM of m7GTP,
m7GpppG, GTP or ATP. Thermal stability of in"uenza A
virus PB2 CBD and RVFV CBD was assessed at a !nal pro-
tein concentration of 10 and 8 "M, respectively, in the same
setup as described for SFTSV CBD.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay

RNAs (Supplementary Table S1) were chemically synthe-
sized (Biomers) and labeled with T4 polynucleotide kinase
(Thermo Fisher) and [# ]32P-ATP (Hartman Analytic), or
ScriptCap m7G Capping System (CellScript) and [$]32P-
GTP. Labeled RNA substrates were subsequently separated
from unincorporated [# ]32P using Microspin G25 columns
(GE Healthcare) or ethanol precipitation. RNA was heated
for 3 min at 95◦C and cooled down on ice to give single-
stranded RNA (ssRNA). Reactions containing 0–14 pmol
L protein and 2 pmol 32P-labelled ssRNA were set up in 10
"l binding buffer (50 mM HEPES(NaOH) pH 7.0, 150 mM
NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM dithiothreitol, 10% glycerol, 0.5
"g/"l Poly(C) RNA (Sigma), 0.5 "g/"l bovine serum albu-
min and 0.5 U/"l RNasin (Promega)). After incubation on
ice for 30 min, the products were separated by native gel
electrophoresis using 6% polyacrylamide Tris-glycine gels
and Tris-glycine buffer on ice. Signals were visualized by
phosphor screen autoradiography using a Typhoon scan-
ner (GE Healthcare) and quanti!ed using ImageJ software
(26) when necessary.

Endonuclease assay

Poly-A RNA 27mer and 40mer were chemically synthe-
sized (Biomers) and 32P-labeled with T4 polynucleotide ki-
nase (Thermo Fisher) or ScriptCap m7G Capping Sys-
tem (CellScript). RNA substrates were subsequently puri-
!ed with a Microspin G25 column (GE Healthcare). Reac-
tions containing 2.5 pmol protein and 3 pmol 32P-labeled
RNA were carried out in a volume of 10 "l with 0.5 U/"l
RNasin (Promega), 100 mM HEPES(NaOH) pH 7.0, 100
mM NaCl, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol, and 0.1 "g/"l
bovine serum albumin, divalent cations as indicated in the
!gure legends and incubated at 37◦C for 30 min. The reac-
tion was stopped by adding an equivalent volume of RNA
loading buffer (98% formamide, 18 mM EDTA, 0.025 mM
SDS, xylene cyanol and bromophenol blue) and heating the
samples at 95◦C for 3 min. Products were separated by elec-
trophoresis on denaturing 7 M urea, 20% polyacrylamide
Tris–borate–EDTA gels in 0.5-fold Tris–borate buffer. Sig-
nals were visualized by phosphor screen autoradiography
using a Typhoon scanner (GE Healthcare).

Polymerase assay

If not indicated otherwise, 5 pmol L protein were pre-
incubated for 15 min with 6 pmol of 5′ promoter ss-
RNA (Supplementary Table S1) in assay buffer (100 mM
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HEPES(NaOH) pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl, 50 mM KCl, 5
mM MgCl2, 0.5 U/!l RNasin (Promega), 2 mM dithiothre-
itol, and 0.1 !g/!l bovine serum albumin). Subsequently, 6
pmol of 3′ promoter ssRNA (Supplementary Table S1) and
NTPs (0.8 mM UTP/ATP/CTP and 0.5 mM GTP supple-
mented with 5 !Ci ["]32P-GTP) were added to a !nal re-
action volume of 10 !l. After 1 h at 30◦C the reaction was
stopped by adding an equivalent volume of RNA loading
buffer (98% formamide, 18 mM EDTA, 0.025 mM SDS,
xylene cyanol and bromophenol blue) and heating the sam-
ple for 5 min at 98◦C. Products were separated by elec-
trophoresis on denaturing 7 M urea, 20% polyacrylamide
Tris–borate–EDTA gels in 0.5-fold Tris–borate buffer. Sig-
nals were visualized by phosphor screen autoradiography
using a Typhoon scanner (GE Healthcare). For primer ex-
tension assays, 2.5 nmol RNA oligonucleotides were 32P-
labeled with 6.6 pmol ["]32P-GTP (10 !Ci) and T4 polynu-
cleotide kinase (Thermo Fisher) in a !nal volume of 20 !l
standard reaction buffer. Reactions were stopped by heat-
ing to 95◦C for 15 min. Primer extension assays were car-
ried out as described for the standard polymerase reaction
except 125 pmol of 32P-labeled primer was used for each re-
action instead of ["]32P-GTP.

Double-stranded RNA separation assay

RNA oligonucleotides (Supplementary Table S1) were
chemically synthesized (Biomers) and 3′ labeled with T4
RNA ligase (Thermo Fisher) and pCp-Cy3 (Jena Bio-
science). Labeled RNA substrates were subsequently sepa-
rated from excess pCp-Cy3 by ethanol precipitation. RNA
was mixed in 1:1 ratio in 100 mM HEPES(NaOH) pH
7.0, 100 mM NaCl, 50 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 U/!l
RNasin (Promega), 2 mM dithiothreitol, and 0.1 !g/!l
bovine serum albumin and incubated at 30◦C for 30 min
before an equal volume of RNA loading buffer (98% for-
mamide, 18 mM EDTA, 0.025 mM SDS) was added. The
samples were heated at 95◦C for 3 min before separation
on denaturing 7 M urea, 20% polyacrylamide Tris–borate–
EDTA gels and 0.5-fold Tris–borate buffer.

Crystallisation and crystallography

SFTSV CBD crystals grew within 14 days after mixing of
one part SFTSV CBD at 18.6 mg/ml protein concentration
supplemented with 4 mM m7GTP in 50 mM Na-phosphate
pH 6.5, 150 mM NaCl, 10% (w/v) glycerol with two parts
of 7% (v/v) 2-Butanol, 150 mM MES pH 6.0 and 27.4%
PEG 4000 in a sitting drop vapor diffusion setup at 20◦C.
Crystals were "ash frozen in liquid nitrogen without cryo
protectants and datasets were obtained at beamline P14 of
PETRA III at Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY),
Hamburg, Germany. Datasets were processed with XDS
(27) and the SFTSV CBD structure was solved by molecular
replacement using Phaser (28) and the RVFV CBD (PDB:
6QHG) monomer without the #-hairpin and loops as an in-
put model. The structure was re!ned by iterative cycles of
manual model building in Coot (29) and computational op-
timization with PHENIX (30). Visualization of structural
data was done using either the PyMOL Molecular Graphics
System, Version 1.7 Schrödinger, LLC or UCSF Chimera
(31).

Electron cryo-microscopy

Aliquots of 3 !l of SFTSV L protein diluted to 0.6 !M
in buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.0, 500 mM NaCl, 20 mM
MgCl2) were applied to glow-discharged Quantifoil R 2/1
Au G200F4 grids, immediately blotted for 2 s using an FEI
Vitrobot Mk IV (4◦C, 100% humidity, blotting force –10)
and plunge frozen in liquid ethane/propane cooled to liq-
uid nitrogen temperature. The grids were loaded into a 300-
keV Titan Krios transmission electron cryo-microscope
(Thermo Scienti!c) equipped with a K3 direct electron de-
tector and a GIF BioQuantum energy !lter (Gatan). A total
of 2626 movie frames were collected using the EPU software
(Thermo Scienti!c) at a nominal magni!cation of ×105 000
with a pixel size of 0.87 Å and a defocus range of –1 to –3
!m. Each movie fractionated into 60 frames, was collected
for a total exposure time of 3 s with a "ux of 15 electrons
per physical pixel per second and a total exposure of 59.45
e/Å2 with a 20-eV slit for the GIF (Supplementary Table
S2).

Cryo-EM data processing and model building

All movie frames were aligned using MotionCor2 (32) and
particles were picked automatically using Warp (33). The
motion-corrected micrographs were imported in Relion 3.0
(34) and used for contrast transfer function (CTF) param-
eter calculation with gctf (35). The particles were extracted
using coordinates from Warp (∼780 000) and subjected to
two iterative rounds of reference-free 2D classi!cation. Se-
lected 2D classes representing the different projection views
(575 157 particles) were initially classi!ed into six 3D classes
with image alignment using an ab initio volume created in
cisTEM (36) and low-pass !ltered to 40 Å, as a reference.
The 3D classi!cation with regularization parameter T = 4
was performed with 7.5◦ angular sampling for the !rst 25
iterations followed by 10 additional iterations using 3.7◦ an-
gular sampling. One major class was identi!ed as the most
populated (223 604 particles) and better de!ned class, and
was selected for auto-re!nement and post-processing in Re-
lion resulting in a 3D electron density map (SFTSV map A)
with an estimated resolution of 3.8 Å using gold standard
Fourier Shell Correlation (0.143 cut-off). The globally re-
!ned volume was then used as a template to sort particles
again into 10 new 3D classes. This time a distinct class was
visible containing additional volume for the C-terminal re-
gion (73 357 particles). This class submitted to auto-re!ne
and post-processing and yielded a 3D EM map of 4.3 Å esti-
mated resolution. The model was built de novo into SFTSV
map A by the Map-to-model program included in Phenix
(37) using the core domain of LACV L protein structure
(PDB: 5AMQ) as a starting model. The structure was re-
!ned by iterative cycles of manual model building in Coot
(29) and computational optimization with PHENIX (30).

Small angle X-ray scattering

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) of SFTSV L pro-
tein was performed with an in-line size exclusion chro-
matography on a Superdex 200 Increase 5/150 GL col-
umn (GE Healthcare) with a buffer containing 50 mM
HEPES(NaOH) pH 7, 500 mM NaCl, 5% (w/v) glycerol
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and 2 mM dithiothreitol. Data was collected at the SAXS
beamline P12 of PETRA III storage ring of the DESY,
Hamburg, Germany (38) using a PILATUS 2M pixel detec-
tor at 3.0 m sample distance and 10 keV energy (! = 1.24 Å),
a momentum transfer range of 0.01 Å−1 < s < 0.45 Å−1 was
covered (s = 4" sin #/!, where 2# is the scattering angle).
Data were analyzed using the ATSAS 2.8 package (39). The
SEC-SAXS data were analyzed with CHROMIXS and the
forward scattering I(0) and the radius of gyration Rg were
extracted from the Guinier approximation calculated with
the AutoRG function within PRIMUS (40). GNOM (41)
provided the pair distribution function P(r) of the particle,
the maximum size Dmax and the Porod volume. Ab initio
reconstructions were generated with DAMMIF (42). Forty
independent DAMMIF runs were compared and clustered
into !ve main classes using DAMCLUST (43,44). Models
within each class were superimposed by SUPCOMB (45)
and averaged using DAMAVER (46). The structures were
visualized using UCSF Chimera (31).

Integrated modelling

The SAXS envelopes of SFTSV L protein were visualized
using molmap within UCSF Chimera (31) at 15 Å resolu-
tion and the SFTSV L protein 3D EM map A was low-pass
!ltered to 5 Å to smoothen the volume. After !ltering, the
"exible C-terminal region became visible in the 3D EM map
A, which was subsequently used to guide the initial !tting
into the SAXS envelope, and further re!ned with the ‘!t in
map’ function of Chimera. The atomic model for SFTSV
apo-L was !t into the 3D EM map A.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure determination of SFTSV L protein by cryo-EM

We used a full-length construct of SFTSV L gene (strain
AH12, GenBank accession HQ116417) for baculovirus-
driven protein expression in insect cells. The L protein was
either expressed as wild-type protein or as single-site mu-
tants D112A (endonuclease inactive) or D1126A (RdRp in-
active). The protein was puri!ed to homogeneity, with a !-
nal yield of up to 11 mg pure SFTSV L protein per litre
of cell culture, and used for cryo-EM experiments. Based
on map A, derived from the single particle 3D reconstruc-
tion and with a resolution of 3.8 Å (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1, Supplementary Table S2), the apo-SFTSV L pro-
tein (apo-L) structure was determined for ∼1100 residues
mainly belonging to the RdRp core region (Figure 1). Den-
sity for the endonuclease domain was visible but the resolu-
tion was insuf!cient for de novo model building indicating
mobility of this domain in the apo-conformation of the L
protein. The apo-L structure determined by cryo-EM also
lacks the C-terminal 500 residues. This domain seems to be
very "exible, similar to the case of apo-LACV L, where the
C-terminal 500 residues could also not be resolved using
cryo-EM (12). Repeated classi!cation resulted in an addi-
tional EM map that displayed additional electron density
for the C-terminal domain. However, the overall resolution
was not high enough to con!dently build additional parts
of the protein compared to map A. In summary, we present
a model for a substantial part of the SFTSV L protein in

the apo-con!guration and the cryo-EM map indicates the
location and size of the C-terminal region.

SFTSV L protein is similar to the polymerase proteins of
other segmented negative strand RNA viruses

SFTSV apo-L is structurally related to LACV L and the het-
erotrimeric in"uenza virus polymerase complex, although
the similarity to LACV is higher (Supplementary Figures
S2–S4). This is consistent with the phylogenetic relation be-
tween these viruses, which all belong to the sNSV group,
and the previously described structural similarity between
in"uenza virus polymerase and LACV L protein (12). Al-
though the cryo-EM maps of SFTSV apo-L did not con-
tain density suf!ciently resolved to build the endonuclease
domain de novo, it was possible to unambiguously place the
SFTSV endonuclease structure recently obtained by X-ray
crystallography (23) (residues 1–214 of PDB 6NTV) into
the map by rigid body !tting (Figure 1C). The endonuclease
domain (residues 1–214) is connected to an in"uenza virus
PA-C like domain via an extended linker (residues 215–286)
which wraps around the !ngers and palm domains (Fig-
ure 1, Supplementary Alignment File). This linker is slightly
shorter (∼15 residues) than in LACV L and has a more ex-
tended conformation (Supplementary Figures S2–S5). Sim-
ilar to LACV, the PA-C like domain (residues 287–758, with
residues 342–358 and 371–445 missing interpretable den-
sity) is divided into two lobes, an $-helical ‘core lobe’ but-
tressing the palm and thumb domains of the L protein as
well as an equivalent to the LACV vRNA binding lobe
(vRBL) with a central %-sheet and at least two $-helices
packing against both sides of the sheet (Figure 1 and Sup-
plementary Figures S2–S4). A substantial part of this vRBL
domain, which constitutes a 3′ vRNA binding site in LACV
L protein, is missing from the SFTSV structure as it lacks
de!ned density in the map. According to LACV L protein
and in"uenza virus polymerase complex, we expect these
unresolved regions to represent the ‘clamp’, involved in 3′

vRNA binding, and the ‘arch’, making contacts to the 5′

vRNA (Supplementary Figures S2–S4). The arch is also dis-
ordered in the LACV L structure. The !ngers, palm and
thumb domains which contain most of the conserved RdRp
active site motifs, are downstream of the PA-C like domain
(Figure 1D, Supplementary Alignment File). The !ngers
domain (residues 759–948 and 995–1083) is again highly
similar to the LACV counterpart (Supplementary Figures
S3 and S4). However, the ribbon insertion (residues 853–
870) extending from the !ngers domain, is structurally dif-
ferent compared to the LACV $-ribbon and the in"uenza
virus %-ribbon. In SFTSV L, the ribbon insertion is ∼40
residues shorter than in LACV L and structurally disor-
dered (Figure 1B, Supplementary Figures S2–S5). The cor-
responding %-ribbon of in"uenza virus, which is involved
in binding of the RNA duplex region of the promoter and
contains the nuclear localization sequence, is ∼16 residues
longer compared to SFTSV (Supplementary Figures S2–
S4). The next speci!c feature of SFTSV L is the !nger-
tips insertion (residues 913–920), a loop which is mostly
conserved among bunyaviruses (47) and contains parts of
the RdRp active site motif F (Figure 1D, Supplementary
Alignment File). This loop has a different conformation in
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Figure 1. Apo structure of the SFTSV L protein. (A) Schematic linear representation of the domain structure of the SFTSV L protein. (B) Illustrated
representation of two views of the apo-L cryo-EM structure as a ribbon diagram (PDB 6Y6K). Domains are colored as in (A). The magnesium ion in the
active site is shown as a sphere. A more detailed view and comparison with the LACV L (PDB 5AMQ) and the in!uenza virus polymerase complex (PDB
6QCV) are shown in Supplementary Figures S2–S4. (C) Superposition of the 5 Å low-pass "ltered cryo-EM map with the SFTSV apo-L structure model.
(D) Representation of the polymerase core of the SFTSV L with the conserved motifs A–H as a ribbon diagram. The divalent magnesium ion is shown as
a sphere.
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SFTSV compared to LACV, which is probably related to
a conformational change induced by the 5′ RNA binding
that binds as a stem-loop structure (the so-called ‘hook’)
to the LACV L protein (47). A second insertion into the
!ngers domain is the so-called !ngernode (residues 1030–
1057), which is composed of two !-helices and involved in 5′

vRNA binding in the LACV and in"uenza virus structures.
A small part of what is presumably the connecting loop be-
tween the !-helices is absent in the SFTSV apo-L struc-
ture (residues 1039–1045). The !ngernode is structurally
very similar to the LACV !ngernode but different from its
counterpart in in"uenza virus which has a "-hairpin inser-
tion (Supplementary Figures S2–S4). The !ngers domain is
followed by the palm domain of the RdRp (residues 949–
994 and 1084–1194), which is structurally highly similar to
LACV and in"uenza virus (Figure 1, Supplementary Fig-
ures S2–S4). The palm domain contains the RdRp active
site motifs A and C that are involved in the coordination
of the divalent metal ions and the catalysis. Additionally,
the active site motifs D and E are part of the palm do-
main (Figure 1D). In contrast to the LACV palm domain,
SFTSV L does not possess the so-called California inser-
tion, whose function is unknown (Supplementary Figures
S2–S5). The thumb domain of the RdRp (residues 1195–
1308) is composed of a helical bundle and in contact with
the previously mentioned PA-C like domain and the vRBL
(Figure 1). Residues 1309–1402, which by analogy to the
LACV and in"uenza virus structures presumably compose
the priming loop and the bridge domain, are not visible in
the SFTSV model (Figure 1, Supplementary Figures S2–
S4). We cannot conclude on the length of the priming loop
as the sequence identity to LACV is very low for this region
(Supplementary Alignment File) and connected parts of the
bridge are missing as well (Supplementary Figure S3). The
so-called thumb ring is also only partly visible in the apo-
L structure of SFTSV (visible parts include residues 1403–
1416, 1452–1502, 1579–1587 and 1596–1612). Further re-
gions missing from the cryo-EM structure are the lid and C-
terminal domain including the CBD (Figure 1, Supplemen-
tary Figures S2–S4, Supplementary Alignment File). Over-
all, the SFTSV L protein has a very similar architecture as
LACV and in"uenza virus polymerase proteins with some
particular differences whose functional relevance will be in-
teresting to determine. Regions missing from the SFTSV L
and partly also from the LACV L structure indicate a high
degree of "exibility of the C-terminal regions, especially the
thumb ring, bridge, and C-terminal domain. Flexibility in
the vRBL domain is most likely due to the absence of viral
RNA to stabilize the structure but further structural data
are needed to clarify this.

3′ and 5′ promoter RNA binding to SFTSV L protein

An important feature of all sNSV polymerase proteins is the
ability to bind to the conserved RNA promoter ends, the
almost complementary 3′ and 5′ termini of the genome seg-
ments. For LACV and in"uenza virus polymerases, distinct
3′ and 5′ RNA binding sites have been described (12,17).
In electrophoretic mobility shift assays, we were able to de-
tect interaction of SFTSV L protein with the conserved ter-
mini of all three genomic RNA segments (Figures 2A and

B, Supplementary Figure S6). To avoid RNA degradation
during the experiment we used an endonuclease active site
mutant (D112A) of the L protein. The migration behaviour
of the protein–RNA complex in the native gel was different
depending on whether 3′ or 5′ termini were bound (com-
pare Figure 2A, right and left panel) indicating that 3′ and 5′

RNA binding induces distinct conformational states of the
L protein. The migration behaviour of the complexes is con-
sistent with previous !ndings on the LASV L protein (13).
Interestingly, for the S segment, two different sequences of
the conserved termini are published which differ from each
other by an insertion/deletion of an A at position 9, count-
ing from the 5′ end (Figure 2B). We found that both versions
bind to the L protein with comparable af!nities (Supple-
mentary Figure S6).

In LACV L protein, the 3′ RNA was bound in a nar-
row cleft leading away from the polymerase active site and
formed by the PA-C like domain, the thumb and thumb ring
with the clamp of the vRBL serving as a lid over the cleft
(Supplementary Figure S7A). The 5′ vRNA was found to
occupy a separate binding pocket in a hook-like conforma-
tion both in LACV as well as in in"uenza virus (12,17,18).
By comparing with LACV L protein bound to the 3′ and
5′ promoter RNA, we suggest that the RNA binding sites
of SFTSV L protein are in the equivalent locations. The 3′

RNA is likely bound in a positively charged cleft formed by
the thumb and the PA-C like domain, especially the vRBL
(Figure 2C, Supplementary Figure S8A). The vRBL do-
main, however, would have to undergo a slight conforma-
tional change, as, in the current conformation, a loop be-
tween two "-strands (indicated in Figure 2C by a dashed
circle) would block parts of the cleft. The clamp, which is
missing clear density in the SFTSV cryo-EM map, indicat-
ing "exibility in the apo-L, could close the 3′ RNA-binding
cleft on the top as observed for LACV (12). Although the
clamp is missing we observed potential RNA interacting
residues whose location and number in this area would cor-
respond to LACV 3′ RNA binding site (compare Figure 2C
and Supplementary Figure S7A, Supplementary Alignment
File).

The 5′ hook RNA binding site in LACV is formed by
the PA-C like and the !ngers domains. We identi!ed poten-
tial 5′ RNA-binding residues in SFTSV that closely match
in location and number with the residues detected for 5′

hook binding in LACV (Figure 2D, Supplementary Fig-
ure S7B, Supplementary Alignment File). Similar to LACV
we observe clustering of positively charged residues in this
pocket that, in terms of size, allows to accommodate the
5′ RNA of LACV (Figure 2D, Supplementary Figures S7B
and S8B). However, the exact residues interacting with the
5′ RNA cannot be predicted, as the 3D structure of the
SFTSV hook remains unclear. In an attempt to characterize
the possible conformations of the SFTSV 5′ RNA, we used
the RNA secondary structure prediction program Mfold
(48). This resulted in several possible hook structures but
without consistency between the S, M and L segment pro-
moters. Moreover, whereas in in"uenza virus and LACV
the 5′ hook structure forms within the !rst 10 nucleotides,
this seems rather unlikely for SFTSV 5′ termini judging
from the predictions (Supplementary Figure S9). It may be
that the RNA hook structure is stabilized by base-speci!c
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Figure 2. Interaction of the SFTSV L protein with its promoter RNAs. (A) Binding of SFTSV L protein to the 5′ and 3′ promoter ends (20 nt) of the M
segment (Supplementary Table S1) was determined by an electrophoretic mobility shift assay. Increasing amounts of L protein (0–1.4 !M) were incubated
with 0.2 !M of the indicated RNA (Supplementary Table S1). The protein–RNA complex was separated from the free RNA by native PAGE and visualized
by phosphor screen autoradiography using a Typhoon scanner (GE Healthcare). (B) Conserved 3′ (red) and 5′ (blue) terminal sequences of the L, M and
S segments. Watson-Crick base pairing is indicated by black lines. Bases which differ between but are conserved within the segments are shown in black.
Additional bases at position 9, found in some sequences (5′ S9A, 3′ S9U), are marked with a frame. Potential 3′ (C) and 5′ (D) promoter RNA binding
sites are shown as cartoon representation (left). Domains are colored according to Figure 1. Residues potentially involved in protein-RNA interaction are
shown as green (C) or orange (D) sticks. See also Supplementary Alignment File. Right panels display surface electrostatics of the potential 3′ and 5′ RNA
binding sites generated by APBS within PyMol. LACV 5′ vRNA is shown as a cartoon within the SFTSV potential 5′ vRNA binding site. For comparison,
analogous !gures for LACV vRNA binding sites are presented in Supplementary Figure S7.
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protein–RNA interactions rather than base-pairing. How-
ever, the sequences reported for SFTSV genome segment
termini vary signi!cantly between the L and M segments on
the one hand and the S segment on the other hand (Supple-
mentary Figure S10). Therefore, additional structural infor-
mation is necessary to make reliable conclusions about the
putative 5′ hook structure and how it binds to the L protein.
In summary, we observe potential 5′ and 3′ RNA binding
sites in the SFTSV apo-L protein analogous to RNA bind-
ing sites reported for LACV L and also in"uenza virus poly-
merase.

The SFTSV L protein is an active polymerase

To characterize the enzymatic properties of SFTSV L pro-
tein, we performed in vitro RNA synthesis based on the as-
say conditions established for LASV (13) using a highly pu-
ri!ed SFTSV L protein (Figure 3A). To avoid RNA degra-
dation during the enzymatic reactions we used an endonu-
clease active site mutant (D112A) of the L protein. SFTSV
L protein produces a ∼35 nt RNA product independent
of any primers, which was visualized by autoradiography
based on incorporated radiolabelled [!]32P-GTP after de-
naturing PAGE (Figure 3B). An L protein carrying a mu-
tation in the RdRp active site motif C (D1126A), which
served as a negative control to demonstrate the speci!city
of the assay, was inactive. The SFTSV L protein RdRp was
only active when both the 3′ template vRNA and the 5′

vRNA were present in the reaction (Figure 3B). The activat-
ing role of the 5′ end is well known for in"uenza polymerase,
and has also been described for arenaviruses, although the
proposed fold of the arenavirus 5′ hook has yet to be con-
!rmed by a structure (13,16–18).

Notably, for the sequences of the conserved genome
segment termini, particularly the S segment, different se-
quences have been published. For the S segment these se-
quences differ in the insertion/deletion of an A at position
9, counted from the 5′ terminus, or a U in the case of the 3′

terminus (49–51). The S segment RNA including the A at
position 9 (denoted as 9A) resulted in much stronger poly-
merase activity of the L protein compared to the S-segment
promoter lacking the 9A, even though the af!nity to the
L protein seems to be comparable between the two S seg-
ment promoters (Supplementary Figures S6 and S11). The
reduced polymerase activity with the S segment terminus
lacking the 9A is consistent with results from Brennan et al.
(2015) reporting that it was only possible to establish a re-
verse genetics system based on SFTSV S segment if the A
at position 9 of the 5′ end as well as a corresponding U at
the complementary 3′ end were present (51). Even though,
we cannot conclude on the role of this 9A residue from our
apo-L structure, this should be noted for future studies.

As already described for other polymerases (52,53), the
enzymatic activity was also dependent on divalent metal
ions. SFTSV RdRp displayed strong activity in the presence
of magnesium ions with an activity plateau reached at Mg2+

concentrations of >2 mM (Figure 3C), which is similar to
what has been reported for LASV RdRp and manganese
ion concentrations (13). The presence of 5 mM Mg2+, nu-
cleotides and both 3′ and 5′ promoter RNA was de!ned
as the standard reaction conditions for de novo replication

by SFTSV L protein and resulted in a single and strong
product band after 60 min incubation at 30◦C (Figure 3B).
In the presence of manganese ions, the RdRp activity was
also detectable. However, with higher Mn2+ concentrations
(>1 mM) the product band got more diffuse resulting ei-
ther from digestion by the endonuclease (stimulated by the
high concentration of Mn2+) or from less accurate replica-
tion initiation by the RdRp. For arenaviruses, the RdRp
activity was greatly enhanced when the 5′ end had a single
nucleotide G-overhang compared to the complementary 3′

promoter template strand (13,16), originating from a prime-
and-realign mechanism for genome replication. The reason
for this enhancing effect was speculated to result from ei-
ther improved promoter binding or effects on the secondary
structure of the 5′ hook. However, such an enhancing effect
was not observed for SFTSV L protein (Supplementary Fig-
ure S12A).

The product detected in our in vitro primer-independent
genome replication reactions was larger than expected. This
has previously been observed for LASV in in vitro poly-
merase assays (13). It was argued that this could be due to
missing termination signals as the assay contains only phys-
ically separated short promoter strands of 20 nt rather than
the continuous RNA genome comprising all necessary cis-
acting signals (13). Another possibility is that the template
and the completely complementary product form very sta-
ble RNA duplexes, which are not separated even by the de-
naturing PAGE conditions used. We tested this hypothesis
using perfectly complementary 20 nt RNAs that were "uo-
rescently labelled instead of radioactively labelled, and per-
formed denaturing PAGE at either 20◦C (as usually done)
or higher temperatures (60◦C). Indeed, we were unable to
separate the RNA duplex at electrophoresis temperatures
of 20◦C even though samples were heated to 95◦C and sup-
plemented with denaturing loading buffer prior to denatur-
ing PAGE, whereas at 60◦C we detected the RNA at the
expected size (Supplementary Figure S12B). Therefore, we
can explain the large size of our products in the assays by
the dif!culty to separate perfectly complementary RNA,
a product that cannot be avoided when investigating viral
genome replication. However, this does not compromise the
speci!city of our assay.

In summary, we established a polymerase assay for the
SFTSV L protein in which the L protein synthesizes a spe-
ci!c product with the minimal components of Mg2+, nu-
cleotides, conserved 3′ template and 5′ promoter strand.

L protein of SFTSV contains an active endonuclease

We tested the SFTSV full-length L protein for endonucle-
ase activity using a ribonuclease assay with a radiolabeled
40mer ssRNA substrate. Substrate degradation in the pres-
ence of different divalent metal ions was detected by de-
naturing PAGE and autoradiography. We found that the
endonuclease in SFTSV L protein was active in presence
of either manganese or magnesium ions, but not calcium
ions (Figure 3D). Residual activity was also detected when
zinc, nickel and cobalt ions were added to the reaction
(Supplementary Figure S12C). These results do not entirely
match with reports on the isolated endonuclease domains
of SFTSV and closely related Toscana virus (TOSV), for
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Figure 3. In vitro enzymatic activities of the SFTSV L protein. (A) Size exclusion chromatography and Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE analysis of puri!ed
SFTSV L (D112A) protein display the high purity and monodispersity of the L protein. Elution volumes of standard proteins (with sizes of 440 and
158 kDa) for column calibration are indicated. (B) The SFTSV L protein mediates RNA synthesis in an in vitro polymerase assay. SFTSV L (D112A)
or an RdRp catalytically inactive mutant (D1126A) were incubated with the conserved 5′ or/and 3′ terminal 20 nt of the M segment (5′ M: HO-ACAC
AGAGACGGCCAACAAU-OH, 3′ M: HO-UGUGUUUCUGGCCGGUUGUG-OH, Supplementary Table S1) in the presence of NTPs supplemented
with [!]32P- GTP for 60 min at 30◦C. RNA products were separated by denaturing gel electrophoresis and visualized by autoradiography. (C) The RdRp
activity of 500 nM SFTSV L (D112A) protein was analyzed in the presence of the indicated concentrations of MgCl2 or MnCl2. (D) 250 nM of wild-type
L was incubated with ∼0.3 "M of radioactively labeled PolyA40 RNA substrate (Supplementary Table S1) in the presence of 5, 10, 25 and 50 "M of
the indicated Me(II) at 37◦C for 30 min. Reactions without L protein, EDTA or the known endonuclease-speci!c inhibitor DPBA were used as negative
controls. Reaction products were separated on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel and visualized by autoradiography.

which the endonuclease was inactive in the presence of mag-
nesium ions (23,54). As a negative control, we expressed a
full-length L protein with a mutation in the endonuclease
active site (D112A). Contrary to previous !ndings on the
isolated endonuclease domains of SFTSV and TOSV with
mutations of the active site (23,54), the full-length D112A
L protein mutant showed some residual RNA degradation
activity in the endonuclease assay. We hence added either

EDTA or the known endonuclease-speci!c inhibitor DPBA
(8) to our negative controls (Figure 3D).

In conclusion, we demonstrate that the endonuclease ac-
tivity of the full-length SFTSV L protein is dependent on
divalent manganese or magnesium cations. As in our poly-
merase and protein–RNA interaction assays we also ob-
served some degradation of the polymerase products and
promoter RNA, we conclude that the endonuclease cleaves
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both viral and non-viral RNA. This suggests that the en-
donuclease activity is not sequence-speci!c and underlines
the need for activity regulation on the one hand and the
need for protection of viral RNA by binding to the L pro-
tein or viral nucleoprotein on the other hand.

Investigation of the mechanism of genome replication initia-
tion

Based mainly on sequencing data from a number of sNSV,
a prime-and-realign mechanism has been proposed for de
novo initiation of genome replication (19–21) and possi-
bly transcription (55–57). There is substantial evidence that
the LASV L protein uses a prime-and-realign mechanism
during replication initiation (13). LASV L protein initiates
genome replication at position +2 of the template strand,
produces a dinucleotide primer and realigns the 5′ end of
this primer to positions -1 and +1 of the template result-
ing in a single nucleotide overhang of the product relative
to the complementary 3′ template (13). To characterize the
mechanism of genome replication initiation of the SFTSV
L protein, we performed primer extension polymerase as-
says in the presence of different radioactively labelled RNA
primers and compared the product size with the size of the
de novo product (from polymerase reaction with radiola-
beled [!]32P-GTP) (Figure 4A). In Figure 4C, we provide
an overview of all possible products for each of the primers
used. In all reactions, we observe only one single product
band, indicating that the SFTSV L protein employs only
one replication initiation site on the template (Figure 4A).
We observe the same product size as the de novo product
when using ACA or AC primers in the reaction. If CA and
CAC primers are provided, the resulting products are ∼1 nt
smaller than the de novo product (Figures 4A and B). There-
fore, there are three possible scenarios for genome replica-
tion initiation: (i) replication is initiated terminally at posi-
tion +1 of the template strand, (ii) replication is initiated in-
ternally at position +3 and the nascent ACA primer is sub-
sequently re-aligned to position –2/–1/+1 of the template
strand or (iii) replication is initiated internally at position +3
and the nascent AC or ACA primer is re-aligned to the ter-
minal position +1/+2/+3 of the template (Figure 4C). For
further clari!cation, we used a longer primer (ACACAAA)
for the reaction, which is complementary to the !rst seven
nucleotides of the template strand and should only support
terminal initiation (Figure 4C). This primer was incorpo-
rated in a product resulting in exactly the same size as the
de novo product (Figures 4A and B) showing that we can
exclude realignment of the primer to position –2/–1/+1.
Although it is not possible to reliably discriminate between
terminal initiation or priming and subsequent realigning of
the primer to the terminal position of the template (Figure
4D), terminal initiation seems more likely as there is only
one de!ned product band detected. In case of priming in-
ternally and realigning to the terminal position one would
expect to also see a minor product band, two nucleotides
shorter than the main product, resulting from missing re-
alignment. At least, this has been observed for LASV L
protein, which applies a prime-and-realign mechanism for
genome replication initiation (13). We conclude that SFTSV
initiates genome replication on a vRNA template either ter-

minally and without applying a prime-and-realign mecha-
nism similar to in"uenza virus cRNA synthesis (22) or by
priming at position +3 and subsequent realignment to the
terminal position +1 (Figure 4D). In any case, SFTSV L
protein does not seem to produce a single or di-nucleotide
overhang of the 5′ promoter end compared to the 3′ end. A
scenario proposed for hantavirus genome replication is that
after internal priming and subsequent realignment, a single-
nucleotide overhang is removed by the endonuclease result-
ing in a monophosphorylated 5′ terminus (21). However,
this mechanism is rather unlikely to occur during SFTSV
replication initiation as we used an endonuclease inactive
mutant of the L protein in our assays. Even though this
mutant showed residual endonuclease activity, full cleavage
would be necessary to produce the single product band we
observed.

SFTSV L protein contains an active cap-binding domain

In analogy to in"uenza virus polymerase, the C-terminal re-
gion of the bunyavirus L protein has been suggested to con-
tain the CBD that is needed for the cap-snatching mecha-
nism employed by sNSV for transcription priming (7). Re-
cently, the CBD of closely related RVFV has been deter-
mined and the residues interacting with a co-crystallized
cap-analogue m7GTP have been proven to be essential for
virus transcription in a cell-based minireplicon system (11).
As the C-terminal domain of SFTSV apo-L could not be
resolved from the cryo-EM data, we expressed only the
putative CBD (residues 1695–1810) in E. coli. The puri-
!ed protein crystallized as a monomer in complex with an
m7GTP cap-analogue and the crystals diffracted to 1.35 Å
resolution (Supplementary Table S3). The SFTSV CBD is
structurally very similar to RVFV CBD with a 7-stranded
mixed "-sheet, a "-hairpin at the periphery of the domain
and a long !-helix packed against the "-sheet (Figure 5A).
The key residues responsible for the interaction with the
m7GTP are functionally conserved among phenuiviruses
(Figures 5B, Supplementary Alignment File). The m7GTP
is stacked between the two aromatic side chains of F1703
and Y1719 extending from the !rst "-strand and the "-
hairpin, respectively. Further interactions are observed be-
tween Q1707 from the hinge between the !rst "-strand
and the "-hairpin, L1772 from the end of the long !-helix
and the carbonyl group of D1771 (Supplementary Table
S4, Supplementary Figure S13). We characterized the in-
teraction of m7GTP and the protein by isothermal titra-
tion calorimetry (ITC) and thermal stability assays (Fig-
ures 5C and D). ITC data demonstrate speci!c interaction
of SFTSV CBD with m7GTP cap-analogue in contrast to
extremely weak interaction with unmethylated GTP (Fig-
ure 5D). Analysis of ITC data provided a dissociation con-
stant of KD ∼138 #M for m7GTP binding to SFTSV CBD
which is 5-fold lower than the KD observed for the RVFV
domain but still quite high compared to in"uenza virus
PB2 CBD (KD ∼ 1.5 #M) or cellular cap-binding proteins
(KD ∼10–13 nM) (7,11,58–60). Thermal stability assays re-
vealed a larger shift in the melting temperature (Tm) for
SFTSV CBD upon addition of m7GTP compared to GTP
or ATP (Figure 5C). Consistent with the higher af!nity of
SFTSV CBD for m7GTP determined by ITC, the shift in Tm
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Figure 4. Initiation of replication. (A) RNA products synthesized by the SFTSV L (D112A) protein in the presence of the conserved 5′ and 3′ terminal 20
nt of the M segment (5′ M: HO-ACACAGAGACGGCCAACAAU-OH, 3′ M: HO-UGUGUUUCUGGCCGGUUGUG-OH, Supplementary Table S1)
and radioactively labeled primers listed in (C). The experiment was performed as described for the standard polymerase assay (see Materials and Methods).
Where indicated, radioactively labeled primers were used instead of [!]32P-GTP. (B) The intensity pro!les of the gel lanes from (A) were analyzed using
ImageJ software (26) and illustrate the size differences between the product bands shown in (A). Sizes were determined by linear regression using the RNA
marker (lower X-axis). (C) The table summarizes the RNA oligonucleotides used as primers in this experiment and the possible products with and without
realignment. In brackets the length of the product RNA, relative to the de novo product is given. (D) Schematic representation of the possible priming
scenarios. Scenario 1 depicts terminal initiation: ATP primes the reaction by binding to the !rst nucleotide (position +1) of the template and is further
elongated without realignment, resulting in a product with the same length as the de novo reaction product (+/−0). Scenario 2 depicts internal initiation
and realignment: the reaction is primed internally by binding of the !rst ATP to the position +3 and the addition of a C to form a di-nucleotide primer
followed by dissociation of the AC dinucleotide and its realignment to position +1 and +2. This realigned AC dinucleotide is then elongated, resulting in
the same product as the terminal initiation (+/−0).

was also higher compared to RVFV CBD (compare Figure
5C and Supplementary Figure S14A): +8◦C for SFTSV ver-
sus +4.5◦C for RVFV in the presence of 10 mM m7GTP. We
observe this difference between SFTSV and RVFV in both
assays even though the number of interactions between the
protein and the m7GTP ligand is only slightly higher in
SFTSV compared to RVFV (compare Supplementary Ta-
ble S4 with data from Gogrefe et al.) (11). To provide addi-
tional evidence for the essential role of residues interacting
with m7GTP, we expressed and puri!ed individual F1703A,
Y1719A and Q1707A mutants of the CBD and tested them

in the thermal stability assay (Supplementary Figure S14B).
As expected, the mutated CBDs were not signi!cantly ther-
mally stabilized in the presence of m7GTP and the Tm of
the mutated proteins was ∼3–4◦C lower than the Tm of the
wild-type CBD indicating overall lower stability of the do-
main upon single mutation.

Although the cap-binding ability of the isolated domain
seems to be clearly present we were unable to establish cap-
dependent transcription assays for the full-length SFTSV L
protein. In the presence of a 16 nt primer, capped or un-
capped, designed to hybridize with the three nucleotides at
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Figure 5. Structure of SFTSV CBD and m7GTP binding. (A) The !gure shows SFTSV CBD crystal structure in complex with an m7GTP. SFTSV CBD
is presented as a ribbon diagram with the side chains of the two aromatic residues (F1703, Y1719) involved in stacking interaction with the m7GTP ligand
shown as sticks. m7GTP is presented as lines and the surrounding electron density (2|Fo|-|Fc| omit map at 2.0!) as gray mesh. (B) In a close-up of the
m7GTP binding site, the protein is shown as ribbon diagram and side chains involved in m7GTP binding as well as the carbonyl oxygen of residue D1771
are presented as sticks. The m7GTP is shown as lines. The residues I1774, I1738, N1745, are involved in stabilizing the binding site cavity, D1771 (carbonyl
oxygen), Q1707 and L1772 directly interact with m7GTP. A detailed list of interactions between the CBD and the m7GTP ligand is given in Supplementary
Table S4 and a ligand plot in Supplementary Figure S13A. (C) Thermal stability of SFTSV CBD and in"uenza A virus PB2 CBD was tested in the presence
and absence of different concentrations (2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10 mM) of m7GTP, m7GpppG, GTP and ATP. The melting temperatures (Tm) are presented
as mean and standard deviations of three independent measurements (n = 3). (D) The af!nity of SFTSV CBD for m7GTP and GTP was measured by
isothermal titration calorimetry at 25◦C. A representative titration curve is shown. Titrations were done three times with 150 "M SFTSV CBD in the cell
and 5.0–6.5 mM m7GTP or GTP in the syringe. The upper panel shows the raw data, the lower panel the integrated data !tted to a single-site binding
model with the stoichiometry !xed to 1. The dissociation constant KD is given as a mean and standard deviation of three independent measurements for
m7GTP.
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Figure 6. Integrative modelling of SFTSV apo-L protein. (A) A superposition of the SAXS envelope of cluster 1 (blue mesh), a 5Å low-pass !ltered cryo-EM
mapA (grey surface) and the structure model (ribbon diagram, colored according to Figure 1) is presented in three different orientations. The endonuclease
domain, which is sticking out of the SAXS envelope, is marked by a dashed circle. An empty volume is also indicated. (B) Close-up of the endonuclease
domain in the superposition of SAXS envelope and structure model. Potential movement of the endonuclease domain is indicated by an arrow and an
alternative conformation depicted as grey ribbon diagram. An asterisk indicates the !-sheet (colored in red), for which a role in protein-protein interactions
has been proposed.

the 3′ end of the template strand, the L protein synthesized a
product which was about ∼12–16 nt larger than the de novo
product (Supplementary Figure S15A). This result indicates
that the primer was incorporated into the !nal product, but
independent of the need for a 5′ cap.

Binding of a capped primer to the CBD of the L pro-
tein could lead to endonuclease cleavage products of spe-
ci!c length depending on the distance between the CBD
and the endonuclease active site. Therefore, we tested for
cap-dependent endonuclease activity using poly-A RNA
with either cap0 (m7GTP), cap1 (m7GpppNm) or no cap
at the 5′ end but did not detect any speci!c cleavage prod-
uct (Supplementary Figure S15B). In summary, we pro-
vided evidence that residues 1695–1810 form a functional
CBD within SFTSV L protein that is structurally similar to
RVFV and in"uenza virus CBD, but were unable to demon-
strate any cap-dependent polymerase activity of the full-
length L protein. It remains unclear what activates the cap-
binding function of the full-length L protein. Interaction
with host factors or the viral nucleoprotein might be nec-
essary for the L protein to switch to transcription mode
(7). This is also consistent with the comparably low af!n-
ity detected for m7GTP binding to the CBD in vitro. Simi-
lar results have been reported for RVFV CBD (11). Further

studies are required to fully elucidate how bunyavirus cap
snatching and cap-dependent transcription works.

Integrative modeling

We used the pure, monodisperse and monomeric full-length
SFTSV L protein to perform SAXS experiments and obtain
a low-resolution structure of the L protein in solution (Fig-
ure 3A, Supplementary Figure S16A). Three representative
SAXS models were obtained by clustering analysis of forty
ab initio dummy atom models and averaging of the struc-
tures within each of the three biggest clusters. All three mod-
els feature a compact core domain with a hollow center that
is decorated with at least one protruding sub-domain (Sup-
plementary Figure S16B), as observed for LASV L pro-
tein previously (13). However, the three SAXS models differ
slightly in the size and location of a second protrusion from
the core domain. We used these SAXS models for integra-
tive modelling of an SFTSV L protein containing the de-
scribed incomplete SFTSV cryo-EM structure (Figure 6A,
Supplementary Figure S17). The cryo-EM map overall !ts
the SAXS envelopes, to the exception of the volume of the
endonuclease domain (Figure 6A, dashed circle) indicating
mobility of this domain relative to the polymerase core in
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solution. As mentioned above, the endonuclease domain
structure was added to the model by rigid-body !tting of
the recently published crystal structure of the isolated do-
main (23). As our model of the L protein core region and the
endonuclease crystal structure overlap within 14 residues,
we were able to connect these two structures and include
the endonuclease in our !nal model. These overlapping 14
residues form a helix, which has been demonstrated to be
very "exible in its position relative to the endonuclease core,
suggesting a role in regulation of the endonuclease activity
by controlling access to the active site (23). The structural
data presented here suggest classi!cation of this "exible he-
lix as the endonuclease-polymerase linker region (Figures
1A and B). In the SFTSV apo-L structure, this linker is
in an extended conformation (Supplementary Figure S4A).
However, it is conceivable that the linker can also be present
in a more collapsed conformation as observed in LACV
and in"uenza virus polymerase proteins, depending on the
functional state of the L protein, which would be compat-
ible with the hypothesized function in endonuclease activ-
ity control. Indeed, in the integrated model, it is conceiv-
able that the endonuclease domain can rotate relative to the
polymerase core and thereby !ll the larger protrusion of the
SAXS envelope (Figure 6B). In that state, the part of the
endonuclease denoted as additional !-sheet in phenuivirus
endonucleases, which was predicted to play a role in protein-
protein interactions (23), could make contacts to the poly-
merase core or unresolved C-terminal region (Figure 6B).

Focussing on the C-terminal region of the L protein, in
both the cryo-EM map as well as the SAXS envelopes, we
observe low-resolution density volume into which it was not
possible to build a structural model de novo (Figure 6A, in-
dicated empty volume). This volume likely contains the C-
terminal region especially missing parts of the thumb ring,
bridge and lid. Notably, in the crystal structure of the are-
navirus L protein C terminus, the long linker connection of
the CBD to the L protein probably enables high mobility of
this domain (10). The second protrusion of the SAXS enve-
lope, which is less pronounced and not visible in all struc-
tures, might correspond to the CBD. However, this remains
purely speculative based on the data we have and we there-
fore did not include the CBD in the model.

Combining high- and low-resolution structural data from
cryo-EM and SAXS, we showed that the conformation of
the polymerase is globally similar in solution and in cryo-
EM. Furthermore, it is conceivable that the endonuclease is
able to rotate with respect to the polymerase core.

CONCLUSIONS

Here we provide a comprehensive characterization of the
SFTSV L protein structure and function using a combi-
nation of cryo-EM, X-ray crystallography, SAXS and bio-
chemical assays. The structure of SFTSV L protein in the
apo conformation closely resembles the LACV L protein
and in"uenza virus polymerase complex structures and,
by analogy, allows prediction of the RNA binding sites in
SFTSV L protein. Notable differences between these three
viral polymerases include the length and conformation of
the ribbon-like insertion, the position of the endonuclease
domain relative to the polymerase core, and the conforma-

tion of the endonuclease linker region. In particular, the
ribbon-like insertion has been speculated to be involved
in L protein-nucleoprotein interactions, an interface that
must be highly speci!c for each virus (12,18). Integrating
structural data from SAXS and cryo-EM experiments, re-
veals the likely "exibility of the endonuclease domain posi-
tion relative to the polymerase core in solution. These ob-
servations are consistent with recently published analyses
(23) and might explain the different positioning of the en-
donuclease relative to the polymerase core between LACV
and SFTSV L structures. The C-terminal part of the bun-
yavirus L protein seems to be highly dynamic and was not
well-resolved in the cryo-EM map. This has been previ-
ously observed for in"uenza virus PB2 (61) and LACV L
(12). Mechanisms for stabilization of this region by viral
RNA or other factors have to be de!ned in future stud-
ies of functionally relevant stages, i.e. initiation, elongation
and termination of transcription. Additionally, the expres-
sion and puri!cation procedures as well as the biochemi-
cal assays established here will foster further structural and
functional studies on bunyavirus L proteins. We demon-
strated that the L protein of SFTSV binds to both 3′ and
5′ promoter RNA in vitro inducing distinct conformational
stages as concluded from electrophoretic mobility shift ex-
periments. Furthermore, we show that SFTSV L likely ini-
tiates genome replication on vRNA de novo without apply-
ing a prime-and-realign mechanism and that cap-dependent
transcription requires an unknown switch. Altogether, the
structural and functional data presented here on the L pro-
tein of SFTSV advance our understanding of this complex
and multi-domain protein that is essential for viral replica-
tion. We also provide signi!cant insights into the common-
alities and differences between sNSV polymerase proteins,
which will be particularly important for the development of
broad-acting antivirals.
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3.2 Conformational changes in Lassa virus L-protein associated with 
promoted binding and RNA synthesis activity 
 
Building on what had been learned from SFTSV L-protein, we aimed to visualize the L-protein 

from LASV in multiple different states of replication including apo, pre-initiation and RNA 

elongation. This was achieved by stalling the L-protein using a non-hydrolyzable nucleotide 

analog allowing for detailed insights into the L-protein interactions with viral RNA as well as 

conformational changes and important residues associated with elongation. 
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Lassa virus (LASV) is a segmented, negative-strand RNA
virus belonging to the family of Arenaviridae within the
Bunyavirales order. It is a rodent-borne virus, endemic to

West Africa and the causative agent of Lassa haemorrhagic fever,
a febrile illness with increasing case numbers and a case fatality
rate among hospitalised patients of ~15% in Nigeria in 20181.
Recent studies applying computational modelling predict a total
number of ~900,000 human infections per year across West
Africa2. The large (L) protein of LASV is a multi-domain mole-
cular machine that binds the conserved 3′ and 5′ ends (the
‘promoter’) of each of the two viral RNA (vRNA) genome seg-
ments (denoted L and S) and plays a central role in the viral life
cycle, which is entirely cytoplasmic. The L protein contains an
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) activity and catalyses
both viral transcription and genome replication. Each vRNA
segment is a template for the synthesis of two different types of
RNA products: capped viral transcripts (of L and NP genes) as
well as an unmodified full-length complementary RNA (cRNA)
copy, which is an intermediate of viral genome replication. The
cRNA is a template for the second stage of replication, the
synthesis of vRNA genome copies, as well as the production of
further mRNA (of GPC and Z genes) by transcription. Tran-
scription is initiated using a capped primer derived from host
mRNA by a yet to be elucidated ‘cap-snatching’ mechanism
involving the intrinsic endonuclease (EN) of the L protein and
possibly its cap-binding domain (CBD)3. This results in viral
mRNAs that have 1–7 host-derived nucleotides at the 5′ end4–6.
Viral genome replication is initiated by a prime-and-realign
mechanism resulting in an extra G nucleotide at the 5′ end of the
vRNA and cRNA7. The first structural studies of the complete
arenavirus L protein were conducted on Machupo virus (MACV),
which is related to LASV but belongs to the group of New World
arenaviruses found in South America. Negative stain electron
microscopy studies at low resolution revealed a donut-like
molecule with accessory appendages8. In 2020, the first models
of MACV and LASV L proteins were proposed based on cryo-
electron microscopy (cryo-EM) with overall resolutions of ~3.6
and 3.9 Å, respectively9. These structures revealed that arenavirus
L proteins are structurally similar to the polymerases of the

related La Crosse and influenza viruses10–14. However, the
reported arenavirus structures are incomplete and do not show
the L protein in an active conformation9.

Here, we present nine cryo-EM structures that provide insights
into the conformational rearrangements of LASV L protein that
occur upon its activation into a functional RNA synthesis elon-
gation state. This comprehensive structural study is com-
plemented by biochemical data from in vitro assays with purified
L protein and selected mutants as well as functional data in cells
using the LASV mini-replicon system15. The results presented
enhance our mechanistic understanding of the multifunctional
LASV L protein and will guide targeted drug development
approaches in the future.

Results
Overview of structures obtained. Nine cryo-EM structures of
LASV L protein have been determined in the apo-state, bound to
the 3′ end of the genomic vRNA alone, bound to the full pro-
moter, comprising the highly complementary 3′ and 5′ ends of
the vRNA, or in a stalled, early elongation state (Table 1).

From grids of the apo-state, two different 3D classes were
separated. In the APO-ENDO structure, at 3.35 Å resolution
(Fig. 1a), the N-terminal EN is clearly resolved, packing against
the polymerase core and with a peptide (residues 1092–1104)
from the central region of the L protein bound in its active site
cavity, presumably inhibiting its activity. In the second class,
denoted APO-RIBBON (Fig. 1a), at 3.73 Å resolution, the EN is
not resolved, but residues 822–1110 of the L protein form an
extended structure including an α-bundle (α-ribbon, 843–884,
with a third helix 907–925 packing against it) that is not visible in
the APO-ENDO structure. Masked refinement of the common
regions of the two apo-structures yielded a map of the APO-
CORE (Fig. 1a) with an improved resolution of 3.14 Å that
allowed a more accurate model to be built.

Upon incubation of L protein with nucleotides (nts) 1–16 of
the vRNA 3′ end alone (structures denoted 3END-CORE, 2.70 Å,
3END-ENDO, 3.04 Å) (Fig. 1b), nucleotides 1–6 from the 3′ end
bind specifically in a buried groove under the pyramid, a
prominent feature in the N-terminal region of the L protein

Table 1 Overview of the different LASV L protein structures.

Identifier Resolution [Å] RNA ligands PDB
accession

EMDB
accession

Comment

APO-CORE 3.14 - 7OCH 12807 High-resolution apo-polymerase core, best defined
Zn2+ coordination site

APO-ENDO 3.35 - 7OE3 12860 EN domain complete and bound to inhibitory peptide
1092–1104, well-defined interaction with
polymerase core

APO-RIBBON 3.73 - 7OE7 12953 α-ribbon visible
3END-CORE 2.70 3′ 1–16 7OEA 12862 Highest resolution core, 3′ RNA bound to the

secondary binding site, EN bound to inhibitory peptide
1092–1104

3END-ENDO 3.04 3′ 1–16 7OEB 12863 EN domain complete and bound to inhibitory peptide
1092–1104, 3’ RNA bound to the secondary
binding site

PRE-INITIATION 3.34 5′ 0–19
3′ 1–19

7OJL 12955 dsRNA promoter bound, α-bundle and pendant visible

MID-LINK 3.50 5′ 10–19
3′ 1–19

7OJJ 12861 C terminus visible (low resolution), EN not potentially
autoinhibited

DISTAL-
PROMOTER

3.89 5′ 10–19
3′ 1–19

7OJK 12954 Distal dsRNA promoter bound, α-bundle and pendant
visible

ELONGATION 2.92 5′ 0–19
3′ 1–19
C8 primer, UMPNPP

7OJN 12956 C terminus buildable with high confidence, RNA
duplex in active site, UMPNPP, EN autoinhibited by
peptide 173–190
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(Fig. 1c). This site corresponds to the secondary 3′ end-binding
site previously described for influenza virus, La Crosse virus
(LACV) and MACV polymerase proteins9,13,16–18. In these
structures, the EN remains in the inhibited conformation as
observed in the APO-ENDO structure (compare Fig. 1a and b).
When the full vRNA promoter is bound (5′ end nts 0–19,
including an additional G0 according to the product expected
from the prime-and-realign initiation mechanism, 3′ end nts
1–19), a pre-initiation complex (PRE-INITIATION) is observed
at 3.34 Å resolution (Fig. 2a, Supplementary Fig. 1). This structure
reveals that the LASV vRNA promoter is organised similarly to
those of influenza virus10 and LACV13,14 in comprising a single-
stranded 5′ end folded as a hook, a distal duplex region and a
single-stranded 3′ end, only partially visible, directed towards the

RNA synthesis active site (Fig. 2c). Overall, the protein
conformation of the PRE-INITIATION structure resembles that
of the APO-RIBBON, with an additional partially ordered
insertion domain, previously denoted the pendant9, packing
against the 3′ strand of the promoter (see below) (Fig. 2a). Two
further structures were obtained from a sample in which the L
protein was incubated with a truncated promoter (5′ nts 10–19,
3′ nts 1–19), which lacks nucleotides 0–9 of the 5′ end. One 3D
class from this sample, obtained by focussed refinement on the
promoter-bound region, (DISTAL-PROMOTER, 3.89 Å resolu-
tion), closely resembles the full promoter (PRE-INITIATION)
structure, but additionally reveals a new position of the EN,
without inhibitory peptide bound (Supplementary Fig. 1). The
second 3D class from the same grid (MID-LINK, 3.50 Å
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resolution) (Supplementary Fig. 2), obtained by focussed refine-
ment of the other end of the polymerase, shows density for the
C-terminal region of the L protein beyond residue 1834. This
allows tentative modelling of domains that resemble the mid-link
and 627-domains of the influenza virus polymerase PB2 subunit.
At very low resolution, an envelope of the putative cap-binding

(CBD-like) domain is observed. A final structure (ELONGA-
TION, 2.92 Å resolution) captures an early elongation state
initiated with an uncapped primer and stalled after incorporation
of four nucleotides by an incoming non-hydrolysable UTP
analogue, UMPNPP (Figs. 3, 4). In this structure, the promoter
duplex is disrupted due to translocation of the template and a
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duplex of eight base pairs occupies the active site cavity (Fig. 4a).
The complete C-terminal domain is well-resolved, and, due to
rotation of the CBD-like domain, is now in a bent configuration,
rather than the extended configuration seen in the MID-LINK
structure. The C-terminal domain, together with the EN, now in a
third distinct position, forms a ring around the putative product
exit channel (Fig. 4b).

The different structures obtained (Table 1) reveal that LASV L,
similar to influenza virus polymerase19, has a number of domains
flexibly linked to the polymerase core, allowing multiple conforma-
tions of the protein. None of the here reported individual structures
are complete (although the elongation structure model comprises
~90% of the residues, lacking mainly the pendant domain), but the
integration of all the information leads to a coherent picture of the
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overall LASV L protein structure and the significant conformational
changes that occur upon promoter binding and the subsequent
transition into the active elongation state.

Overview of LASV L protein structure. As previously estab-
lished, MACV and LASV L proteins have an overall architecture
similar to previously determined orthomyxovirus and bunyavirus
polymerases9. With reference to the heterotrimeric influenza
virus polymerase, the LASV L protein can be conveniently divi-
ded into PA-like (1–687), PB1-like (688–1592) and PB2-like
(1593–2217) regions (Fig. 3a, c and Supplementary Fig. 3).

The PA-like region has an N-terminal EN (1–195), whose
structure and properties have previously been studied20,21.
Whereas previous crystal structures of the isolated LASV EN
are not resolved beyond residue ~17320,21, the full L protein
structures show that the domain comprises an additional helix
ending at 190. The EN is followed by an extended linker
(196–296) that wraps around the polymerase core (Fig. 3 and
Supplementary Fig. 3). This connects to the pyramid base
(297–319, 464–582) into which is inserted a prominent feature
denoted the pyramid domain (320–463) (Figs. 1a, 3 and
Supplementary Fig. 3). The pyramid domain is specific to Old
World arenaviruses and results from residue insertions compared
to New World arenaviruses (e.g. MACV) that considerably
lengthen the two helices spanning 386–435 (Supplementary
Data 1), giving it a characteristic angular shape. At the beginning
of the pyramid domain, there is a structural zinc-binding site with
coordinating ligands H316, C321, H364, and C366 (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 4). Mutational studies using the LASV mini-replicon
system showed a general but incomplete reduction in L protein
activity upon single-site exchanges to alanine (Supplementary
Fig. 4), which further emphasises the structural role of this zinc-
binding site. Indeed, sequence comparisons show that this site is
specific to the LASV strain Bantou 289 and closely related strains,
but not conserved in other LASV lineages or other arenaviruses
(Supplementary Data 1). Interestingly, the MACV L protein also
contains a zinc-binding site but in a different location, at the
pyramid base (Supplementary Fig. 4).

The PB1-like region (Figs. 3a, c, 4e and Supplementary Fig. 3)
contains the canonical fingers, palm and thumb with associated
conserved polymerase motifs A-F (motif G is 641-RY, motif H is
K123713). The catalytic triad of aspartates are D1190 (motif A),
D1331 and D1332 (motif C). As previously noted9, the fingertips
(motif F, 1117–1137) are well structured even in the absence of
bound promoter (Supplementary Fig. 5), unlike in influenza
virus and LACV polymerases13. The LASV L PB1-like region is
considerably larger than influenza virus PB1 (882 residues
compared to 756), mainly due to the so-called Lassa insertion

(830–1069). This includes two flexibly linked modules: (i) a three-
helix α-bundle (840–925), which includes an α-ribbon and (ii) the
compact pendant domain (943–1042), the latter being only
partially visible in our structures (Fig. 3 and Supplementary
Fig. 3). The internal connection (887–895) between the α-ribbon
and third helix of the α-bundle is disordered as are the flexible
linkers before (926–942) and after (1042–1052) the pendant
domain (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 6). These modules were
previously observed in the MACV L structure9, but in different
positions and configurations (Supplementary Fig. 6). The PB1-
like region has an additional insertion in the fingers, called the
finger node (1242–1283), not present in influenza virus PB1, but
very similar to the finger node of LACV and likewise involved in
binding the 5′ hook (see below) (Fig. 2d)13. In all LASV
structures, the region 1567–1577 is disordered. Moreover, it is so
far unclear whether any protein segment might serve as a
priming loop.

The PB2-like region (1593–2217) (Figs. 3a, c, 5c, d and
Supplementary Fig. 3) has a similar overall organisation to
influenza virus, LACV and Severe fever with thrombocytopenia
syndrome bunyavirus (SFTSV) polymerases, with a ‘thumb-ring’,
associated with the core and surrounding the thumb domain. Into
the thumb-ring, a ‘helical lid’ domain (1731–1800) is inserted,
which in influenza virus polymerase forces strand-separation
during RNA synthesis22. This is followed by a short flexible linker
to an array of C-terminal domains (1830–2217), visible at lower
resolution in the MID-LINK structure (Supplementary Fig. 2),
but fully buildable in the well-ordered ELONGATION structure
(Figs. 3a–c and 4b–d). This includes the influenza-like split ‘mid-
link’ domain (1831–1903, 2077–2100), into which is inserted the
putative cap-binding domain (CBD-like, 1904–2076), followed
by a 627-like domain that comprises two helical hairpins
(2101–2168) and a terminal, compact β-barrel domain
(2169–2208) (Figs. 3a–c, 4c–d and Supplementary Figs. 2, 3).
The mid-link and 627-like domains are juxtaposed in the same
way in the MID-LINK and ELONGATION structures, suggesting
that they are rigidly associated (Supplementary Fig. 2), although
possessing some rotational freedom as a whole with respect to the
thumb domain (Supplementary Fig. 7). In contrast, the CBD-like
domain has considerable rotational freedom, with a difference of
~84° in its orientation with respect to the mid-link domain in the
MID-LINK and ELONGATION structures, respectively (Supple-
mentary Fig. 7). The C-terminal region was previously visualised
in a dimeric form of MACV L protein (PDB:6KLH), but at an
insufficient resolution to build a correct model9. The MACV
cryo-EM density (EMD-0710) for the C-terminal region is fully
compatible with the LASV C-terminal model and shows an
extended configuration similar to that observed in the MID-LINK

Fig. 4 Elongation state of the L protein. a Schematic presentation of the primed reaction was carried out to obtain the ELONGATION structure with the L
protein stalled in an early elongation state. Nucleotides that are not visible or not clearly assignable from the experimental map are shown in grey italics.
b ELONGATION structure of the L protein presented as a ribbon diagram in two views as indicated. EN, pyramid, α-bundle, mid-link and 627-like domains
are coloured. 3′ vRNA is shown in orange, 5′ RNA in pink and product RNA in black. A dashed circle (hot pink) indicates the putative product exit. c Close-
up on the mid-link and 627-like domains with the respective structural features labelled and the side chains of amino acids shown to be selectively
important for viral transcription by Lehmann et al. 201424 shown as pink sticks. d Close-up on the CBD-like domain with side chains of amino acids that
have been tested in the LASV mini-replicon system shown as sticks (pink—selective role in viral transcription; light grey—no significant reduction of L
protein activity upon mutation shown by Lehmann et al. 201424; green—no or weak effect on L protein function upon mutation; dark red—potential
selective role in viral transcription; dark grey—general defect of L protein activity upon mutation). Corresponding mini-replicon data are presented in
Supplementary Fig. 8. e Close-up of the polymerase active site with the template RNA (orange), the product RNA (dark grey), the non-hydrolysable UTP
(UMPNPP, yellow) and catalytic manganese ions (teal, A and B) involving the palm (red), fingers (blue), fingertips (magenta) and thumb (green) domains
of the L protein. Important side chains are shown as sticks and conserved RdRp active site motifs (A–G) are labelled. The map around the UMPNPP and the
manganese ions is shown as a grey mesh. f Template-product duplex of the polymerase active site is shown as a ribbon diagram with the product in black,
the 3′ template in orange, the non-hydrolysable UTP (UMPNPP) in yellow and the catalytic manganese ions as teal spheres. The map around the ions and
the UMPNPP is shown as a grey mesh.
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structure (Supplementary Fig. 7). The individual modules of the
LASV C-terminal region have similar folds to that of the
California Academy of Sciences reptarenavirus (CASV) L protein,
despite low sequence homology (Supplementary Figs. 2 and 8)23.
However, the LASV CBD-like domain is considerably more
elaborate, having ~170 residues compared to ~100 residues in
CASV (Supplementary Fig. 8). The CASV CBD-like domain is
minimalist, comprising a five-stranded mixed β-sheet with a
transverse helical hairpin. In LASV, there are significant
insertions in the β1-β2 and β3-β4 loops and in the loop of the
helical hairpin, that fold together to extend the length of the
domain (Fig. 4d and Supplementary Fig. 8). In the ELONGA-
TION structure, the CBD-like domain is locked in position by
interactions with the EN and core of the polymerase, with the
helical hairpin insertion being particularly important for the latter
interaction (Supplementary Fig. 9). In this conformation, the
canonical cap-binding site between the C-terminal end of strand
β1 and the principal transverse helix, as observed in cap-bound
CBDs of SFTSV, Rift-Valley fever virus (RVFV) or influenza virus
(Supplementary Fig. 8), appears to be partly blocked. Moreover,

the CBD-like and 627-like helical-hairpin domains are particu-
larly poorly conserved across arenavirus L proteins (as opposed to
the mid-link and C-terminal β-barrel domain) (Supplementary
Data 1 and Supplementary Fig. 8). Indeed, the most conserved
region of the CBD-like domain is at the N-terminus of strand β1
(1909-GYAW in LASV). Past and recent mutational analyses of
the potential cap-binding aromatic residues of this domain
using the LASV mini-replicon system did not identify any
transcription-specific residues that might be responsible for cap-
binding (Fig. 4d and Supplementary Fig. 8)24. Neither have
in vitro studies with isolated soluble domains of the CASV and
LASV L protein C-terminal region detected any cap-binding
activity23, unlike for phenui- and orthomyxoviruses25–27. It,
therefore, remains an open question, whether in some, yet to be
observed configuration of the L protein, a functional cap-binding
site is formed.

Positional flexibility and regulation of the endonuclease. We
observe three quite different locations of the EN, in each case
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differently packed against the core of the L protein (Fig. 5). In the
APO-ENDO and 3END-ENDO structures, the EN interacts with
the core regions 1137–1142 and 1592–1604 (Supplementary
Fig. 10). Mutation to alanine of F1592, which packs on P109 of
the EN, resulted in a slight reduction in general L protein activity
in the LASV mini-replicon system. A severe, general loss of 90%
of activity was observed for L protein mutant P109G (Supple-
mentary Fig. 10). The EN active site itself is exposed to the
outside, but access is blocked by residues 1092–1105 from the
PB1-like region, which we refer to as the ‘inhibitory peptide’
(Fig. 5a, b). The arena-conserved 1096-LCFYS motif (Supple-
mentary Data 1) is intimately bound in the EN active site pocket
(Fig. 5b and Supplementary Figs. 10, 11) and would thus prevent
any substrate RNA binding there (e.g. superposition of LCMV
EN structure with bound inhibitor shows overlap28) (Supple-
mentary Fig. 11). A similar interaction with the EN is observed in
the apo-MACV structure (PDB:6KLD) (Supplementary Fig. 4).

In the MID-LINK and DISTAL-PROMOTER structures, the
EN has flipped by ~160° around a hinge between G195-G199.
The EN active site faces away from the rest of the polymerase and
is exposed to the solvent, free of the inhibitory peptide (Fig. 5a, b).
Instead, inhibitory peptide residues 1087–1099, as well as PB2-
like segments 1759–1770 (lid), 1852–1860 and 1894–1896 (mid),
2077–2081 and 2089–2091 (link) pack against the back of the EN,
stabilising it in its new location. For these two observed positions
of the EN, the total buried surface area is comparable, 3005 Å2

(APO-ENDO, autoinhibited) and 2721 Å2 (MID-LINK, free),
compatible with there being an equilibrium between the two
states as observed in the two different apo-structures.

In the ELONGATION structure, the EN is stabilised in a third
position (Fig. 5a, b) with its active site autoinhibited by a
completely different mechanism involving the C-terminal region
of the EN (173–190). This is redirected so that the 181–188 helix
binds in and blocks the EN active site groove, with E188
coordinating, together with E51 and D8921, two cations in the
active site (Fig. 5b and Supplementary Fig. 10). The inhibitory
peptide remains at the same place with respect to the polymerase
core, but due to the reorientation of the EN it packs against a
different site on the EN, with, for instance, K1094 making a salt-
bridge with E70 and Y1099 stacking against P81 (Fig. 5b and
Supplementary Fig. 11). Diverse other regions of the L protein
also contact the EN (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 9) and the
total buried surface area of the EN in this location is 4060 Å2.

To investigate the function of the inhibitory peptide, we
performed a mutational analysis of residues 1092–1105 as well as
interacting residues of the EN domain, as observed in the APO-
ENDO and 3END-CORE structures (Supplementary Figs. 10, 11).
We observed a severe general defect in L protein function for a
number of mutants both in the EN domain (L43G/N, L46G/N,
V105G, R106K, K115A, R185A, L186G, L190G/N) and in the
‘inhibitory peptide’ (L1093S, L1096A/N, C1097G, F1098A/S,
Y1099A, E1102A) (Supplementary Fig. 11). For hantavirus L
protein it was shown that an active EN can lead to RNA
degradation and therefore lower protein expression levels29. To
exclude that the general defect of the mutants of the ‘inhibitory
peptide’ interaction is caused by RNA degradation due to elevated
activity of LASV EN, we combined the previous mutations with
the EN inactivating mutation D89A30, without observing any
change in phenotype (Supplementary Fig. 12). Additionally, using
in vitro polymerase assays only residual polymerase activity was
detectable for L protein mutant E1102A and no activity for
mutant Y1099A (Supplementary Fig. 13). We conclude that the
‘inhibitory peptide’ and other tested residues involved in the
interaction play a general role in L protein activity but are not
selectively important for transcription, this being consistent with
the diversity of interactions we see for these residues when

comparing all observed conformations of the L protein (Fig. 5).
Comparing the apo- and pre-initiation structures suggests that
either promoter binding or mutations in the inhibitory peptide
release the EN from autoinhibition. We tested this hypothesis by
assaying purified L proteins with mutations in the inhibitory
peptide for EN activity in vitro, using capped or uncapped RNA
substrates and with either no promoter, 3′ end only, 5′ end only
or both promoter RNAs present (Supplementary Fig. 14). The EN
active site mutant E102A and the addition of the nuclease
inhibitor DPBA served as negative controls. We found that, for
the wild-type L protein, the only situation where weak EN activity
is reproducibly detectable is when the 5′ end only or both
promoter ends are bound, and the same is true for the L protein
with mutations Q114A or E1102A, which are probably not
sufficient to disrupt inhibitory peptide binding.

In summary, in both the apo- and early elongation states, the
EN is autoinhibited, but by different mechanisms involving
binding in the active site of either the ‘inhibitory peptide’
1092–1105 or the C-terminal helix of the EN, respectively. Whilst
5′ end or full promoter binding partly activates the EN, consistent
with the structure and presumed functional role in cap-dependent
transcription priming of the pre-initiation state, its low intrinsic
activity in vitro under any conditions tested by us and
others20,21,31 suggests that the mechanism of EN activation may
be more complex than expected from the currently available
structural data.

3′ end binding in the secondary site. Incubation of LASV L
protein with vRNA 3′ end nucleotides 1–16 yielded the currently
highest resolution structure (3END-CORE, 2.70 Å). It features
specific binding of nucleotides 1–7 in a tunnel under the pyramid
(Fig. 1b, c). This site corresponds to the secondary 3′ end site
previously observed for influenza virus polymerase16,17, LACV
L13 and MACV L9. The excellent cryo-EM density enables
unambiguous base identification of nucleotides 2–5 (CGUG) of
the 3′ end and placing of several water molecules in the
protein–RNA interface (Supplementary Fig. 15). However, G1
and nucleotides 6–7 (UC) have poor density. In the MACV L
structure, G1 is better defined perhaps due to its stabilisation by
stacking on protein residue W534, which is substituted by L540 in
LASV L (Supplementary Data 1). Nucleotides 3–5 of the 3′ end
form a particularly compact arrangement with a direct interaction
between G3 O6 and G5 N2, and U4 stacking underneath (Fig. 1c
and Supplementary Fig. 15).

Several specific protein–RNA interactions are made with
conserved arenavirus residues such as K332, D380, L502 and
K509 from the pyramid and Y1450, R1452 and S1626 from the
thumb and thumb-ring domains, thus involving the PA-, PB1 and
PB2-like regions, as in influenza virus and LACV (Fig. 1c).
Mutational analysis of the residues interacting with the 3′ end in
the secondary binding site using the LASV mini-replicon system
revealed a general defect in L protein function upon introduction
of double mutations N331A/K332A and Y1450A/R1452A,
whereas mutations L502A, K509A and R1622A did not interfere
with L protein activity (Fig. 1d). Purified L protein mutant
Y1450A/R1452A exhibited significantly reduced 3′ end binding
ability compared to wild-type L protein (Fig. 1e). However, this
mutant maintained polymerase activity in the presence of the 19
nt 3′ and 20 nt 5′ promoter RNAs and, in contrast to the wild-
type L protein, showed polymerase activity with only the 19 nt 3′
promoter RNA present (Supplementary Fig. 16). This strongly
suggests that in the wild-type L protein, in the absence of the 5′
end, the 3′ end is tightly sequestered in the secondary binding site
and does not enter the active site (see discussion). In the presence
of a 47 nt hairpin RNA containing the connected 3′ and 5′
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promoter sequences of LASV, L-Y1450A/R1452A showed
significantly reduced polymerase activity (Supplementary Fig. 16).
This shows that 3′ end binding in the secondary site is required
for efficient RNA synthesis, either to sequester the template 3′ end
after passing through the active site and/or to prevent the
unbound 3′ end from forming double-stranded RNA with the
template 5′ end or the product RNA.

Full promoter binding. The PRE-INITIATION structure shows
the full promoter (5′ nts 0–19, 3′ nts 1–19) bound to the LASV L
protein and reveals several significant conformational changes
that occur upon promoter binding (Fig. 2 and Supplementary
Fig. 1). The LASV vRNA 5′ and 3′ ends are highly com-
plementary over 19 nucleotides with only two mismatches at
positions 6 and 8 (Supplementary Table 1). In addition, the 5′ end
carries an extra nucleotide (G0) arising from a prime-and-realign
mechanism during replication initiation4,5,32–34. As expected,
when bound to the L protein, the promoter does not adopt a fully
double-stranded conformation but forms a structure resembling
that observed for influenza virus and LACV (Fig. 2a, c, d, e and
Supplementary Fig. 17). Nucleotides 12–19 from both strands
form a distal 8-mer canonical A-form duplex, whereas nucleo-
tides 1–11 of each end are single-stranded, which is consistent
with previous mutational studies35. Nucleotides 0–9 of the 5′ end
form a compact hook structure linked to the duplex region by
nucleotides 10–11. The internal secondary structure of the hook
differs from that of influenza virus and LACV polymerases by
only having one canonical base-pair (C1-G7) upon which G2 and
C3 are consecutively stacked on one side and G8 and G9 on the
other side (Fig. 2d and Supplementary Fig. 17). The loop of the
hook comprises nucleotides 4–6, with A4 stacking on C6. The
hook makes extensive interactions with conserved residues from
numerous different loops from both the PA-like and PB1-like
regions of the L protein (e.g. residues 470–474, 518–526, 860–861
and 1255–1265) (Fig. 2d and Supplementary Movie 1). Several of
these loops only become structured upon promoter binding. Of
note, three aromatic residues are involved, Y471 (conserved in
Old World arenaviruses only), Y526 (Y or F in all arenaviruses)
and Y574 (conserved in all arenaviruses) (Supplementary Data 1).
Y471 interacts with the phosphate of G10 and Y574 with the base
of G9. Y526 extends and stabilises the central stacked backbone of
the hook by packing on G9, with I665 playing a similar role on
the other end by stacking against C3. G0 is base-specifically
recognised by the carbonyl-oxygen of S470 and is sandwiched
between P297 and R473, which could potentially interact with the
terminal triphosphate (not present in the 5′ RNA used for this
structure) (Supplementary Fig. 17). Mutational analysis of the 5′
binding site using the LASV mini-replicon system reveals that
most mutations cause a severe general defect in L protein activity
(Supplementary Fig. 1). Complete loss of function was observed
for mutants Y474A, V514G/K515A, R525A/Y526A and K681A.
An activity reduction to ~20% was observed for mutants R473A/
T474A, Q551A/K552A, Y574A and K1263A/T1265A. These
results indicate that 5′ end binding is important for the general
function of LASV L protein during both viral transcription and
genome replication.

The 3′ strand of the distal duplex specifically interacts with two
regions of the L-protein pyramid (Figs. 2b and 6a). One is the
340-loop, which orders upon binding, with the arenavirus-
conserved motif 340-NTRR making several major groove
contacts with bases and phosphates of the 3′ strand nucleotides
12–15 (and R337 with phosphate of C10). The second interacting
region involves the Old World arenavirus-specific extended
helices at the top of the pyramid, including W395, R399
(conserved in all Old World arenaviruses) and K423 contacting

the backbone phosphates of 3′ strand nucleotides 16–17 (Fig. 2b
and Supplementary Movie 1). The single-stranded 3′ end
nucleotides 11 to 7 are directed towards the polymerase active
site, but 1–6 are not visible (Fig. 2a, c, e). Arenavirus-conserved
R1561 interacts base-specifically with C9, which also stacks on
chemically conserved R1622, both residues being from the thumb
domain (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Movie 1).

Apart from the induced fit ordering of several promoter-
interacting loops, there are also more global rearrangements.
Firstly, distal duplex binding causes a major rotation of the entire
pyramid by ~21.6°, enabling the summit helices to contact the 3′
strand as described above (Fig. 6a). This rotation does not occur
when just the 3′ end is bound in the secondary site. Secondly, the
α-bundle rotates slightly (4.5°, PRE-INITIATION versus APO-
RIBBON) to allow interaction of the 860-region (860–861) with
the 5′ hook (Fig. 6a). Thirdly, the pendant domain (943–1040)
becomes stably positioned by packing against the rotated pyramid
domain and the thumb and thumb-ring (Fig. 6b). The pendant
domain helix spanning residues 953–965, runs parallel to 3′
nucleotides 9–12, but with only two direct interactions. R957
contacts the phosphate of A12 contributing to stabilisation of the
3′ end interacting 340-loop and K960 is close to the phosphate of
U11 (Fig. 2b). The pendant domain was first visualised in the
MACV apo-L structure in a very different position that would
superpose with the promoter duplex region as well as the α-
bundle, as observed in the promoter-bound LASV L structure
(Supplementary Fig. 6). Similarly, the α-bundle of MACV apo-L
(with its different topology, see Supplementary Fig. 6) superposes
with the pendant domain in LASV L, showing that these flexible
and linked domains must rearrange from the apo-state observed
in MACV L. Finally, the position of the pendant domain in the
LASV PRE-INITIATION structure is incompatible, due to
significant steric overlap, with the location of the inhibited EN
in the APO-ENDO or 3END-ENDO structures (Fig. 6c). This
important observation provides a plausible rationale for full
promoter binding (as opposed to just the 3′ end binding in the
secondary site) inducing a flip of the EN to the alternative
uninhibited location observed in the MID-LINK and DISTAL-
PROMOTER structures (see above).

Elongation structure. To determine a structure of functionally
active LASV polymerase in early elongation, we incubated
promoter-bound L protein with a 10-mer uncapped primer, 5′-
AAUAAUACGC-3′ together with ATP, GTP, CTP and non-
hydrolysable UMPNPP (denoted UPNPP). Biochemical analysis
(Supplementary Fig. 18) shows that various products are formed
depending on whether (i) the 3′ terminal triplet of the primer
hybridises with the 3′ end of the template (3′-GCGUGUCA…)
giving 14-mer 5′-AAUAAUACGCACAGUPNPP or 18-mer: 5′-
AAUAAUACGCACAG[U]GGAUPNPP products or (ii) just the 3′
terminal nucleotide hybridises, giving 16-mer 5′-AAUAAUAC
GCGCACAGUPNPP or 20-mer 5′-AAUAAUACGCGCACAG[U]
GGAUPNPP products (here, underline indicates primer hybridi-
sation, italics indicate incorporated nucleotides, [U] mis-
incorporation at an A in the template) (Supplementary Fig. 18).
In each case, the longer product is formed if the A8 in the
template is read-through by misincorporation. The most promi-
nent products are the 14-mer and 18-mer. Upon plunge freezing
on EM grids and performing 3D single-particle reconstruction,
the sample gave a major class showing the stalled (i.e. pre-
incorporation), early elongation state at 2.92 Å resolution. The
high quality of the density allows unambiguous assignment of the
template and product sequences. As expected, incoming
UMPNPP is observed at the +1 position base-pairing with A8 of
the template. There is good density for seven bases of the product
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(5′-….N1N2CGCACAG), with the preceding two, which are
unpaired with the template, having poorer density, prohibiting
unambiguous identification (Supplementary Fig. 19). However,
since the map density corresponding to N2 looks more like an A,
the product is most likely the 14-mer. Products that would
contain mismatches due to read-through, maybe less stably
bound to the polymerase. The active site cavity contains an 8-mer
duplex from position +1 to −7 (+1 corresponding to the
UMPNPP) (Fig. 4a, e, f), whereas as observed for related viral
polymerases14,22 a 10-mer duplex (positions +1 to −9) is
expected to fill the active site cavity before strand-separation.
Nucleotides 1–11 of the template are visible, corresponding to
positions +4 to −7. The duplex region of the promoter has
melted due to translocation of the template but nucleotides 0–11
of the 5′ end remain bound in the hook confirmation as described

above. Consistent with the distal duplex being absent, the pyr-
amid is not rotated and a second template 3′ end (nucleotides
1–7) is actually bound in the secondary site (Fig. 4b). Whilst this
is likely an artifact of performing the RNA synthesis reaction with
an excess of template, it does confirm that secondary 3′ end
binding is compatible with elongation and consistent with the
template docking in this site after exiting the active site cavity, as
observed for influenza virus polymerase18. The pendant domain
is not visible and the α-bundle only has weak density, probably
due to the absence of the distal promoter duplex.

The configuration of the polymerase active site, as well as the
binding of the incoming nucleotide and template, are canonical,
involving conserved motifs A–D and the fingertips (motif F)
(Fig. 4e and Supplementary Movie 2). The triphosphate and
terminal 3′ OH of the product strand are coordinated by two
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Fig. 6 Global rearrangements upon promoter binding. a PRE-INITIATION (dark grey, teal, dark blue, hot pink) and APO-RIBBON (light grey, light cyan,
light blue) structures are superimposed. The pyramid and α-bundle rotations between apo- and promoter-bound structures are indicated as well as the
340-loop and the 860-region. Promoter RNA is shown in pink and orange. b Close-up of the interaction site between promoter RNA (pink and orange) and
the pendant (hot pink), thumb-ring (yellow) and thumb (green) domains in the PRE-INITIATION structure. The pyramid domain is shown in teal. c
Superposition of the PRE-INITIATION and APO-ENDO structures. PRE-INITIATION is presented as a transparent surface in grey with the pendant (hot
pink) and α-bundle (blue) as well as the 5′ (pink) and 3′ (orange) vRNA highlighted in colour. The EN domain of the APO-ENDO structure is shown as an
orange ribbon, which overlaps with the pendant domain volume of the PRE-INITIATION structure.
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manganese ions (A and B), held in place by D1190 (motif A) and
1331-DD (motif C). K1373 of motif D also contacts the γ-
phosphate. Motif F residues R1131, positioned by Q1294 (motif
B), and L1133 stack under the incoming nucleotide template
bases at the +1 position, respectively, while K1124 (motif F)
contacts the O4 of the incoming nucleotide (Supplementary
Movie 2).

Compared to the unoccupied active site in the PRE-
INITIATION structure, only minor adjustments to the active
site loops occur, the most significant being the displacement of
the central β-strands of the fingertips loop by about 2 Å to make
room for the +1 base-pair to stack on R1131 and L1133
(Supplementary Fig. 20). Unlike in influenza virus polymerase22,
motif B does not change conformation between the occupied and
unoccupied states of the active site. However, to accommodate
the growing template-product duplex, the helical lid (1731–1805)
has to be displaced out of the active site cavity by about 8 Å
(Supplementary Fig. 20). Coupled with the lid movement, the
sharply kinked (requiring conserved G1595) pair of consecutive
helices α52-α53 (1579–1611) also translates in the same direction,
with helix α53 forming one side of the active site cavity close to
the distal part of the product strand. Interestingly, the first visible
base of the product (position −9) is packed against T1583 from
α52, which could therefore play a role in strand-separation rather
than the helical lid itself (Supplementary Fig. 20).

More generally, the conformation of the active elongating
polymerase is stabilised by a number of new interactions between
distant regions of the L protein sequence. For instance, in the new
position of the helical lid, residues 1764–1766 contact the EN at
F85 (close to the EN active site), contributing to the interactions
which stabilise the EN in its third location (see above). Residues
811–820, disordered in all other structures, interact with EN
linker 195–199, again only possible with the EN in its new
location. Similarly, the inhibitory peptide residues 1087–1091
change conformation to allow simultaneous interaction with the
EN (1089-TT with D129 and S82) and with the kink between
α52-α53 (A1091 with T1591) (Fig. 5a and Supplementary Fig. 11).
Most dramatic, is the stabilisation of the entire C-terminal
domain, which, together with the exposed end of the palm, forms
a ring with a ~30 Å diameter central pore, a putative product exit
channel (Fig. 4b). The EN buttresses the proximal part of the
CBD-like domain (e.g. Q32 with A1911) as well as the mid-link
domain (e.g. A171 with K1895 and E34 with K1891), whereas the
distal part of the CBD-like domain interacts with numerous loops
from the polymerase core including EN linker residues 230–232
(e.g. H232-Q2045), fingers domain residues 793–799, 802–805
(e.g. V802-Y2030), 1215–1216 (e.g. D1216-K2062, K1215- E2053)
and palm domain residues 1314–1318 (e.g. Y1314-Q2045)
(Supplementary Fig. 9). The total buried surface area between
the polymerase core and the CBD-like domain is 2884 Å2. The
extreme C-terminal 627-like domain (mainly the β-barrel and to
a lesser extent, the helical hairpins) make interactions with
multiple regions, notably 1715–1722 and 1812–1816 of the
thumb-ring (e.g. F1715-Y2176/V2145, F1716-V2189, D1722-
S2191/S2192, R1816-D2143, S1812/L1815-G2175), residues
691–694 of the helical region (e.g. M691-G2193) and the palm
domain 1390–1392 loop (e.g. W1390-R2197) (Supplementary
Fig. 9). The total buried surface area of the β-barrel domain is
1472 Å2. Interestingly, W2170, R2197 and R2201, whose muta-
tion leads to a transcription-specific defect24, are intimately
involved in the interface together with W1390 in the 1390-loop.
Even though mutation of W1390 to alanine in a previous study
did not impair overall L protein activity36, from the structure we
would not expect a small hydrophobic alanine residue to disturb
the remaining contacts between these domains. Additionally,
residues G1391 and D1392 were shown to be selectively

important for viral transcription36, further emphasising the
importance of this interaction site. Residue Y2176, also identified
as being selectively important for viral transcription24 interacts
with the thumb-ring residue F1715 (Supplementary Fig. 9). These
data suggest that the configuration of the C-terminal region and
its interaction with the core, as observed in the ELONGATION
structure is critical for transcription.

Discussion
Previous biochemical studies on LASV L7 and MACV L8,37
proteins have revealed certain features of promoter binding to
arenavirus polymerases and the impact on RNA synthesis activ-
ity. In RNA binding experiments, it was shown that MACV L
makes a tight complex with the 3′ promoter strand with the
identity of nucleotides 2–5 being particularly important8. This
corresponds exactly with the binding specificity of the 3′ end
secondary site seen in our structural analysis. For both MACV
and LASV, the most efficient in vitro RNA synthesis activity was
observed using both 19-mer strands in 1:1 ratio as in the native
promoter7,37. For MACV L protein weak activity, which could be
enhanced with a GpC primer, was also observed in presence of
only the 3′ strand8. The more specific requirements found for
optimal unprimed RNA synthesis by LASV L were (i) the pre-
sence of the terminal non-templated G0 base on the 5′ strand (i.e.
0–19); (ii) the two mismatches at positions 6 and 8 in the S
segment promoter (only one in the L segment), rather than a
perfect proximal duplex; (iii) a sufficiently long distal duplex
region, preferably the full 19-mer7. For MACV, it was further
shown that the G0 phosphates were not essential and that
enhancement was achieved with 3′ truncated 5′ ends (e.g. max-
imal activity for 0–12 mer), although these experiments differed
in that a GpC primer was systematically used37. These observa-
tions are consistent with our structural analysis as well as the
notion that the default mode of binding of the 3′ end alone is in
the secondary site and that full-promoter binding or a primer is
required to dislodge it and permit RNA synthesis. More recently,
it has been confirmed for both LASV and MACV L that de novo
RNA synthesis is indeed enhanced by the presence of the 5′ end,
but, surprisingly, it was reported that cap-dependent transcrip-
tion was inhibited by the 5′ end9. This raises the question of the
exact role of the 5′ end binding in arenavirus L proteins.

In LACV and influenza virus, 5′ end hook binding is required
to order the fingertips loop into a functional configuration in the
polymerase active site13,14. This does not appear to be the case for
arenavirus L proteins9 (Supplementary Fig. 5). In addition, for the
influenza virus, it has been shown that 5′ end binding stimulates
EN activity, probably by favouring the transcription active con-
figuration of the polymerase over the replicase conformation19.
Evidence given above that 5′ end (or full promoter) binding sti-
mulates EN activity suggests that a similar conformational change
mechanism may operate for arenavirus L proteins. Finally,
whereas 5′ end binding is required in orthomyxoviruses for
poly(A) tail generation during transcription18, arenavirus L pro-
teins terminate transcription by a very different mechanism
without poly(A) tail synthesis38–41. To investigate the functional
consequences of 5′ end hook binding further, we performed
polymerase activity assays either (i) with the 3’ promoter end
alone, (ii) the 3′ end together with the 5′ (nts 0–19) end or (iii)
the 3′ end together with a truncated 5′ (nts 0–12) end. In each
case, the assays were performed in the presence or absence of 3 nt
or 10 nt long uncapped primers (Supplementary Fig. 21). We
used uncapped primers as we could not detect any difference in
primed product formation between uncapped (hydroxylated or
tri-phosphorylated 5′) and cap0-capped primers for LASV L
(Supplementary Fig. 22). Under the conditions of the reaction, no
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products were formed by the 3′ end alone unless a primer was
present (Supplementary Fig. 21). Adding the promoter 5′ end (nts
0–19) led to strong product formation even in the absence of
primer. When the 5′ end was truncated (nts 0–12), unprimed
product formation was significantly reduced, whereas primed
product formation was comparable to the corresponding condi-
tions with the full 5′ (nts 0–19) RNA. In the absence of the 5′ end,
structural and biochemical data show that the 3′ end pre-
ferentially binds tightly in the secondary binding site. Bearing this
in mind, we interpret our activity results to show that 5′ end
binding and/or the presence of a primer (capped or uncapped),
that can hybridise with and stabilise the 3′ end in the polymerase
active site, stimulates RNA synthesis activity, presumably by
promoting 3′ end binding in the active site rather than the sec-
ondary site. Indeed, the major rotation of the pyramid domain
induced by distal duplex binding shears the two sides of the 3′
end-binding groove and prevents closure around the RNA, thus
disfavouring the secondary site 3′ end binding when the full
promoter is bound. Since the promoter duplex no longer exists
during elongation, this mechanism does not prevent the template
3′ end rebinding in the secondary site after going through the
active site as observed for influenza polymerase18.

In conclusion, our structural and functional results support the
hypothesis that full-promoter binding, including the 5′ hook and
distal duplex, induces the functionally ready pre-initiation state
via the conformational changes described above, at the same time
as releasing the EN from autoinhibition (Fig. 7). Given that our
activity results are independent of whether the primer is capped
or uncapped (Supplementary Fig. 22), we do not think they shed
light on true cap-dependent transcription per se. It remains

unclear, whether the assays presented by Peng et al.9 truly reflect
cap-dependent transcription, as the respective control (i.e. non-
capped primer) was not included. Indeed, we have not been able
to recapitulate true cap-dependent transcription with the LASV
polymerase, due to its weak or non-existent endonuclease and
cap-binding activities, emphasising that the mechanism of cap-
snatching and cap-dependent transcription for arenavirus L
protein remains enigmatic. This is even more remarkable con-
sidering the shortness of the capped primers used3, which it is
difficult to imagine being bound in a canonical way by the CBD-
like domain as well as reaching into the active site to hybridise
with the template, a situation reminiscent of the Thogoto virus
polymerase42.

The autoinhibited EN conformations appear in L protein
configurations where the EN activity is not expected to be
required and indeed could potentially be detrimental (Fig. 7).
On the other hand, in the promoter-bound pre-initiation state,
EN activity is required30,31, presumably to generate capped
primers. Correspondingly, in this state, we observe that the EN
is not autoinhibited, although how it might act in collaboration
with the putative CBD is unclear. Whilst these biochemical
experiments support the structure-based hypothesis that 5′ end
only or full promoter binding activates the EN due to its dis-
placement by the pendant and α-bundle domains, the observed
EN activity is very weak (Supplementary Fig. 14), consistent
with the barely detectable in vitro activity of the isolated EN
domain20,21,31. This suggests that some other L protein config-
uration or possibly a host factor may be required to fully activate
the EN inside infected cells. Similarly, interaction with a cur-
rently unknown host cap-binding protein may be required to

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of conformational changes in Lassa virus L protein associated with promoter binding and RNA synthesis activity. a On the
surface of the inactive/resting L protein core, there is mutually exclusive positioning (black double-arrow) of either the α-bundle and pendant (APO-
RIBBON structure) or the EN domain (APO-ENDO, 3END-ENDO structures). When placed on the core, the inhibitory peptide (cyan) autoinhibits the EN
domain by binding in its active site. In the absence of the 5′ vRNA, the 3′ vRNA binds preferentially, base-specifically, into a distinct secondary 3′ RNA
binding site between the pyramid and thumb domains (3END-ENDO/CORE structures). b Upon full promoter binding, major conformational changes occur
(based on PRE-INITIATION, DISTAL-PROMOTER, MID-LINK structures). The 5′ end nucleotides 0–9 are bound in a hook-like conformation in a specific
pocket outside the active site. The distal promoter (formed by 3′ and 5′ vRNA nucleotides 12–19) is positioned by tight association with the α-bundle and
pendant, with concomitant rotation of the pyramid domain. This forces release of the 3′ vRNA from the secondary binding site, allowing it to be directed
towards the RNA synthesis active site (marked by the white A in the teal circle). Positioning of the pendant domain next to the distal promoter displaces
the EN domain, which relocates to the other end of the L protein core with the inhibitory peptide contacting its surface leaving the EN active site accessible.
In this configuration, the EN is presumed to be in close vicinity to the CBD-like domain and could potentially cleave an incoming capped RNA to generate a
transcription primer by ‘cap-snatching’. How the capped primer associates with the CBD-like domain and how it is navigated towards the active site to
initiate transcription remains elusive. c Upon transition to the elongation state, the distal promoter duplex melts and the pendant domain is released, which
allows the pyramid to rotate back and re-establish the availability of the secondary 3′ end binding site (ELONGATION structure). We presume the 3′ vRNA
template, after exiting the active site, wraps around the L protein core and rebinds to the secondary 3′ end binding site, as described for influenza virus
polymerase complex18. The EN repositions once again and together with the mid-link and CBD-like domains form a highly structured ring around the
putative product exit channel. The EN active site is again autoinhibited, this time by the relocation of its C-terminal helix (181–188) to the active site.
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present capped RNAs to the L protein. Identification of how
arenavirus L proteins access host capped RNAs is a key
requirement for further understanding of the mechanism of
transcription.

Whilst this paper was under review, two papers were published
describing the cryo-EM structures of the complex between the L
protein and the multifunctional Z proteins of MACV and LASV43

and of Junin virus44. The Z protein is known to inhibit RNA
synthesis7,45,46. All L-Z structures show that the central, folded
region of the Z protein, which includes the RING domain, binds
to the external rim of the palm domain of L. In each case, the L
protein is in an inactive state, with at most the 3′ vRNA end
bound in the secondary site. Only the polymerase core is visible,
except in a dimeric form of the MACV L-Z complex, where the
C-terminal domain, including the CBD-like domain, is ordered.
Using modelling of the RNA synthesis active state of the L protein
and hydrogen-deuterium exchange experiments, Xu et al.
conclude43 that the mechanism of RNA synthesis inhibition is
allosteric, with Z protein binding conformationally restraining
two key polymerase active site motifs. On the other hand, Kang
et al. suggest44 that Z protein binding to the Junin virus L protein
680-loop (690-loop in LASV L) locks the L protein in an inactive
state with Z positioned to block the product exit channel. A key
contact mediating the LASV L (strain G3278-SLE-2013) and Z
interaction involves Z protein/W35 contacting L protein/M694-
F1381-W1392 with similar interactions in MACV and Junin virus
complexes (MACV: Z protein/W43 with L protein/F689-F1378-
M1389; Junin virus: Z protein/W43 with L protein/F688-F1377-
M1388). We note that the W1390 in our LASV strain Bantou 289
(W1392 in strain G3278-SLE-2013) is also central to the inter-
action between the 1390-loop and the extreme C-terminal 627-
like domain (R2197) as observed in our early elongation state
structure (see above and Supplementary Fig. 23). Indeed, super-
imposition of the active ELONGATION structure with the L-Z
complex structure clearly reveals that the binding sites on the L
protein core region (involving the 690-loop and the 1390-loop) of
the 627-like domain and the Z protein, respectively, substantially
overlap, showing that this binding is mutually exclusive (Sup-
plementary Fig. 23). Furthermore, we see no significant change in
conformation in the 690-loop between the two structures, and the
Z protein, although not resolved in full length in the L-Z complex
structures, does not appear to block the putative product exit
channel (Supplementary Fig. 23). In addition, binding of Z pro-
tein or the 627-like domain of L to the palm domain might reduce
the conformational flexibility of the active site motifs, without this
necessarily causing inhibition of RNA synthesis. We, therefore,
suggest an alternative explanation for the mechanism of inhibi-
tion of L by Z: binding of Z protein to L protein sterically pre-
vents the establishment of the RNA synthesis active state of L,
with its well-defined ring of peripheral domains surrounding the
exit channel. These observations emphasise the importance of
determining structures of active states of the L protein in order to
understand functional mechanisms.

Methods
Expression and purification of LASV L protein. The L gene of LASV Bantou 289
(accession no. MK044799) contains a StrepII-tag at an internal position (after
residue 407, 407strep) or a StrepII-His tandem tag at the C terminus (Cstrep) was
cloned into a pFastBacHT B vector7. If indicated, mutations were introduced by
mutagenic PCR before cloning. Using DH10EMBacY E. coli cells47,48, recombinant
baculoviruses were produced and subsequently used for protein expression in Hi5
insect cells7. The harvested Hi5 insect cells were resuspended in Buffer A (50 mM
HEPES(NaOH) pH 7.0, 1 M NaCl, 10% (w/v) Glycerol and 2 mM dithiothreitol),
supplemented with 0.05% (v/v) Tween20 and protease inhibitors (Roche, cOmplete
mini), lysed by sonication and centrifuged two times (20,000 × g for 30 min at
4 °C). Soluble protein was loaded on Strep-TactinXT beads (IBA) and eluted with
50 mM Biotin (Applichem) in Buffer B (50 mM HEPES(NaOH) pH 7.0, 500 mM
NaCl, 10% (w/v) Glycerol and 2 mM dithiothreitol). L protein-containing fractions

were pooled and diluted 1:1 with buffer C (20 mM HEPES(NaOH) pH 7.0) before
loading on a heparin column (HiTrap Heparin HP, GE Healthcare). Proteins were
eluted with Buffer A and concentrated using centrifugal filter units (Amicon Ultra,
30 kDa MWCO). The proteins were subsequently used for biochemical assays and
structural studies. For endonuclease assays, the L proteins were further purified by
size-exclusion chromatography (Superose 6, GE Healthcare) in buffer B. Pure L
proteins were concentrated as described above, flash frozen and stored at −80 °C.

In vitro LASV L complex reconstitution for cryo-EM
APO-structures. The LASV L-Cstrep protein was first injected onto a Superdex 200
Increase 3.2/300 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in 40 mM HEPES pH 7.4
(4 °C), 500 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM TCEP. About 50 μl fractions were
collected and the protein was eluted at a 2 μM concentration. Protein was diluted to
0.7 μM and aliquots of 3 μl were applied to Quantifoil R1.2/1.3 Au 300 mesh grids,
immediately blotted for 2 s and plunged into liquid ethane using an FEI Vitrobot
IV (4 °C, 100% humidity).

PROMOTER-DUPLEX and MID-LINK structures. The LASV L-Cstrep protein was
first injected onto a Superose 6 Increase 3.2/300 column (GE Healthcare) equili-
brated at 4 °C in 40 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 400 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM
TCEP. About 50 μl fractions were collected and the protein was eluted at a 2 μM
concentration. Protein was diluted to ~0.9 μM and mixed with a 1.3-fold molar
excess of truncated promoter vRNAs (5′ nts 10–19, 3′ nts 1–19) (Supplementary
Table 1) for 10 min at 4 °C. Aliquots of 3 μl were applied to Quantifoil R2/2 Au 300
mesh grids, immediately blotted for 2 s and plunge frozen into liquid ethane using
an FEI Vitrobot IV (4 °C, 100% humidity).

3′END structures. The LASV L-Cstrep protein was first injected onto a Superose 6
Increase 3.2/300 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated at 4 °C in 40 mM HEPES pH
7.4, 250 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM TCEP. About 50 μl fractions were
collected and the protein was eluted at a 2 μM concentration. Protein was diluted to
~1.8 μM and mixed with threefold molar excess of 3′ (1–16) vRNA (Supplementary
Table 1) for 10 min at 4 °C. Aliquots of 3 μl were applied to Quantifoil R2/2 Au 300
mesh grids, immediately blotted for 2 s and plunge frozen into liquid ethane using
an FEI Vitrobot IV (4 °C, 100% humidity).

PRE-INITIATION structure. The LASV L-Cstrep protein with a concentration of
1.4 µM in assay buffer (100 mM HEPES(NaOH) pH 7.0, 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM KCl,
2 mM MnCl2 and 2 mM dithiothreitol) was mixed sequentially with single-
stranded 5′ (0–19) vRNA and single-stranded 3′ (1–19) vRNA in 1.2-fold and
primer St1 in 7.1-fold molar excess (all RNAs are listed in Supplementary Table 1).
After 45 min incubation on ice, the reaction was started by the addition of NTPs
(0.25 mM GTP/ATP). After incubation at 30 °C for 2 h, 3 µL of the reaction was
applied to glow-discharged Quantifoil R2/1 Au G200F4 grids, immediately blotted
for 2 s using an FEI Vitrobot Mk IV (4 °C, 100% humidity, blotting force–10) and
plunge frozen in liquid ethane/propane cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature.

ELONGATION structure. The LASV L-Cstrep protein with a concentration of 3 µM
in assay buffer (100 mM HEPES(NaOH) pH 7.0, 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM KCl, 2 mM
MnCl2 and 2 mM dithiothreitol) was mixed sequentially with single-stranded 5′
(0–19) vRNA and single-stranded 3′ (1–19) vRNA in 1.7-fold and primer C8 in
3.3-fold molar excess (all RNAs are listed in Supplementary Table 1). After 45 min
incubation on ice, the reaction was started by addition of NTPs (0.25 mM GTP/
ATP/UMPNPP and 0.125 mM CTP). After incubation at 30 °C for 2 h, 3 µL of the
reaction was applied to glow-discharged Quantifoil R2/1 Au G200F4 grids,
immediately blotted for 2 s using an FEI Vitrobot Mk IV (4 °C, 100% humidity,
blotting force–10) and plunge frozen in liquid ethane/propane cooled to liquid
nitrogen temperature.

Electron microscopy
APO-, DISTAL-PROMOTER, MID-LINK, PRE-INITIATION and ELONGATION
structures. The grids were loaded into an FEI Tecnai Krios electron microscope at
the Centre for Structural Systems Biology (CSSB) Cryo-EM facility, operated at an
accelerating voltage of 300 kV and equipped with K3 direct electron counting
camera (Gatan) positioned after a GIF BioQuantum energy filter (Gatan). Cryo-
EM data were acquired using EPU software (FEI) at a nominal magnification of
x105,000, with a pixel size of 0.85 or 0.87 Å per pixel. Movies of a total fluence of
~50 electrons per Å2 were collected at ~1 e-/Å2 per frame. A total number of 15,488
(APO-); 13,462 (DISTAL-PROMOTER and MID-LINK); 13,204 (PRE-INITIA-
TION); 10,368 (ELONGATION) movies were acquired at a defocus range from
−0.4 to −3.1 μm (Supplementary Table 2).

3′ END- structures. The grids were loaded into an FEI Tecnai Krios electron
microscope at European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) beamline CM0149,
operated at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV and equipped with K2 Summit direct
electron counting camera (Gatan) positioned after a GIF Quantum energy filter
(Gatan). Cryo-EM data were acquired using EPU software (FEI) at a nominal
magnification of x165,000, with a pixel size of 0.827 Å per pixel. Movies of a total
fluence of ~50 electrons per Å2 were collected at ~1 e-/Å2 per frame. A total
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number of 6616 movies were acquired at a defocus range from −0.3 to −2.8 μm
(Supplementary Table 2).

Cryo-EM image processing. All movie frames were aligned and dose-weighted using
the MotionCor2 programme (Supplementary Figs. 24, 26, 28, 30, 32). Thon rings
from summed power spectra of every 4 e-/Å2 were used for contrast-transfer
function parameter calculation with CTFFIND 4.150. Particles were selected with
WARP51. The further 2D and 3D cryo-EM image processing was performed in
RELION 3.152. First, particles were iteratively subjected to two rounds of 2D
classification (Supplementary Figs. 24, 26, 28, 30, 32) at 2x binned pixel size.
Particles in classes with poor structural features were removed.

3D analysis of the APO-structures. Two times binned particles (1491 k) were
subjected to two rounds of 3D classifications with image alignment (Supplementary
Fig. 25). The first round of 3D classification was restricted to ten classes and
performed using a 60 Å low-pass filtered initial model constructed from 16 most
populated 2Ds class averages (Supplementary Fig. 25). Particles in classes with poor
structural features were removed. The second classification (into ten classes) was
done during two rounds of 25 iterations each, using the regularisation parameter
T= 4. In the second round, local angular searches were performed at 3.5° to clearly
separate structural species. Three major 3D species were identified: the bare CORE-
like, the ENDO-like and RIBBON-like.

In the first branch of 3D classification, the focus was on the structure of the
CORE of the LASV L protein. All identified species were pooled together (428.8 k
particles) and CORE-focused global 3D refinement was performed. Another round
of CORE-focused 3D classification was performed based on the global refinement
with local angular searches at 0.9° to clearly separate structural species. The most
defined class (67.4 k particles) was further CORE-focused 3D auto-refined and
iteratively aberration-corrected. For Bayesian-polishing only the first 23 frames
were used.

In the second branch of 3D classification, the focus was on the structure of the
ENDO-like species. The ENDO-like species from CSSB DATA 1 and DATA 2 were
pooled together (209.4 k particles) and globally 3D auto-refined. A global 3D
classification was performed based on the global refinement with local angular
searches at 0.9°. The most defined class (74 k particles) was further core-focused 3D
auto-refined as described for the CORE-like species.

In the third branch of 3D classification, the focus was on the structure of the
RIBBON-like species (35.4 k particles). The RIBBON structure was obtained in a
similar way as the ENDO one.

3D analysis of the 3′ END structures. Two times binned particles (654.8 k) were
subjected to global 3D auto-refinement with 60 Å low-pass filtered APO-ENDO
structure as the initial model. In the first branch of 3D classification, the focus was
on the structure of the 3′ end binding site. A specific mask containing the 3′ vRNA
secondary binding site and pyramid domain area was created (yellow, Supple-
mentary Fig. 27) and focused 3D classification without angular assignment was
performed, using regularisation parameter T= 4. The most defined class (194 k
particles) was globally 3D auto-refined, iteratively aberration-corrected and
Bayesian-polished (only the first 23 frames were used). The resulting global
refinement was then subjected to core-focused 3D classification, with angular
assignment using regularisation parameter T= 8. The most defined class (84.5 k
particles) was CORE-focused 3D auto-refined.

In the second branch of 3D classification, the focus was on the structure of the
ENDO-like species. A specific mask containing the ENDO area was created (cyan,
Supplementary Fig. 27) and ENDO-focused 3D classification without angular
assignment was performed, using regularisation parameter T= 4. The most
defined class (159 k particles) was globally 3D auto-refined, iteratively aberration-
corrected and Bayesian-polished (only the first 26 frames were used). The resulting
global refinement was then subjected to ENDO-focused (cyan mask,
Supplementary Fig. 28) 3D classification, without angular assignment using
regularisation parameter T= 12. The most defined class (40.2 k particles) was
globally 3D auto-refined.

3D analysis of the DISTAL-PROMOTER and MID-LINK structures. Two times
binned particles (2,081 k) were subjected to two rounds of three-dimensional
classifications with image alignment (Supplementary Fig. 31). The first round of 3D
classification was restricted to 12 classes and performed using 60 Å low-pass fil-
tered APO-ENDO structure as the initial model. Particles in classes with poor
structural features were removed. The second classification (into ten classes) was
done during two rounds of 25 iterations each, using the regularisation parameter
T= 4. In the second round, local angular searches were performed at 3.5° to clearly
separate structural species. Three major 3D species were identified: DISTAL-
PROMOTER-like, the MID-LINK-like and ENDO-like. The ENDO-like particles
were processed together with CSSB DATA 1 (Supplementary Fig. 25).

The DISTAL-PROMOTER-like and MID-LINK-like species were pooled (65 k
particles) and globally 3D auto-refined. In the first branch of 3D classification, the
focus was on the structure of the DISTAL-PROMOTER-like specie. A specific
mask containing the DISTAL-PROMOTER area was created (pink, Supplementary
Fig. 31) and DISTAL-PROMOTER -focused 3D classification without angular
assignment was performed, using regularisation parameter T= 4. The most

defined class (23.7 k particles) was further DISTAL-PROMOTER -CORE-focused
(purple mask, Supplementary Fig. 31) 3D auto-refined as described for the CORE-
like specie.

In the second branch of 3D classification, the focus was on the structure of the
MID-LINK-like specie. A specific mask containing the MID-LINK area was created
(orange, Supplementary Fig. 31) and MID-LINK -focused 3D classification without
angular assignment was performed, using regularisation parameter T= 4. The
most defined class (40.7 k particles) was further MID-LINK-CORE-focused (yellow
mask, Supplementary Fig. 31) 3D auto-refined as described for the CORE-like
species.

3D analysis of the PRE-INITIATION structure. Particles (2,470 k) were subjected to
two rounds of reference-free 2D classification. Particles in classes with secondary
structure features were selected (1016 k particles) and used for an ab initio volume
reconstruction and then 3D refined using the latter ab initio 60 Å low-pass filtered
volume reconstruction as the initial model. The particles were astigmatism cor-
rected with CTFrefine within RELION. The particles were then subjected to a 3D
classification restricted to twelve classes using T= 4 and 7.5° sampling for 25
iterations and then 3.5° sampling for an additional ten iterations. Classes with
comparable structural features were combined (319 k particles), 3D refined,
aberration-corrected and Bayesian-polished then 3D refined again. The refined
particles were then subjected to further 3D classification without image alignment
and particles from the most defined class (119 k particles) were used for final 3D
auto-refinement (Supplementary Figs. 28 and 29).

3D analysis of the ELONGATION structure. Particles (2452k) were binned four
times and subjected to one round of reference-free 2D classification. Particles in
classes with secondary structure features were selected (579 k particles) and sub-
jected to 3D classification restricted to ten classes using T= 4 and 7.5° sampling for
25 iterations with the 60 Å low-pass filtered DISTAL-PROMOTER volume as a
reference. Classes with comparable structural features were combined (122 k
particles) and 3D refined to 3.5 Å resolution. The 20 Å low-pass filtered refined
volume was then used as a reference for the 3D classification of all extracted
particles (2452k) restricted to eight classes using T= 4 and 7.5° sampling for 35
iterations. The most defined class (426 k particles) was selected for 3D refinement
and then subjected to further 3D classification without image alignment restricted
to six classes. The most defined class (79 k particles) was 3D refined, aberration-
corrected and Bayesian-polished then finally 3D refined using SIDESPLITTER53
(Supplementary Figs. 32 and 33).

Final steps. All final cryo-EM density maps were generated by the post-processing
feature in RELION and sharpened or blurred into MTZ format using CCP-EM54.
The resolutions of the cryo-EM density maps were estimated at the 0.143 gold
standard Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) cut-off (Supplementary Table 2). A local
resolution (Supplementary Table 2) was calculated using RELION and reference-
based local amplitude scaling was performed by LocScale within CCP-EM55.

Model building. The APO-CORE structure was constructed de novo with iterative
rounds of model building with Coot56 and real-space refinement with Phenix57.
Subsequent structures used this as a basis for the further model extension. Sec-
ondary structure prediction using JPRED58 based on multiple sequence alignment
of both New World and Old World arenaviruses (Supplementary Alignment file)
was particularly helpful in guiding model building. Considerable care was taken to
cross-check between structures for consistency of sequence assignment and to
ascertain connectivity. This also enabled better completion of models in lower
resolution maps by transfer of structural elements that could be more accurately
modelled in a higher resolution map. A homology model based on the MACV
pendant domain (PDB: 6KLD), rebuilt to correct for sequence misalignments
(using the original map, EMD-0707), was initially used to help build the LASV
pendant domain. A 3D structure prediction using AlphaFold259 via the server
https://colab.research.google.com/github/deepmind/alphafold/blob/main/
notebooks/AlphaFold.ipynb resulted in an improved model for the pendant
domain, which was used for model building. Unexpectedly, despite apparent
sequence homologies, the LASV α-bundle 827-VVVNK…IIDQY-925 has a com-
pletely different arrangement of helices (topologically impossible to align in 3D)
than that of the equivalent region in MACV L 820-VVIPK…QVALA-917 (Sup-
plementary Fig. 6), both structures being confirmed by good quality maps. This
might partly explain why in the LASV L structure previously published9
(PDB:6KLC), based on a lower resolution 3.9 Å map, the α-bundle is built in the
reverse direction.

Buried surface areas were determined using the Protein interfaces, surfaces and
assemblies’ service PISA at the European Bioinformatics Institute (http://
www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/prot_int/pistart.html)60. An overview of the Segment-based
Manders’ Overlap Coefficient (SMOC) scores61 for each of the structures is
provided in Supplementary Fig. 34. Structure presentation was done using PyMOL
(Schrödinger) and UCSF ChimeraX62.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay. 3′ RNA 1–10 nt (Supplementary Table 1) was
chemically synthesised with a fluorophore at the 5′ end (5′ Cyanine3) (Biomers).
Reactions containing 0–1 µM L protein and 0.2 µM labelled single-stranded RNA
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were set up in binding buffer (100 mM HEPES(NaOH), pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl,
50 mM KCl, 2 mM MnCl2, 2 mM dithiothreitol, 0.1 μg/μL Poly(C) RNA (Sigma),
0.1 µg/µL bovine serum albumin and 0.5 U/μl RNasin (Promega)) and incubated
on ice for 30 min. RNA-bound protein complexes were separated from unbound
RNA by native gel electrophoresis at 4 °C, using 5% polyacrylamide Tris-glycine
gels. Fluorescence signals were detected in the gel with the VILBER LOURMAT
FUSION SL4 using the Starlight Module with an excitation wavelength of 523 and
a 609 nm emission filter.

Endonuclease assay. An RNA 16-mer was chemically synthesised with either 5′ Cap
(TriLink BioTechnologies) or 5’ Triphosphate (Chemgenes). For labelling pCp-Cy5
(Cytidine-5′-phosphate-3′-(6-aminohexyl)phosphate (Jena bioscience), was ligated
to the 3′ end of the 16 nt RNA using T4 RNA ligase (Thermo Scientific). The
resulting labelled 17 nt RNA substrates (Supplementary Table 1) were separated
from excess pCp-Cy5 by denaturing PAGE (7M urea, 25% acrylamide 0.5-fold
Tris-borate-EDTA). The clearly blue coloured product bands were excised from the
gel. The gel pieces were grounded and the RNA was extracted two times with Tris-
borate buffer. The pure labelled RNA was precipitated with 90% Ethanol from the
supernatant after the addition of Ammonium acetate (2.5 M), washed two times
with 90% Ethanol and dissolved in DEPC treated H2O. Reactions containing
0.5 µM L protein were incubated, sequentially with 2.5 pmol of either single-
stranded 5′ promoter RNA, 3′ promoter RNA (Supplementary Table 1) or both, on
ice for 15 min in 5 µL assay buffer (100 mM HEPES(NaOH) pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl,
50 mM KCl, 2 mM MnCl2, 0.5 U/μl RNasin (Promega), 2 mM dithiothreitol, and
0.1 µg/µL bovine serum albumin). After the addition of ~0.3 µM labelled RNA the
mix was incubated at 37 °C for 120 min. The reaction was stopped by adding an
equivalent volume of RNA loading buffer (98% formamide, 18 mM EDTA,
0.025 mM SDS) and heating the samples at 95 °C for 5 min. Products were sepa-
rated by denaturing PAGE on 7M Urea, 25% polyacrylamide Tris-borate-EDTA
(0.5-fold) gels and 0.5-fold Tris-borate buffer. Fluorescence signals were detected in
the gel with the VILBER LOURMAT FUSION SL4 using the Starlight Module with
an excitation wavelength of 624 nm and a 695 nm emission filter. Uncropped
images are provided as Source Data.

Polymerase assay
Standard polymerase assay. If not indicated otherwise, 0.5 µM L protein was
incubated sequentially with 1 µM of single-stranded 5′ promoter RNA (Supple-
mentary Table 1) and 1 µM single-stranded 3′ promoter RNA (Supplementary
Table 1) in assay buffer (100 mM HEPES(NaOH) pH 7.0, 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM
KCl, 2 mM MnCl2, 0.5 U/μl RNasin (Promega), 2 mM dithiothreitol) on ice for
15 min. The reaction was started by the addition of NTPs (0.25 mM UTP/ATP/
CTP and 0.125 mM GTP supplemented with 166 nM, 5 µCi [α]32P-GTP) in a final
reaction volume of 10 µL. After incubation at 30 °C for 2 h the reaction was stopped
by adding an equivalent volume of RNA loading buffer (98% formamide, 18 mM
EDTA, 0.025 mM SDS, xylene cyanol and bromophenol blue) and heating the
sample at 95 °C for 5 min. Products were separated by native gel electrophoresis
using 25% polyacrylamide 0.5-fold Tris-borate-EDTA gels and 0.5-fold Tris-borate
running buffer. Signals were visualised by phosphor screen autoradiography using
a Typhoon FLA-7000 phosphorimager (Fujifilm) and the respective FLA-7000
software. Uncropped images are provided as Source Data.

Primer-dependent polymerase assay. Primer GCG, C1, St1 and C8 (Supplementary
Table 1) were chemically synthesised with 5′-hydroxy ends (Biomers), primer
C8ppp (Supplementary Table 1) with 5′ Triphosphate modification (Chemgenes).
An N7-MeGppp (Cap0) was introduced at the 5′ terminus of C8ppp using the
ScriptCap m7G Capping System (CELLSCRIPT) with 1 nmol C8ppp oligo using
the manufacturer’s standard protocol. After the addition of Ammonium acetate
(2.5 M) the capped RNA was precipitated with Ethanol (90%), washed two times
with Ethanol (90%), dried and dissolved in DEPC treated H2O. For primer-
dependent reactions, 10 µM of the respective primer was added to LASV L bound
to promoter RNA and the mix was again incubated on ice for 15 min. The reaction
was started by the addition of NTPs (0.25 mM UTP/ATP/CTP and 0.125 mM GTP
supplemented with 166 nM, 5 µCi [α]32P-GTP) in a final reaction volume of 10 µL.

LASV mini-replicon system. The experiments were performed in the context of the
T7 RNA polymerase-based LASV mini-replicon system15,24,36. L genes were
amplified using mutagenic PCR from a pCITE2a-L template to either yield wild-
type or mutated L gene expression cassettes. L gene PCR products were further gel-
purified when additional unspecific bands were visible in agarose gels and quan-
tified spectrophotometrically. BSR-T7/5 cells stably expressing T7 RNA
polymerase63 were transfected per well of a 24-well plate with 250 ng of mini-
genome PCR product expressing Renilla luciferase (Ren-Luc), 250 ng of L gene
PCR product, 250 ng of pCITE-NP expressing NP, and 10 ng of pCITE-FF-luc
expressing firefly luciferase as an internal transfection control. At 24 h post
transfection, either total cellular RNA was extracted for Northern blotting using an
RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen) or cells were lysed in 100 µL of passive lysis buffer
(Promega) per well, and firefly luciferase and Ren-Luc activity were quantified
using the dual-luciferase reporter assay system (Promega). Ren-Luc levels were
corrected with the firefly luciferase levels (resulting in standardised relative light
units [sRLU]) to compensate for differences in transfection efficiency or cell

density. Data were evaluated using Prism 7.0d and are always presented as the
mean of a given amount (n) of biological replicates as well as the respective
standard deviation (SD).

For Northern blot analysis, 750 ng of total cellular RNA was separated in a 1.5%
agarose-formaldehyde gel and transferred onto a Roti®-Nylon plus membrane
(pore size 0.45 μm, Carl Roth). After UV cross-linking and methylene blue staining
to visualise 28 S rRNA the blots were hybridised with a 32P-labelled riboprobe
targeting the Ren-Luc gene. Transcripts of Ren-Luc genes and complementary
replication intermediate RNA of the minigenome were visualised by
autoradiography using a Typhoon FLA-7000 phosphorimager (Fujifilm) and the
respective FLA-7000 software. Quantification of signals for antigenomic RNA and
mRNA was done in ImageJ 2.0.0-rc-43/1.50e (Source file). To verify the expression
of L protein mutants in BSR-T7/5 cells, the cells were transfected with 500 ng of
PCR product expressing C-terminally 3xFLAG-tagged L protein mutants per well
in a 24-well plate. Cells were additionally infected with modified vaccinia virus
Ankara expressing T7 RNA polymerase (MVA-T7)64 to boost the expression levels
and thus facilitate detection by immunoblotting. After cell lysis and electrophoretic
separation in a 3–8% Tris-acetate polyacrylamide gel, proteins were transferred to a
nitrocellulose membrane (GE Healthcare). FLAG-tagged L protein mutants were
detected using peroxidase-conjugated anti-FLAG M2 antibody (1:10,000) (A8592;
Sigma-Aldrich) and bands were visualised by chemiluminescence using Super
Signal West Femto substrate (Thermo Scientific) and a FUSION SL image
acquisition system (Vilber Lourmat). All uncropped images are provided as
Source Data.

Statistics and reproducibility. Unless stated otherwise in the figure legends all
in vitro assays (electrophoretic mobility shift assay, polymerase assay, endonuclease
assay), as well as Coomassie-stained SDS gels, have been repeated with similar
results at least twice. The total number of micrographs included in each cryo-EM
dataset is given in Supplementary Table 2, representative micrographs are shown in
Supplementary Fig. 24, 26, 28, 30 and 32.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Coordinates and structure factors or maps generated in this study have been deposited in
the wwwPDB or EMDB: Apo-structure of Lassa virus L protein (well-resolved
polymerase core) [APO-CORE] EMD-12807, PDB ID 7OCH Apo-structure of Lassa
virus L protein (well-resolved endonuclease) [APO-ENDO] EMD-12860, PDB ID 7OE3
Apo-structure of Lassa virus L protein (well-resolved α-ribbon) [APO-RIBBON] EMD-
12953, PDB ID 7OE7 Lassa virus L protein bound to 3′ promoter RNA (well-resolved
polymerase core and 3′ RNA secondary binding site) [3END-CORE] EMD-12862, PDB
ID 7OEA Lassa virus L protein bound to 3′ promoter RNA (well-resolved endonuclease)
[3END-ENDO] EMD-12863, PDB ID 7OEB Lassa virus L protein in a pre-initiation
conformation [PRE-INITIATION] EMD-12955, PDB ID 7OJL Lassa virus L protein with
endonuclease and C-terminal domains in close proximity [MID-LINK] EMD-12861,
PDB ID 7OJJ Lassa virus L protein bound to the distal promoter duplex [DISTAL-
PROMOTER] EMD-12954, PDB ID 7OJK Lassa virus L protein in an elongation
conformation [ELONGATION] EMD-12956, PDB ID 7OJN All other data supporting
the findings of this study are available within the article, its supplementary information
and source data files. Additional information, relevant data and unique biological
materials will be available from the corresponding author upon reasonable
request. Source data are provided with this paper.
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3.3 Structural insight into the viral genome replication of Severe fever 
with thrombocytopenia syndrome virus L-protein 
 
Previous findings on L-protein RNA replication described the pre-initiation and elongation 

states. To better understand the early and late elongation states of the L-protein, we solved the 

structure of the SFTSV L-protein in five different states of replication, filling in gaps in the 

RNA synthesis cycle. The high-resolution reconstructions of the L-protein allowed for a 

detailed description of the protein-RNA interactions at crucial replication stages starting from 

a pre-initiation state to late elongation. The structural and biochemical results elucidate the 

complex mechanisms of L-protein RNA replication. 

 
Original publication and supplement at https://doi.org/10.1093/nar/gkac1249 
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using a Typhoon FLA-7000 phosphorimager (Fuji!lm) op-
erated with the FLA-7000 software.

Rift valley fever virus mini-replicon system

The experiments were performed using the RVFV mini-
replicon system described previously (36). L genes were am-
pli!ed using mutagenic PCR from a pCITE2a-L template
to produce either wild-type or mutated L gene expression
cassettes. PCR products were gel puri!ed and quanti!ed
spectrophotometrically. All mutations were con!rmed by
sequencing of the PCR products. BSR-T7 cells were trans-
fected per well of a 24 well plate with 250 ng of L gene
PCR product, 500 ng of pCITE expressing NP, 750 ng of
pCITE expressing the mini-genome RNA encoding Renilla
luciferase (Ren-Luc), and 10 ng of pCITE expressing the
!re"y luciferase as an internal control, all under control
of a T7 promoter. For transfection we used Lipofectamine
2000 according to the manufacturer’s instructions. At 24 h
post-transfection, either total cellular RNA was extracted
for Northern blot analysis using an RNeasy Mini kit (Qi-
agen) or cells were lysed in 100 !l of passive lysis buffer
(Promega) per well, and !re"y luciferase and Ren-Luc ac-
tivity quanti!ed using the dual-luciferase reporter assay sys-
tem (Promega). Ren-Luc levels were corrected with the !re-
"y luciferase levels (resulting in standardized relative light
units [sRLU]) to compensate for differences in transfection
ef!ciency or cell density. Data were evaluated in Prism and
are always presented as the mean of a given amount (n) of
biological replicates as well as the respective standard devia-
tion (SD). To con!rm general expressibility of the L protein
mutants in BSR-T7 cells, the cells were transfected with 500
ng L gene PCR product expressing C-terminally 3xFLAG-
tagged L protein mutants per well. Cells were additionally
infected with Modi!ed Vaccinia virus Ankara expressing a
T7 RNA polymerase (MVA-T7) to boost the expression lev-
els and, thereby facilitate detection by immunoblotting. At
24 h post-transfection, cells were lysed in 50 !l passive ly-
sis buffer (Promega) per well. After cell lysis and separa-
tion in a 3–8% Tris-acetate polyacrylamide gel (Invitrogen),
proteins were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane (Cy-
tiva). FLAG-tagged L protein mutants were detected us-
ing horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-FLAG M2 an-
tibody (1:9000) (A8592; Sigma-Aldrich) and bands were vi-
sualized by chemiluminescence using Clarity Max Western
ECL Substrate (Bio-Rad) and a FUSION SL image acqui-
sition system (Vilber Lourmat).

Northern blot analysis

For the northern blot analysis, 600 ng of total cellular RNA
was separated in a 1.5% agarose-formaldehyde gel and
transferred onto a Roti-Nylon plus membrane (pore size
0.45 !M, Carl Roth). After UV cross-linking and methy-
lene blue staining to visualize 28 S rRNA, the blots were
hybridized with a 32P-labelled riboprobe targeting the Ren-
Luc gene. Transcripts of the Ren-Luc gene and comple-
mentary replication intermediate RNA of the minigenome
were visualized by autoradiography using a Typhoon FLA-
7000 phosphorimager (Fuji!lm) operated with the FLA-
7000 software. Quanti!cation of signals for antigenomic
RNA and mRNA was done in Fiji.

Sample preparation for cryo-EM 5′ HOOK structure

The SFTSV L protein at a concentration of 3 !M in assay
buffer (100 mM HEPES, 50 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl2, and 2
mM DTT, pH 7) was mixed with single-stranded L 5′ (1–20)
cRNA in a 2-fold molar excess. The mixture was incubated
on ice for 30 min and then centrifuged at 15 000 × g for
10 min at 4◦C. Aliquots of 3 !l were applied to Quantifoil
R 2/1 Au G200F4 grids, immediately blotted for 2 s, and
plunge frozen into liquid ethane/propane cooled to liquid
nitrogen temperature using a FEI Vitrobot Mark IV (4◦C,
100% humidity, blotting force –10).

Early-elongation, early-elongation-endo and late-elongation
structures

The SFTSV L protein at a concentration of 3 !M in as-
say buffer (100 mM HEPES, 50 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl2,
and 2 mM DTT, pH 7) was mixed sequentially with single-
stranded L 5′ (1–20) cRNA and single-stranded L 3′ (1–
20) cRNA modi!ed with 6 additional A bases, in a 2-
fold molar excess. After 30 min of incubation on ice, the
reaction was initiated by addition of NTPs (0.63 mM
ATP/CTP/GTP/nhUTP). After incubation at 30◦C for 2
h, the sample was centrifuged at 15 000 × g for 10 min
at 4◦C. Aliquots of 3 !l were applied to Quantifoil R 2/1
Au G200F4 grids, immediately blotted for 2 s, and plunge
frozen into liquid ethane/propane cooled to liquid nitrogen
temperature using a FEI Vitrobot Mark IV (4◦C, 100% hu-
midity, blotting force –10).

Resting structure

The SFTSV L protein at a concentration of 3 !M in assay
buffer (100 mM HEPES, 50 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl2, and
2 mM DTT, pH 7) was mixed with single-stranded L 5′ (1–
20) cRNA and single-stranded L 3′ (1–20) cRNA in a 2-
fold molar excess. After 30 min of incubation on ice, the
reaction was supplemented with a short 2 nt primer (AC),
which was at a 1:1 molar ratio with the RNA species. After
incubation at 30◦C for 2 h, the sample was then centrifuged
at 15 000 × g for 10 min at 4◦C. Aliquots of 3 !l were applied
to Quantifoil R 2/1 Au G200F4 grids, immediately blotted
for 2 s, and plunge frozen into liquid ethane/propane cooled
to liquid nitrogen temperature using a FEI Vitrobot Mark
IV (4◦C, 100% humidity, blotting force –10).

Cryo-EM single-particle analysis

Data collection. Grids were loaded into a 300-kV Titan
Krios transmission electron microscope (Thermo Scienti!c)
equipped with a K3 direct electron detector and a post-
column GIF BioQuantum energy !lter (Gatan). Micro-
graph movies were typically collected using the EPU soft-
ware (Thermo Scienti!c) at a nominal magni!cation of 105
000× with a pixel size of 0.85 Å using a defocus range of
–0.8 to –2.6 !m, unless stated otherwise. The sample was
exposed with a dose of 15 electrons/physical pixel per sec-
ond (estimated over vacuum) for 2.5 s and thus, a total dose
of 50 electrons/Å2. Recorded movie frames were fraction-
ated into 50 frames. A summary of the key data collection
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statistics for each cryo-EM structure is provided in Supple-
mentary Table S2.

Image processing

All movie frames were imported in RELION 3.1 (37) or
RELION 4.0 (38) and motion corrected using its own im-
plementation of MotionCor2 (39). Particles were picked au-
tomatically using the pre-trained BoxNet in Warp (40) and
the calculation of contrast transfer function (CTF) estima-
tion and correction was done in RELION with CTFFIND4
(41). Picked particles were extracted and processed in RE-
LION 3.1/4.0 with visual inspection done with UCSF
Chimera (42). First, particles were subjected to 2D classi-
!cation at 4× binned pixel size typically as an initial check
of the quality of the dataset. Then, all particles were used
for 3D classi!cation in an iterative manner using a 50 Å
low pass !ltered map from apo SFTSV L protein (17). In-
complete, low resolution or 3D classes containing damaged
particles were excluded from further data analyses. The re-
maining particles were re-extracted with the original pixel
size value for further 3D classi!cation and re!nement as de-
scribed for the 5′ hook structure (Supplementary Figures S1
and S2); early-elongation, early-elongation-endo and late-
elongation structures (Supplementary Figures S3 and S4);
and, resting structure (Supplementary Figures S5 and S6).
All cryo-EM maps were CTF re!ned and Bayesian polished
before !nal re!nement in relion except the resting structure
which, after 3D classi!cation, was imported as a particle
stack in cryoSPARC (43) where !nal re!nement was done
with non-uniform re!nement (44).

All !nal cryo-EM density maps were generated by the
post-processing feature in RELION and sharpened or
blurred into MTZ format using CCP-EM (45) except the
early-elongation-endo structure where the !nal map was
sharpened using DeepEMhancer (46) and the resting struc-
ture, which was sharpened using the local sharpening func-
tion of cryoSPARC. The resolutions of the cryo-EM den-
sity maps were estimated at the 0.143 gold standard Fourier
Shell Correlation (FSC) cut-off. A local resolution was cal-
culated using relion 3.1/4.0 except the resting structure
which was calculated in cryoSPARC and displayed with
Chimera visualization tools. A summary of the key process-
ing statistics for each cryo-EM structure is provided in Sup-
plementary Table S2.

Model building, re!nement and validation

The published corrected apo structure of the SFTSV L pro-
tein (30) was used as the starting point for the RNA-bound
structures published in this study which then underwent it-
erative rounds of model building in Coot (47) and real-space
re!nement in Phenix (48). The comprehensive validation
tool in Phenix was used to assess model quality (49,50). Co-
ordinates and EM maps are deposited in the EMDB and
PDB databases as indicated in Table 1. Figures have been
generated using CCP4mg (51), PyMOL (Schrödinger), and
UCSF ChimeraX (52). A summary of the key re!nement
and validation statistics for each cryo-EM structure is pro-
vided in Supplementary Table S2.

RESULTS

Overview

We have determined !ve structures of the SFTSV L pro-
tein in several biologically relevant states ranging from pre-
initiation to late-stage elongation. An overview of all struc-
tures including their key features is provided in Table 1.
First, we incubated the L protein with nt 1–20 of the L seg-
ment 5′ cRNA (5′ hook, 3.4 Å) (Supplementary Table S1;
Supplementary Figures S1 and S2). This initial structure en-
abled us to identify the pocket in which the L protein coor-
dinates the 5′ RNA terminus in a so-called hook-like con-
formation, which is known to be important for activation
of the polymerase function (17).

To stall the L protein in an active genome replication
mode, we incubated the L protein with nts 1–20 of the
L segment 5′ cRNA and a modi!ed 3′ cRNA template
with 6 additional A’s (Supplementary Table S1). These
were incubated together in the presence of ATP, CTP and
GTP spiked with non-hydrolysable UTP (nhUTP) (Sup-
plementary Figures S3 and S4). With this, we observed
three elongation-state structures: two in which the L pro-
tein is stalled at position G4 of the modi!ed 3′ cRNA
template (EARLY-ELONGATION, 2.6 Å and EARLY-
ELONGATION-ENDO, 3.6 Å) and another in which the
L protein is stalled at position A21 of the modi!ed 3′ cRNA
template (LATE-ELONGATION, 2.6 Å). While the bind-
ing of viral RNAs in the two early-elongation structures
appear similar with the distal 5′ cRNA region forming a
duplex with the 3′ cRNA template, there is a key differ-
ence in the overall conformation of the L protein. In the
EARLY-ELONGATION-ENDO structure, the endonucle-
ase domain adopts an entirely different ‘raised’ conforma-
tion by comparison to the endonuclease domain in the
early-elongation structure, which is broadly similar to that
seen in the apo and late-elongation structures. In the latter,
the CBD can also be !tted and the putative cap-binding site
appears blocked by the arginine blocking motif previously
described (30–33). Therefore, in total, we obtained 3 struc-
tures of the L protein stalled in active genome replication
mode: two stalled in the early stages of elongation, and a
!nal structure stalled in a late stage of elongation.

To identify the structural basis for replication priming,
we incubated the L protein with nts 1–20 of the L segment
5′ cRNA and 3′ cRNA termini and added a short 2 nt (AC)
primer (Supplementary Table S1; Supplementary Figures
S5 and S6). Processing of data collected from this grid led to
a single structure (RESTING, 3.2 Å), in which the 5′ RNA
hook binds in the same way as that seen in our other struc-
tures. However, rather than formation of the distal duplex
and the 3′ cRNA template entering the active site, we ob-
serve the 3′ cRNA terminus binding to an alternative re-
gion, denoted the 3′ secondary binding site in analogy to
similar binding sites identi!ed in LASV (28) and LACV L
proteins (13) and also the in"uenza virus polymerase com-
plex (53). The distal duplex is not formed in this structure
and we observe a weak signal in this region of the map that
likely corresponds to an average of the RNA strands in mul-
tiple different conformations. Nevertheless, this structure
demonstrates that both the 3′ and 5′ RNA termini can be
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Table 1. Overview of cryo-EM structures. An overview of the cryo-EM structures is provided with the reported resolution (Å), any RNA ligands present,
PDB and EMDB accession codes, as well as supporting comments highlighting the key features of each structure

Name Res (Å) RNA Ligands PDB Code EMDB Code Comment

5′ Hook 3.4 L 5′ (1–20) 8AS6 EMD-15607 Only 5′ cRNA is bound to the L protein in the
hook-like motif. The L protein core is clear and
motif F is unstructured.

Early-elongation 2.6 L 5′ (1–20) L 3′ +
6A (1–26)

8AS7 EMD-15608 The 5′ and 3′ cRNA form a distal duplex structure
with the 3′ cRNA shown feeding into the L
protein core. Short 3 nt product in L protein core.
Stalling nhUTP clearly bound at + 1 position.

Early-elongation-
endo

3.6 L 5′ (1–20) L 3′ +
6A (1–26)

8ASB EMD-15610 The 5′ and 3′ cRNA form a distal duplex structure
with the 3′ cRNA shown feeding into the L
protein core. There is also a short 3 nt-long
product in L protein core. However, in this
structure, we see the endonuclease in a raised
conformation unlike that seen elsewhere. Stalling
nhUTP clearly bound at +1 position.

Late-elongation 2.6 L 5′ (1–20) L 3′ +
6A (1–26)

8ASD EMD-15614 The distal duplex structure is disrupted and there
is a long 10-bp product-template duplex in the L
protein core. Stalling nhUTP clearly bound at +1
position. The CBD can also be !t with the
putative cap-mRNA binding site occupied by the
Arginine blocking motif.

Resting 3.2 L 5′ (1–20) L 3′

(1–20) Primer AC
(1–2)

8ASG EMD-15615 The 5′ cRNA is bound as in the 5′ HOOK
structure. Excess of 3′ cRNA is bound to the 3′

secondary binding site. A small number of 3′

cRNA nts can be !t in the L protein core but the
region of map for the AC primer is not resolved.

bound simultaneously to the hook-binding and secondary
binding sites, respectively. We propose that this might rep-
resent a resting conformation after !nishing one round of
genome replication and just before another pre-initiation
complex is formed with the distal duplex stabilizing the 3′

RNA and guiding it into the RdRp active site for initia-
tion. However, in this structure, we can also con!dently !t
2 nts of the 3′ cRNA in the active site, which indicates that
the observed map represents a mixture of resting and pre-
initiation states, which would explain the relative lack of
de!nition in some regions of the map, making it challenging
to interpret.

The L protein during pre-initiation of viral genome replication

The 5′ HOOK structure demonstrates that the SFTSV L
protein undergoes several conformational changes as a re-
sult of binding to the terminal 20 nts of the 5′ cRNA in
comparison to the apo structure (PDB: 6L42, 6Y6K and
7ALP) (30–33). The most apparent changes being an open-
ing up of the vRNA binding lobe (vRBL), the neighbouring
!ngers domain, and the PA-C like core lobe, allowing the 5′

RNA to bind in a positively charged cleft (Figure 1A). This
cleft is covered by a short 3-turn !-helix (M437–H447) and
supported on the periphery by a short loop (H1038–D1046)
(Figure 1A). Of note, both of these structural motifs were
missing in the published apo structures, suggesting here that
the 5′ RNA has a role in stabilizing this region of the L pro-
tein.

Structure of the 5′ cRNA hook

We !nd the 5′ cRNA bound in each of our L protein struc-
tures and, depending on the structure, we can !t 11–17
nts into the corresponding map region. From this data, we

found that the !rst 10 nts of the SFTSV 5′ RNA form the
characteristic hook-like motif (Figure 1B). In addition, in
our structures, the 5′ RNA hook only appears to be sta-
bilized by one canonical base-base interaction between C2
and G8. The SFTSV hook structure hence appears to be
closer to that of LASV, which is also stabilized by one
canonical base-base interaction (28), in comparison to that
of LACV, which is stabilized by two canonical base–base
interactions (14) (Supplementary Figure S7). In addition to
the C2/G8 base-pairing interaction, amino acid sidechains
from the !ngers, !nger node, and the core lobe contribute
towards 5′ RNA hook coordination.

For example, the K656 sidechain is shown to interact
with the backbone phosphates of nts C2 and A3 (Figure
1B). The N765 sidechain also interacts with nt A3, with
the sidechain amino group coordinating one of the A3 base
nitrogens, while the carboxyl group interacts with the A3
ribose O2′ hydroxyl. There are two sidechain interactions
stabilizing nt C4: R1049 and H447. These coordinate the
C4 ribose O2′ hydroxyl and C4 base oxygen, respectively.
The R695 sidechain also stacks against the C4 base pro-
viding additional stability. The A5 base is sandwiched be-
tween the R318 and P693 sidechains. Similarly, there are not
many interactions visible stabilizing the G6 base, only the
H447 sidechain coordinating the G6 ribose oxygen (Sup-
plementary Figure S8A). In addition to this interaction,
in our early-elongation structure, we noticed an interest-
ing ring-shaped blob of density between the G6 base and
the adjacent R1043 sidechain (Supplementary Figure S8B).
After exploring several different options, including individ-
ual NTPs bound non-speci!cally at this position, we con-
cluded that the best !t was a single HEPES molecule, which
is the buffer used during the L protein/cRNA incubation
step. Here, the HEPES ring is shown sandwiched in be-
tween the G6 base and the R1043 sidechain (Supplementary
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Figure 1. Conformational changes following the binding of the 5′ cRNA hook. (A) The SFTSV L protein (5′ HOOK) is shown with the published apo
structure of the SFTSV L protein (PDB: 7ALP, backbone coloured grey) superposed by SSM in CCP4mg (51). A short 3-turn !-helix (M437–H447) and
loop (H1038–D1046), which are both stabilized by the binding of the 5′ cRNA nts, are shown in green. (B) A close-up of the SFTSV L protein hook-binding
site is shown with the early-elongation map overlaid. Bound 5′ cRNA is shown and coloured yellow with the exception of C2 and G8, which together form
the only cognate base-base interaction and are labelled. Residues from the SFTSV L protein are labelled and coloured according to the assigned domain
(pink for the PA-C like-domain, blue for the !ngers, and magenta for the vRBL) with the corresponding RVFV L protein residue shown in black italicized
text underneath. Not all hook-interacting residues are shown for clarity. (C) RVFV mini-replicon data for L protein with mutations in the proposed 5′

hook binding site presenting luciferase reporter activity (in standardized relative light units relative to the wild-type L protein (WT)). Data were presented
as mean values ± SD of three biological replicates (n = 3). All biological replicates are shown as black dots (top panel). Middle panels present Northern
blotting results with signals for antigenomic viral RNA (AG, equal to cRNA), viral mRNA (mRNA) and 28 S ribosomal RNA (28 S) as a loading control,
and the bottom panel shows Western blot detection of FLAG-tagged L proteins (L) to demonstrate general expressibility of the mutants. Uncropped
original blots/gels are provided in the Supplementary Data.
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Figure 2. Stalling of the SFTSV L protein and misincorporation of CTP for UTP. The effect of removing CTP from the NTP mix in the presence of
nhUTP (UNPP) on the polymerase activity of puri!ed SFTSV L protein (LP) was tested in vitro. The reactions were carried out with the L 5′ cRNA (nts
1–20) and L 3′ cRNA (nts 1–26) present under standard polymerase assay conditions (see Materials and Methods), with the exception of the NTPs used
in the CTP titration conditions, which were diluted 1:10 resulting in a !nal concentration of 20 !M ATP, UTP and 10 !M GTP spiked with 166 nM, 5
!Ci["]32P-GTP. The !nal concentration of CTP in the NTP mix varied from 20 to 0 !M. Products were separated by denaturing gel electrophoresis and
visualized by autoradiography. Uncropped original blots/gels are provided in the Supplementary Data.

the L protein could presumably also misincorporate nhUTP
leading to the observed early stalling product.

To test this hypothesis, we selected the SFTSV S9U seg-
ment vRNA as this genome end has a naturally occurring
poly-G sequence. If the L protein can incorporate UTP in
place of CTP, then in the absence of CTP, the L protein
should be able to read-through the poly-G sequence (nts 11–
15) by incorporating UTP. If not, then we should observe a
stalling product around 11 nts. We additionally used a 16
nt primer (Primer B-OH, Supplementary Table S1) to in-
crease any stalling product size by 13 nts, accounting for the
3 bp overlap with the template. In our in vitro polymerase
assay setup, when we remove CTP from the NTP mix but
retain UTP, we still see the full-length product (Supplemen-
tary Figure S10). When we then also titrate UTP out of the
NTP mix, we see the emergence of a product at the approx-
imate size of the expected primed stalling product (Supple-
mentary Figure S10). Together, this strongly suggests that
the L protein can also incorporate UTP in place of CTP
supporting our hypothesis that the early-stalling structures
we observed are likely the result of nhUTP being misincor-
porated in place of CTP. To conclude, we obtained 3 struc-
tures of the SFTSV L protein stalled in actively replicating

states: two structures stalled at position G4 of the 3′ cRNA
(EARLY-ELONGATION and EARLY-ELONGATION-
ENDO), and one structure stalled at position U21 of the
3′ cRNA (LATE-ELONGATION), which we refer to as
early- and late-stage elongation states, respectively.

The L protein early elongation structures

The two early elongation structures, denoted EARLY-
ELONGATION and EARLY-ELONGATION-ENDO,
demonstrate that when both 5′ and 3′ 1–20 nts cRNAs
are present, the SFTSV L protein undergoes further
remodelling, mostly involving residues in the thumb and
thumb ring domains. These structural changes allow the
L protein to accommodate the 5′/3′ distal duplex region,
which is shown to curl around the vRBL, adopting a
similar conformation to the full promoters observed for
LACV (14) and LASV (28) (Figure 3A). However, there
is a key difference in the number of canonical base-pair
interactions between the 5′ and 3′ RNA strands. Unlike in
other related bunyaviruses, the conserved 5′ and 3′ RNA
termini of the SFTSV L segment are not particularly
complementary with theoretically only 11 matches within
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the !rst 20 nts, including only 2 exact matches (nts 13 and
14) in the distal duplex region (nts 11–18) (Supplementary
Figure S11). However, in the EARLY-ELONGATION and
EARLY-ELONGATION-ENDO structures, we observe
7 bp interactions in the distal duplex. This is possible
because the 5′ and 3′ RNA strands are shifted by 1 nt in
respect to each other, meaning that G11 of the 5′ cRNA
base-pairs with C12 of the 3′ cRNA, C12 of the 5′ cRNA
base-pairs with G13 of the 3′ cRNA and so on (Figure
3B). In LACV, the 5′/3′ distal duplex is stabilized by 6
base-pair interactions (13), whereas, in LASV there are 8
base-pair interactions (28). This shift between the 3′ and 5′

RNA strands presumably enables the SFTSV L protein to
overcome the general lack of complementarity in the 3′/5′

duplex region.
In both the EARLY-ELONGATION and EARLY-

ELONGATION-ENDO structures, we can reliably !t the
3′ cRNA residues found in the space between the distal du-
plex and the template entry channel. Notably, the G11 base
stacks against the K533 sidechain whilst also interacting di-
rectly with the H535 sidechain (Supplementary Figure S12).
There is a sharp turn which allows the G10 base to sit in
a pocket delineated by W1342–K1347 and L1399–S1400
(Supplementary Figure S12). While, the bases U9, C8, and
U7 can be !t, this region is by comparison to the rest of
the 3′ cRNA less de!ned in both maps, which is most likely
due to a low number of interactions with protein residues.
The C8 base interacts with the S561 sidechain and the U7
backbone phosphate is coordinated by the K1401 sidechain
(Supplementary Figure S12). The remaining template RNA
nts 1–6 of the 3′ cRNA, are overall much better de!ned and
can be !t with high con!dence in both structures. Bases U6
and U5 are found in the template entrance channel and G4
at the +1 position in the active site (Supplementary Figure
S12). The only close interaction between the L protein and
U6 and U5 is between the R871 sidechain and the U5 phos-
phate. In addition to the stalling nhUTP molecule, the G4
nt is coordinated by the Y923 and Q1080 carbonyls. There is
only one close interaction between the remaining 3′ cRNA
and the L protein and this is between the G1081 carbonyl
and the U3 ribose.

The stalling nhUTP contributes towards the coordina-
tion of a single Mg2+ ion, also found at the +1 position,
with each of the nhUTP phospho-oxygens contributing to
one coordinating bond (Figure 3C). The A986 carbonyl and
sidechains of D985 and D1126 provide the three remaining
coordination bonds required to complete the bipyramidal
Mg2+ coordination shell. The volume for the 3 nt product
strand in both early elongation structures is noisy but never-
theless good enough to !t the cognate bases for the template
U1, G2 and U3 bases, which are A1, C2 and A3, respec-
tively (Supplementary Figure S13). There are some interac-
tions between the L protein and product RNA nts but these
are limited. A3 is stabilized by interactions from the S1125
and D1126 sidechains, which interact with the ribose O2′

and O3′ hydroxyls. There is also a relatively long interaction
between the A3 phosphate and the S1183 sidechain. G2 is
sandwiched in between A1 and A3 while the G2 phosphate
interacts with the R1197 sidechain of L. There are no close
protein interactions stabilizing A1, which likely contributes
to the poor map quality around this particular nt.

The L protein undergoes signi!cant remodelling as elongation
progresses

There are several noticeable changes to the L protein com-
paring pre-initiation to early-stage and then late-stage elon-
gation. The most apparent being an expansion of the L
protein core, which leads to an increase in the internal di-
ameter of the L protein by ∼6 Å (Supplementary Figure
S14). This opening up allows the L protein core to accom-
modate not just the small 3 nt product we observe in the
EARLY-ELONGATION and EARLY-ELONGATION-
ENDO structures but also the 10-bp product-template du-
plex we !nd in the LATE-ELONGATION structure. Addi-
tionally, in comparison to the apo structure there is a ro-
tation of the endonuclease domain by ∼30◦ along the Z
axis towards the L protein core (Figure 4A). This move-
ment buries !4 of the endonuclease (residues 134–159, (24))
deeper within the L protein and, in doing so, partially opens
the putative product exit channel in preparation for the later
stages of elongation. It also provides space for the latter half
of the thumb ring domain (roughly composed of L1509–
K1577) to rotate away from the L protein core, back!ll-
ing the space left free by the movement of the endonucle-
ase domain (Figure 4A and B). Finally, a beta-hairpin of
the thumb domain (T1333–V1340) refolds and moves away
from the L protein core (Figure 4B) unblocking the template
exit channel.

State of RNA at late-stage elongation

While in our early-stage elongation structures the 5′/3′

RNA distal duplex is maintained, in the later-stage LATE-
ELONGATION structure, the distal duplex is disrupted
completely. The SFTSV L protein is stalled through the
incorporation of nhUTP at position A21 in the 3′ RNA
template and the L protein inner cavity contains a 10-
bp product-template duplex (Figure 4C). For related poly-
merases, such as LASV and LACV L proteins, the product-
template duplex in the RdRp active site cavity was found
to be 8 bp and 9–10 bp, respectively (13,28). The late-
elongation map is of suf!cient quality and resolution (2.6 Å)
to unambiguously identify each base in the growing strand.
This led to the interesting !nding that instead of stalling at
the !rst A in the 3′ cRNA sequence (position 19), the L pro-
tein instead stalls at position 21 on the template, which is the
second A in the overall sequence and the !rst A in the 6A
tail of the modi!ed template used.

Product exit channel, template exit channel, and the 3′ sec-
ondary binding site

At the base of the SFTSV L protein core, the product-
template duplex splits. This seems to be enabled partly by
thumb-ring residue H1573, the sidechain of which pro-
trudes directly into the path of the growing duplex. Unfor-
tunately, the bottom of the SFTSV L protein core does not
overlay nicely with the same space in the RVFV L protein. It
was not possible therefore to explore the impact of mutating
the equivalent of H1573 in the RVFV mini-replicon system.
Additionally, recombinant expression of a D112A/H1573A
SFTSV L protein mutant did not yield suf!cient amounts
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Figure 4. Conformational changes as the L protein proceeds from pre-initiation to late-stage elongation. (A) The SFTSV L protein (LATE-
ELONGATION) is shown with the 5′ HOOK structure of the SFTSV L protein superposed by SSM in CCP4mg (51). Parts in grey are very similar
in both structures and only the LATE-ELONGATION structure is depicted. Domains of the LATE-ELONGATION structure that were shown to either
rotate or remodel as the L protein moves from pre-initiation, i.e. hook binding, to late elongation are coloured (orange for the endonuclease and yellow
for the thumb ring domain). The corresponding 5′ HOOK structure domains are shown in blue. RNAs are shown as sticks with surface overlaid (50%
transparency) and coloured either cyan (3′ cRNA), magenta (progeny RNA), or pale green (endonuclease-bound RNA). Movements to the endonuclease
and thumb ring domains precipitated by the progression to late elongation are indicated. (B) A close-up of the remodelling which leads to the opening of the
template exit channel. As in A, the thumb domain and RNA of the LATE-ELONGATION structure is coloured yellow and cyan/magenta, respectively.
The apo structure is shown in blue. (C) The 10-bp product-template duplex including the non-hydrolysable UTP (nhUTP) from the LATE-ELONGATION
structure are shown as sticks with the respective map overlaid. The map is clipped to the 3′ cRNA strand and contoured to 4 !. Catalytically important
magnesium ions (Mg) are shown as green spheres.
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Figure 5. Interaction of 3′ cRNA at the 3′ secondary binding site. (A) The SFTSV L protein (LATE-ELONGATION) is shown with the protein depicted
as ribbon in grey. RNAs are shown as sticks with surface overlaid (50% transparency) and coloured either yellow (5′ cRNA), cyan (3′ cRNA), magenta
(progeny RNA), or pale green (endonuclease-bound RNA). (B) A close-up of the indicated area in A is shown as surface coloured by electrostatic potential
demonstrating that the path connecting the template exit channel and 3′ secondary binding site has a largely positive charge. (C) The 3′ secondary binding
site is shown with the L protein vRBL in magenta, the PA-C like domain in pink, thumb in green and thumb ring in yellow. The 3′ cRNA nts bound to the
3′ secondary binding site are shown as sticks with surface overlaid (50% transparency). Side chains of key interacting amino acids, coloured according to
the protein domain, are shown as sticks and labelled accordingly. (D) RVFV mini-replicon data for L protein with mutations in the 3′ secondary binding
site presenting luciferase reporter activity (in standardized relative light units relative to the wild-type L protein (WT)). Data are presented as mean values
± SD of three biological replicates (n = 3). All biological replicates are shown as black dots (top panel). Middle panels present Northern blotting results
with signals for antigenomic viral RNA (AG), viral mRNA (mRNA) and 28 S ribosomal RNA (28 S) as a loading control, and the bottom panel shows
Western blot detection of FLAG-tagged L proteins (L) to demonstrate general expressibility of the mutants. Uncropped original blots/gels are provided
in the Supplementary Data.

core, in the RESTING structure, the distal duplex is ab-
sent. The RESTING structure is reminiscent therefore of
the LASV 3END-CORE (PDB: 7OEA) (28) structure in
which excess 3′ vRNA binds to the 3′ secondary binding site
instead of entering the L protein core. Although we clearly
see 3′ cRNA binding to the 3′ secondary binding site, we
also found that we could !t 4 nts of the template 3′ cRNA
in the L protein core, however, only 2 of these (U3 and G4)
could be !t with con!dence. The region of the map where

these 3′ RNA nts are found is rather noisy but we think that
similar to our early-elongation structures, the nts in the L
protein core are likely the start of the 3′ cRNA. Although
we could not visualize initiation, given that the 3′ cRNA
repeatedly appears to reach at least 4 nts into the L protein
core, and that we detect an RNA product corresponding ex-
actly to the terminus of the 3′ template without additional
or missing nts in our biochemical assays (17), we think that
for vRNA synthesis SFTSV primes internally and then re-
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Figure 6. Overview of the SFTSV L protein at resting, pre-initiation, early-elongation, and late-elongation stages. A cartoon representation of each SFTSV
L protein structure is shown in grey with the endonuclease and endonuclease-linker highlighted in orange and green, respectively. RNAs are shown as
surface and coloured either yellow (5′ cRNA), cyan (3′ cRNA), magenta (progeny RNA), or pale green (endonuclease-bound RNA). In addition, the
RNAs present in each structure are shown schematically and labelled.
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low concentrations (≤0.5 mM) when compared to UTP (∼1
mM) (67,68). The level of ATP is coupled to the metabolic
status of the cell and is normally >2 mM (67,68). The in-
tracellular NTP concentrations are therefore even higher
than those used in our in vitro polymerase assay (∼0.2 mM)
and may positively in!uence L protein "delity. The monone-
gavirus respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) polymerase is ca-
pable of producing new RNA either de novo or via primer
extension (69). However, in in vitro biochemical assays, it
was found that the ratio of de novo vs primer extension RNA
synthesis is in!uenced by NTP concentration reinforcing
this idea that both the concentration of NTPs and the ratio
of individual NTPs are important for RNA synthesis (69).
Indeed, one suggested mechanism of action of the antivi-
ral ribavirin is described to work by competitively inhibit-
ing the cellular enzyme inosine 5′-monophosphate dehydro-
genase, which ultimately leads to GTP depletion (70). In
addition, at high concentrations (≥100 !M) ribavirin has
been shown to be incorporated as a GTP analogue into
nascent viral RNA acting as a mutagen in following rounds
of genome replication and transcription (71,72). Further
factors known to in!uence the "delity of polymerases are
the availability and concentration of divalent metal ions
with Mn2+ leading to higher rates of misincorporation com-
pared to Mg2+ (73). Our results on the misincorporation
of CTP for UTP and vice versa under our assay conditions
emphasize that NTP concentrations and relative ratios are
important to consider for in vitro drug testing against NSV
RdRp targets. Although out of scope for this study, we think
it would be particularly interesting to investigate whether
bunyaviral infections have an in!uence on the intracellu-
lar NTP pools as signi"cant changes in dNTP levels have
recently been observed in bacteria in response to bacterio-
phage infection (74). Related to this topic, the low "delity
of the RdRp somewhat limits the con"dence in the RNA
product modelled in our late-elongation structure. In the
corresponding in vitro reaction, we detect two products, one
most likely with a misincorporated CTP instead of UTP at
position 19 of the product as we used nhUTP (>95% pu-
rity). Therefore, although we modelled the 20mer product
with the described misincorporation, the cryo-EM data are
most likely a mixture of both the 18mer and the 20mer. In-
terestingly, the mismatch does not result in a distortion of
the RNA duplex, a scenario which has been described in
the literature both for DNA and RNA suggesting that the
rare tautomers giving rise to these mismatches are in fact
relatively widespread in nucleic acids (75,76).

To conclude, the biochemical and structural data pre-
sented here has provided us with key insights into how
genome replication is catalysed by the SFTSV L protein.
We have shown that there are speci"c changes to the L pro-
tein that occur upon 5′ RNA hook binding and that sev-
eral L protein domains adapt further upon addition of 3′

RNA to accommodate the 5′/3′ RNA distal duplex. Our
data show that as the L protein moves from pre-initiation
to late-stage elongation, the L protein undergoes further re-
modelling with the inner cavity of the L protein opening up
to accommodate the 10-bp product-template duplex. Sim-
ilar to other sNSV’s, we demonstrate that the SFTSV L
protein has a functional 3′ secondary binding site, which
is occupied under both resting conditions and also dur-

ing the later stages of elongation. This structural data is
accompanied by a comprehensive mutational analysis al-
lowing us to identify key amino acid residues involved in
binding RNA at the 5′ RNA hook binding site and 3′ sec-
ondary binding site. Altogether, this data provides an excel-
lent foundation up on which further questions can be ad-
dressed including how the SFTSV L protein catalyses viral
transcription.
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Abstract: Hantaviruses infect a wide range of hosts including insectivores and rodents and can also
cause zoonotic infections in humans, which can lead to severe disease with possible fatal outcomes.
Hantavirus outbreaks are usually linked to the population dynamics of the host animals and their
habitats being in close proximity to humans, which is becoming increasingly important in a globalized
world. Currently there is neither an approved vaccine nor a specific and effective antiviral treatment
available for use in humans. Hantaviruses belong to the order Bunyavirales with a tri-segmented
negative-sense RNA genome. They encode only five viral proteins and replicate and transcribe their
genome in the cytoplasm of infected cells. However, many details of the viral amplification cycle
are still unknown. In recent years, structural biology methods such as cryo-electron tomography,
cryo-electron microscopy, and crystallography have contributed essentially to our understanding
of virus entry by membrane fusion as well as genome encapsidation by the nucleoprotein. In this
review, we provide an update on the hantavirus replication cycle with a special focus on structural
virology aspects.

Keywords: hantaviruses; structural virology; cryo-electron tomography; cryo-electron microscopy;
X-ray crystallography; viral fusion glycoproteins; viral replication; viral transcription; viral genome
encapsidation; virion assembly

1. Introduction

Bunyavirales is a large viral order that includes many emerging viruses with high epi-
demic potential [1]. Notably, several bunyaviruses from the Hantaviridae family can infect
humans, causing thrombocytopenia, capillary permeability (leading to vascular leakage),
and immunopathology due to the activation of the innate and adaptive immune systems
(reviewed in [2]). Whereas Old World hantaviruses, such as Hantaan virus (HTNV) and
Puumala virus (PUUV), which are prevalent in Europe and Asia, can cause hemorrhagic
fever with renal syndrome [3], the New World hantaviruses, such as Andes virus (ANDV)
and Sin Nombre virus (SNV), which are found in the Americas, primarily cause hantavirus
cardiopulmonary syndrome [4].

Humans are generally considered as dead-end hosts with the exception of some
reports of person-to-person transmission for ANDV in Argentina [5], including recent
cases of “super-spreaders” of the same viral strain [6] and the suspicion of transmission
via the transfusion of platelets and blood products for PUUV in Finland [7]. Outbreaks of
hantaviruses correlate with the population dynamics of their carriers, and each viral species
seems to have a different and specific primary reservoir, which is usually either rodents or
insectivore mammals such as moles, shrews, and bats [3,4]. Based on a rodent-hantavirus
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codivergence hypothesis, it has been proposed that hantaviruses have been co-evolving for
a long time with their natural hosts, which are chronically infected with high viremia but
remain asymptomatic [8]. However, the mechanisms that support hantavirus replication
in a given host and that limit the spill over or adaptation to new organisms remain
poorly understood (reviewed in [9,10]). Human infections upon exposure to contaminated
aerosolized secreta or excreta have been reported almost exclusively from rodents so far,
with case fatality rates ranging from 0.2% for the PUUV endemic in Europe [3] to ~50% in
the case of ANDV in South America [4]. The possibility that hantaviruses circulating in
insectivores can cause human diseases might have been overlooked and requires closer
attention [2].

The enveloped virions are spherical or pleomorphic, are decorated with spikes, and
encase the tri-segmented single-stranded viral RNA (vRNA) genome of negative polarity
(Figure 1) [11–14]. The small (S), medium (M), and large (L) genomic segments encode
four structural proteins: the nucleoprotein N, the glycoproteins Gn and Gc (resulting from
the maturation of the glycoprotein precursor GPC after co-translational cleavage by the
cellular signal peptidase complex), and the large (L) protein [15]. In some hantaviruses,
the S segment also encodes a nonstructural protein (NSs) [16]. Although for ANDV, the
NSs might work as an immunosuppressor of the type I interferon induction pathway [17],
its functions in other hantaviruses and potentially additional roles during infection are
unknown [18]. The envelope glycoproteins Gn and Gc form the spike complex responsible
for receptor-binding and Gc-mediated membrane fusion. Integrins have been identified as
receptors in vitro although there is no information on the receptors and co-receptors used in
the natural context of infection (reviewed in [19]). Similar to other bunyaviruses such as the
La Crosse virus (LACV, Peribunyaviridae) [20], the Crimean–Congo Hemorragic Fever virus
(Nairoviridae) [21–23], and the Uukuniemi virus (Phenuiviridae) [24], hantaviruses appear
to rely on several pathways for entry including macropinocytosis and endocytosis that is
either clathrin-, calveolin- or cholesterol-dependent [19]. Particles then travel through the
endocytosis pathway, and the low pH inside endosomes triggers a conformational change
in the Gc glycoproteins [25]. This leads to the insertion of the Gc fusion loop into the
endosomal membrane, the fusion of the latter with the viral envelope, and the subsequent
release of the virion content. Each vRNA segment is flanked by non-coding regions at
the 50 and 30 termini, exhibiting complementary sequences that are predicted to form a
so-called panhandle structure, essential for the viral transcription and genome replication
conducted by the viral L protein in the host cell cytoplasm. Based on recent structural
data on the L protein, the formation of the panhandle might also be attributed to the L
protein binding to both RNA ends [26–31]. Following the synthesis of virion components,
the glycoproteins, which are specific for each hantavirus, play a key role in virus assembly
and maturation (reviewed in [32]). In particular, the cytosolic tail of Gn is likely interacting
with N proteins of the ribonucleoprotein complex [19]. Finally, it has been proposed that
the virions being assembled bud into the Golgi apparatus and are released by exocytosis
(Old World hantaviruses) or are released directly at the plasma membrane (New World
hantaviruses), but the details of virion egress are largely unknown.

In this review, we summarize our current understanding of the molecular and struc-
tural biology of the hantavirus replication cycle, focusing on recent insights from structural
virology studies. We discuss somewhat contradictory hypotheses regarding hantavirus
entry, replication, and assembly. Finally, we highlight open questions in the field, which
are not only critical to increase our knowledge on hantavirus–host interactions but to also
develop specific countermeasures against emerging bunyaviruses.
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Figure 1. The hantavirus virion. A drawing of a hantavirus virion is presented (left) including a top view of the map of the
TULV glycoprotein lattice (right), which was obtained by electron cryo-tomography and subvolume averaging (EMD-11236).
A model of the prefusion tetrameric Gn/Gc spike complex (PDB: 6ZJM), presented as a cartoon, was fitted into the central
volume [24].

2. Literature Review

2.1. Entry into the Host Cell
While bunyaviruses from the Phenuiviridae family have quite regular particles with

T = 12 icosahedral quasi-symmetry and exhibit low plasticity in terms of size and
shape [33–35], hantaviruses are pleomorphic with a diameter of 120–160 nm and vary
from round to elongated [14,36]. The viral envelope is decorated with glycoproteins Gn
and Gc in a grid-like pattern specific to hantaviruses [11–13,25]. However, this grid-like
pattern can be also interrupted, resulting in bare patches of membrane on the virion
surface [14]. Inside, the virion carries three genome segments (L, M, and S) which are
encapsidated by the nucleoprotein N and are associated with the L protein (Figure 1) [15]
(see assembly section).

Gc is a class II viral fusion protein with a three-domain architecture that is charac-
terized by a �-sheet-rich secondary structure. Gn and Gc form the spike complex, which
is by itself sufficient for host cell entry [13,37]. Consistent with biochemical data on the
Tula virus (TULV), cryo-electron tomography analysis of HTNV, TULV, and PUUV have
shown that the characteristic squared spike complexes are tetrameric and formed by the
heterodimers of Gn and Gc (Figures 1 and 2a) [12,13,38]. In the assembled fusion protein,
Gc forms a lattice around the Gn protomers, which together form the spike through Gn:Gn
interactions, maintaining Gc in a metastable pre-fusion conformation [25,37,38]. The fusion
loop of hantavirus Gc is significantly different from related class II fusion proteins in
that the residues involved in membrane insertion are split between three loops compared
to all being on a single fusion loop for flaviviruses and alphaviruses (Figure 2b) [25,37].
The dissociation of the Gn/Gc complexes at a low pH is thought to make the tripartite
fusion loop accessible for membrane fusion, although this dissociation does not seem to
trigger membrane fusion and seems to even be reversible [39]. While Gc is responsible for
membrane fusion, the role of Gn in viral entry remains unclear. However, it was recently
shown that Gn can be a target for neutralizing antibodies against HTNV, emphasizing its
importance for the spike function [40]. The conformational shift between pre- and post-
fusion of Gn/Gc on viral particles is triggered by acidification in the endosome following
virion uptake [34].
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Although the cellular receptors in rodents are still unknown, there is evidence that
the human integrins used are (i) AV�3 in the case of SNV [41], HTNV, the Seoul virus,
and PUUV [42,43]; (ii) AV�1 for the Sangassou virus [44]; and (iii) �1 integrins for the
Prospect Hill virus [41,42]. Apart from integrins, other cell surface proteins mediate virus
entry in vitro, including the decay-accelerating factor CD55 and the complement receptor
gC1qR/p32 [43–48]. So far, only protocadherin-1 has been shown to play a role in the entry
of all New World hantaviruses (comprehensively reviewed by [19]). The hantaviruses
ANDV and HTNV additionally depend on membrane cholesterol for host cell entry, most
likely for endosomal escape and membrane fusion [49–51].

Despite the differences observed in the required macropinocytosis-related kinases
ML-7 and ML-9 between HTNV, an Old World hantavirus, and ANDV, a New World
hantavirus, both viruses enter human respiratory epithelial cells using a pathway that
depends on sodium proton exchangers and actin, supporting that the entry process can in-
volve micropinocytosis [52,53]. HTNV and PUUV also use clathrin-dependent endocytosis
for host cell entry [53,54]. Additionally, it has been reported that HTNV, PUUV, and the
Black Creek Canal virus (BCCV) tend to preferentially enter at the apical site of epithelial
and endothelial cells [46,55]. However, more sound evidence is needed to uncover the
intricacies of the hantavirus entry pathway(s). The current lack of relevant in vitro models
is indeed a bottleneck to any study on hantavirus–host interactions in general, given their
narrow host range and diversity [19,56].

After uptake, viral particles are transported to early or late endosomes [19], where
the low pH of the compartment triggers large conformational changes in Gn/Gc and the
Gn:Gc interface gets disrupted [40]. Similar to what has been observed for other class
II fusion proteins [57], the transition of Gc from pre- to post-fusion is associated with
rearrangements of the three domains in their relative orientation. First, a large relocation of
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the �-sheet stack at the C-terminus of domain III occurs. Upon additional reorganization
of domain II, the buried key non-polar residues at the tip of the domain, constituting
the tripartite fusion loop, become exposed on the molecular surface (Figure 2b). In fact,
upon acidification, there is formation of a carboxylate–carboxylic acid hydrogen bond
structuring the membrane-binding region [25,37,58]. Altogether, these conformational
changes result in the assembly of protein monomers into trimers, which are stabilized by a
conserved N-terminal segment or “N-tail”, which is so far unique to hantavirus Gc, along
with membrane fusion, virion uncoating, and the release of the viral genome. Postfusion
structures of class II fusion proteins are commonly trimers [57], which is also the case for
the postfusion structures of ANDV Gc [37] and Gn/Gc [25]. The hantavirus-specific N-
terminal tail of Gc was found to stabilize the Gc trimer [37]. Whether the three protomers of
the fusion-active trimer originate from the same tetrameric prefusion complex or assemble
from different tetrameric complexes during virion entry is still unclear.

2.2. Viral Genome Replication and Transcription
Viral ribonucleoproteins (vRNPs) consisting of the genomic RNA encapsidated by N

protein and associated with the L protein are the functional units of genome replication
and transcription (Figure 3). Both of these functions are catalyzed by the L protein that
harbors the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp).

Upon the release of the vRNPs into the cytoplasm, genome replication is initiated
de novo and proceeds via a positive-sense complementary intermediate RNA (antigenome
or cRNA) which is, similarly to the vRNA, encapsidated by N proteins. Interestingly,
although self-initiating polymerases like the L protein typically use purines as initiating
nucleotides, the hantavirus genome commences with a uridine monophosphate, suggesting
initiation via a priming and realigning mechanism with the subsequent cleavage of the
resulting overhang [59,60].

Although the bunyavirus vRNA and cRNA are always associated with N proteins, this
is generally not the case for viral mRNA. However, it was reported that the encapsidation
of the LACV (Peribunyaviridae) S segment mRNA with the N protein can occur, albeit with
much lower affinity than that of vRNA and cRNA. Additionally, encapsidation of the S
segment mRNA by the N protein was shown to prevent its own translation, which may
serve as a negative feedback expression control at high cellular concentrations of N [61].

The bunyavirus genome segments are flanked by non-coding regions (also called
untranslated regions, UTRs) which are highly conserved in each bunyavirus family. Based
on the sequence complementarity of these UTRs, it was hypothesized that they promote
circularization of the genome segments into a so-called panhandle conformation [62,63].
However, more recent structural data on closely related bunya- and orthomyxoviruses
suggests that both RNA ends can be bound by the L protein at specific sites within the
protein [26–30]. Thus, the genome circularization observed in electron microscopy (EM)
(reviewed in [64]) might be the result of the L protein:RNA interaction rather than of
panhandle formation via base-pairing but could also rely on both mechanisms (Figure 3b).

Severson et al. conducted binding studies with either (i) full-length vRNA; (ii) vRNA
deletion mutants lacking either the UTRs or the first twelve 50 terminal nucleotides; (iii)
using oligonucleotides corresponding to the 30; or (iv) 50 termini of the vRNA only [65].
These studies led them to postulate a cis-acting encapsidation signal within the noncoding
region of the HTNV 50 terminal vRNA that would be recognized by the N protein. Upon
specific recognition of this 50 terminal signal, genome encapsidation would then be driven
by the specific interactions among N protein monomers as well as proposedly sequence-
unspecific interactions between N proteins and the remaining RNA along the genome or
antigenome, respectively. While for HTNV, the N protein was reported to bind single-
stranded RNA with a higher affinity than double-stranded RNA, the PUUV N protein
has been reported to preferentially bind to double-stranded rather than single-stranded
vRNA [66]. Along this line, SNV N was found to specifically bind to the panhandle
composed of the 30 and 50 vRNA in an artificial minipanhandle RNA but not the single-
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stranded region of this RNA [67]. Whether the exact mechanism of RNA encapsidation by
N is based on sequence-recognition and/or secondary structure-specific binding requires
further investigation, including on the essential experimental controls, which were partially
incomplete in the mentioned studies.

Crystal structures of the hantavirus N protein core revealed two lobes clamping a
positively charged RNA binding groove with N- and C-terminal extensions linked to the
respective lobe and mediating N protein oligomerization [68,69]. Recent cryo-EM studies
showed that HTNV N forms a left-handed helical assembly, in which one N contacts
6 other protomers (Figure 3b). The N- and C-terminal arms of an N protomer interact
with the N- and C-terminal lobes of the previous and successive protomers in the helix,
respectively. The C-terminal extension can also rotate to contact the N-terminal arm of
the same subunit, creating a positively charged groove in the helical assembly that is
compatible with viral RNA binding [70]. Helix formation is likely coupled to RNA-binding
since hantavirus N proteins were reported to be mostly trimeric [67] or hexameric [69]
in solution. Indeed, Arragain et al. observed cellular RNA bound to the N protein after
recombinant expression in the absence of viral RNA, suggesting that N protein:RNA
interaction and the formation of the helical assembly may not depend on virus-specific
RNA sequences [70]. It is still unclear how the L protein gains access to the encapsidated
RNA, but interaction of the L protein and the N-terminus of the N protein seems to be
necessary for viral RNA synthesis [71]. In the currently proposed model, this interaction
with N brings the L protein in close proximity to the RNA, and the helical assembly of
the N protomers would only be locally disrupted at the sites where the L protein reads
the encapsidated RNA [70]. Of note, in addition to this compact helical conformation,
a more flexible pearl-necklace-like conformation of the RNA-associated N protein has
been reported [12,68], which would allow for more structural flexibility and may facilitate
genome circularization.

Like other segmented negative-strand RNA viruses, hantaviruses employ a cap-
snatching mechanism in which short, capped primers are cleaved off of host cell mRNAs
and are subsequently used to prime viral mRNA synthesis [59]. The cap-snatching mecha-
nism of the influenza virus (Orthomyxoviridae) has been extensively studied [72–74] and
may occur analogously to that of bunyaviruses with the exception that orthomyxoviruses
carry a heterotrimeric polymerase complex consisting of PA, PB1, and PB2 subunits. Addi-
tionally, orthomyxoviruses replicate and transcribe their genome within the cell nucleus,
whereas bunyavirus genome replication and transcription occur in the cytoplasm [75,76].

The cap-snatching endonuclease of hantaviruses is located at the N-terminus of the
L protein. It is classified as a His+ endonuclease, as it contains a catalytically important
histidine residue upstream of the metal-coordinating PD-D/E-K active site motif. Overall,
this domain is similar to the endonucleases of the influenza A virus PA subunit and the
LACV L, but the hantavirus endonuclease has a significantly higher in vitro activity [77,78],
which seems to limit its own recombinant expression in cells [79]. Sequestration of host
cell mRNA has been postulated to occur at a distinct cap-binding site of the N protein,
which would subsequently interact with the L protein for RNA cleavage and transcription
initiation [80]. However, the structural characterization of the HTNV N protein did not
yield evidence of a canonical cap-binding motif [69,70]. In contrast, recent studies provide
structural and some functional evidence of a cap-binding domain in the C-terminus of
arenavirus, phenuivirus, and peribunyavirus L proteins that are similar to the PB2 subunit
of the influenza virus polymerase complex [27,30,81–83].

While the influenza polymerase complex has been shown to interact with the host cell
polymerase II within the nucleus to gain access to mRNA caps [73,84], the specific cellular
mRNA targets of bunyaviruses remain unclear (reviewed by [85]). Some studies suggest
that hantaviruses snatch caps from non-sense RNA in processing bodies (P bodies), which
are non-membranous cytoplasmic compartments specialized in RNA turnover, including
the decapping machinery enzymes 1a, 1b, and 2 (DCP1a, DCP1b, DCP2) [86]. SNV has
been reported to preferentially steal caps from mRNAs with premature stop codons [87],
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and SNV N was reported to colocalize with DCP1a [86]. Concomitantly, the transcription
of the Rift Valley Fever virus (RVFV, Phenuiviridae) was shown to be restricted by the P
body-associated decapping machinery, suggesting a shared pool of mRNA targets. Notably,
RVFV N protein localization partially overlaps with P body-resident proteins [88]. In
contrast, a recent study found no significant colocalization of TULV N protein and P body
markers but reported significant colocalization of TULV RNA and N protein with stress
granule-resident T-cell restricted intracellular antigen 1 (TIA-1) as well as an increase in the
number of stress granules in TULV-infected cells [89]. Stress granules, similar to P bodies,
are non-membranous compartments but rather serve as storage sites for translation-stalled
mRNAs under cellular stress more than as sites of RNA decay. Stress granules contain
small ribosomal subunits as well as translation initiation factors such as the eukaryotic
initiation factors 4E and 4G (eIF4E, eIF4G). While eIF4E is also a constituent of the P bodies,
eIF4G is restricted to stress granules [90,91]. However, stress granules and P bodies share
some similarities in protein composition and are able to interact with one another and
exchange RNA as well as possibly protein components (Figure 3a) [92–94]. Thus, both may
serve as a site for cap-snatching and more research is required to further elucidate the roles
of specific RNA granules during bunyavirus infection.

After transcription of viral genes via cap-snatching (Figure 3a), translation follows.
For HTNV, it was proposed that the N protein could substitute the function of the eukary-
otic initiation factor 4F complex (eIF4F), resulting in the preferential translation of viral
mRNA [95,96]. However, structural characterization of HTNV N showed similarity to
the tumor suppressor protein Programmed Cell Death 4 (PDCD4) [69], which disturbs
the formation of eIF4F [97,98], and HTNV N may therefore also impede cellular mRNA
translation by structurally mimicking PDCD4.

Another aspect of cytoplasmic replication is the possibility of coupling transcription to
translation, which has been suggested for the Bunyamwera virus (BUNV, Peribunyaviridae)
and may serve to avoid premature transcription termination [99].

Figure 3. Hantavirus ribonucleoproteins and the location of viral genome replication and transcription. (a) Schematic
representation of cellular RNA granules that have been reported as sites for hantavirus cap snatching: processing (P)
bodies [86] and stress granules (SGs) [89]. Selected marker proteins for both granules are shown as well as eIF4E to
emphasize its presence in both granules. Yellow arrows indicate reported colocalization of P body marker DCP1a and
SNV N [86] or SGs marker TIA-1 and TULV RNA and N [89], and the red barred arrow indicates inhibition of RVFV
transcription by P body-resident protein DCP2 [88]. (b) Schematic representation of a viral ribonucleoprotein (vRNP). The
viral RNA is associated with N and L proteins in a panhandle-like conformation with the complementary genome ends
forming a partially double-stranded region and the termini is most probably bound to the L protein. The close-up represents
a heptameric assembly of N (PDB: 6I2N) into a helical RNP-like structure with tri-nucleotide RNAs (orange) bound to each
N protomer. (c) Overview of possible locations of viral factories for genome transcription and replication in the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER), endoplasmic reticulum–Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC) [100], and the Golgi apparatus associated
with SGs [89].
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Apart from the source of mRNA caps, the exact site of hantavirus genome replication
and transcription has yet to be determined. Ramanathan et al. reported the formation
of perinuclear structures by the HTNV N protein and their colocalization with markers
of the endoplasmic reticulum–Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC) but only little
colocalization with markers of only the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) or Golgi apparatus.
Therefore, they suggested the formation of viral factories, virus-induced compartments, at
the ERGIC and that the N protein would be quickly assembled into virions as soon as it
reached the Golgi apparatus [100]. Davies et al. also reported perinuclear structures formed
by the TULV N protein. These structures were of tubular nature and stained positive for
Golgi markers and vRNA as well as for cRNA. Furthermore, they observed the recruitment
of stress granules to these structures, suggesting the formation of viral factories within a
structurally remodeled Golgi associated with stress granules (Figure 3c) [89].

2.3. Assembly and Egress of Viral Progeny
In the ER, the maturation of the glycoprotein precursor GPC by co-translational

cleavage happens at the conserved pentapeptide motif WAASA [101]. The Gn and Gc
glycoproteins then travel from the ER to the Golgi apparatus, and they oligomerize to form
heterodimers [25,102–105]. Studies on PUUV revealed that Gn relies on Gc to be transported
from the ER to the Golgi and that this process involves the C-terminal cytoplasmic tail of
Gc [106]. In the full spike complex, the Gn/Gc dimer contains two glycan chains that are
thought to originate from the ER, which stabilize the spike structure [25] and are essential
for viral assembly and entry [103].

Although it is generally considered that Old World hantaviruses assemble in the Golgi
apparatus like other bunyaviruses (e.g., the Uukuniemi Virus [107]), it has been proposed
that the assembly of New World hantaviruses happens at the plasma membrane. This is
based on the fact that the viral particles of the SNV and the BCCV were observed in the
extracellular space close to the plasma membrane by conventional EM [55,108]. However,
SNV virus-like particles were also found in the Golgi in one of these studies [108]. In
addition, SNV glycoproteins could be detected at the plasma membrane at late infection
time points [105]. However, SNV was detected in the perinuclear regions of the pulmonary
endothelial cells in an EM pathogenesis investigation of tissue samples from patients [109]
while analysis of a new hantavirus isolate in Vero cells reported several budding sites [110].
Recent work on the Old World HTNV and New World ANDV made use of high-pressure
freezing and freeze-substitution to better preserve samples for EM and reported fragmenta-
tion and unstacking of the Golgi and herniation of the rough ER but no intracellular viral
particles. At 7 and 9 days of infection, HTNV virions were observed extracellularly, close
to projections of the plasma membrane, supposedly as a consequence of viral budding
directly at the cell surface [111]. More systematic studies of both Old and New World
hantaviruses, especially immunolabeling and 3D analysis of viral assembly and egress are
still lacking to draw any conclusion on the assembly sites.

Gn/Gc octameric spikes serve a vital role in the budding of the virion. The lateral
interactions between Gc proteins at the inter-spike interfaces have been proposed to be
sufficient to induce the membrane curvature that would facilitate viral budding into the
Golgi [13,38]. In fact, expression of the ANDV and PUUV Gn and Gc glycoproteins alone
leads to the formation of virus-like particles released into the extracellular milieu [112].
In addition, there is significant reduction in virion production upon the disruption of the
Gc:Gc inter-spike interfaces [25,38].

Gn and Gc are both type I integral transmembrane proteins with a C-terminal tail
following the hydrophobic anchor domain [39]. The N protein was described to interact
with both the cytoplasmic tail of Gc and Gn in PUUV [39]. Gn contains a 110 amino
acid-long cytoplasmic tail, which interacts with N and might act as a substitute for the lack
of matrix protein. This interaction is thought to be mediated by two zinc finger domains of
the Gn cytoplasmic tail, which form a compact and unique fold [25,39,113,114]. Notably,
the HTNV N protein also associates with RNA [67,70], forming ribonucleoprotein-like
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particles when expressed alone in mammalian cells but does not lead to the production of
virus-like particles. For the recruitment of N into virus-like particles, the co-expression of
Gn and Gc is required [115]. The N protein is essential for the encapsidation of the viral
RNA segments by wrapping around the vRNA in a helical manner with 3.6 subunits per
twist, fitting the negatively charged nucleotides into a positively charged groove within
the helical structure [70] (see Section 2.2). Via interaction with the cytoplasmic tail of Gn,
it confers recruitment of the genomic RNA segments into virions, but the exact sequence
of these assembly steps is not yet clear. Some evidence suggest that the vRNA, the N
protein, and the glycoproteins accumulate at the Golgi [89,116] and that microtubules are
necessary for the correct movement of the viral components to the assembly site [100]. After
budding into the Golgi apparatus, the viral particle is transported to the plasma membrane
where it is then released via exocytosis. The involvement of multivesicular bodies or
recycling endosomes in mature particle egress has been proposed and still remains largely
unknown [117]. The N protein of the BCCV co-localizes with actin in infected cells, but the
link between such association and viral assembly or release remains to be determined [118].

Of note, although the N protein can be detected in infected cells as early as 4 h
post infection [100], putative viral factories were not perceptible at 36 h post infection, at
which point the N protein was mostly localized in the perinuclear puncta. Larger, tubular
structures of N protein assemblies became apparent at 7 days post infection, although no
further time points between 36 h and 7 days post infection have been tested [89]. This is
in accordance with reports noting the slow growth of hantaviruses [14], and hence, the
assembly of N protein and other components into viral factories and recruitment of cellular
structures as described in Section 2.2 may be a rate-determining step in the hantavirus
replication cycle.

In summary, whether hantavirus assembly occurs at a specific site or at multiple
locations remains unclear [55,108–110] as does the role of the cytoskeleton in viral
component trafficking.

3. Discussion

The Bunyavirales order encompasses a very diverse number of viruses [1]. Members
of the Hantaviridae family exhibit a number of specific features regarding their host range,
also including insectivores and rodents, their direct transmission from persistently infected
reservoirs to humans without using invertebrates as vectors, and their limited ability of
human-to-human transmission, to name a few. Hantaviruses mostly grow very slowly and
produce low titers in cell culture [119,120]. Although this slow viral growth rate seems
rather inefficient, it might just be the reason that viral replication is possible at all, by staying
below the radar of host’s antiviral defenses, but it makes working with these viruses more
tedious. Additionally, there is a lack of relevant in vitro models [19,56], hampering studies
on hantavirus–host interactions. Therefore, many details of the hantavirus replication cycle
are still unknown.

First, the cellular receptor(s) used by hantaviruses to attach to cells as well as the
interaction between the host receptor and the viral glycoprotein complex are not clear.
Structural studies of viral particles by cryo-electron tomography and of isolated glycopro-
teins by X-ray crystallography greatly improved our mechanistic understanding of the
low pH-induced conformational changes involved in membrane fusion [25,37]. Neverthe-
less, receptor-binding studies were unable to find a common determinant for hantavirus
attachment and entry. Several candidates for receptors for attachment and entry have
been described, but only protocadherin-1 could be shown to be relevant in all New World
hantaviruses (comprehensively reviewed by [19]). Although hantaviruses are amplified
in different cell lines, which cell types are initially infected in a natural infection has not
been proven, which is in line with the lack of knowledge on the natural receptors used
by hantaviruses. Second, a multitude of pathways have been proposed for the uptake of
hantaviruses by the cell, including macropinocytosis and endocytosis that is either clathrin-
, calveolin- or cholesterol-dependent [19]. Additional research is required to determine
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which of them is the road that is mainly used and whether this depends on the cell type,
the exact virus species, or both.

Next, the mechanisms of viral replication and transcription also remain poorly under-
stood. Recent structural data show how the hantavirus nucleoproteins can assemble to
RNP-like structures in the absence of viral RNA with an impressive complexity of inter-
actions observed between the N protomers and with a positively charged putative RNA
binding groove buried inside the filamentous structure [70]. However, there is no structural
data on the full-length L protein of hantaviruses, which contains the viral RdRp. The
hantavirus L protein is a difficult target for in vitro expression due to its size of more than
200 kDa and the fact that its endonuclease domain is highly active, presumably digesting
all sorts of RNA within cells, leading to a strong cytopathic effect, hence limiting its own
expression [79] and possibly also general virus growth. Recombinant expression, biochem-
ical characterization, and structure determination of the isolated endonuclease domain
confirmed this hypothesis, as only significantly less active mutants of the domain could be
produced, which were shown to digest a broad spectrum of substrates in vitro [77,78].

There are several structures of the full-length bunyavirus L proteins that have been pub-
lished, such as for arenaviruses [30,121], phenuiviruses [28,83], and peribunyaviruses [26,27,31].
However, it remains unclear if these structures would enable reliable 3D modelling of
the complete hantavirus L protein due to the mentioned diversity among bunyaviruses,
which is also reflected in the L protein sequences and overall domain architecture. Previous
attempts to predict the phenuivirus L protein structure based on the published structures
of single domains of related polymerases did not yield entirely reliable models [122] when
compared to experimentally determined structures [28,82,83]. However, this was before
the game-changing appearance of AlphaFold, a novel structure-prediction tool with great
potential [123].

While the endonuclease has been identified in the N-terminal domain of the full-
length L protein [77,78], the cap-binding domain was hypothesized to be located in the
N protein [80]. The latter is quite unlikely, as neither a canonical cap-binding site in the
structure nor a convincing cap-binding activity have been demonstrated for N [69,80],
which was reviewed by [85]. The current lack of structural information on the hantavirus
L protein hence makes it impossible to propose a conclusive model of hantavirus cap-
snatching. Recently, the expansion of the number of potential proteins expressed by
bunyaviruses was proposed by a mechanism denoted as “start-snatching”. This process is
based on cap-snatching and results from the introduction of a host start codon upstream of
the viral open reading frames [124] but needs to be experimentally tested for hantaviruses.

Additional open questions relate to the exact cellular localization of viral genome
replication and transcription as well as their regulation. Several studies present contra-
dictory results regarding the replication and transcription site with the involvement of
stress granules, P bodies, and different subcellular locations [86,89,100]. Importantly, most
of the current studies used the overexpression of the N protein [71,86,100], which likely
results in artificial distributions of the protein and the induction of cellular stress. As
pointed out above, studies of infected cells are limited by the slow growth rate of han-
taviruses and the low expression levels of the viral proteins [100,119,120]. However, further
research and, in particular, research on the development of more relevant infection models
is needed to answer these questions and to improve our understanding of the key stages of
hantavirus infection.

After viral genome replication and transcription, the newly synthesized proteins and
viral genomes have to be assembled to form new virions. Whether the genome segments
are specifically recruited, as seen in influenza viruses [125], or packaged by statistical
likelihood, as proposed for RVFV [126,127], is currently unknown. The cytoplasmic tail of
Gc seems to be important for the recruitment of viral genomes into budding virions via an
interaction with N [115]. Interestingly, the cytoplasmic tail of Gc (comprising 110 residues)
has a size that is very similar to that of the Z protein specific to arenaviruses [128], which
is not expressed by members of other bunyavirus families. Similar to the zinc-binding
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Z protein, the hantavirus Gc cytoplasmic tail was shown to contain a zinc-coordination
site [113], and both have the same localization within the virion, lining the inner side of the
viral envelope [128].

The cytoskeletal components important for transporting the subunits to the virion
assembly site as well as the localization of the assembly site itself are also a matter of debate.
The diverse scenarios propose assembly in the Golgi apparatus, the ERGIC, and the plasma
membrane [89,100,105,109,110]. Similar to the studies of the N protein, investigation of
the glycoprotein localization that is largely involved in the overexpression of the proteins
and therefore potential artifacts have to be carefully considered. Whereas the sample
preparation procedures for some of the earlier studies were also likely not optimal [55,108],
a more recent study presented the same diversity of potential assembly sites [111], leaving
it open as to if the assembly sites differ between hantaviruses or cell types or if they are
simply dependent on the experimental setup (e.g., overexpression or sample preparation).

4. Conclusions

In summary, despite the enormous progress made in the field over the past years, many
key aspects of the hantavirus replication cycle remain poorly understood. In particular, the
mechanisms at play during genome replication, transcription, and particle assembly are
unclear and are debated in the field. The biggest challenges seem to be the lack of suitable
model systems and the slow viral growth rates in cell cultures, impeding detailed studies
in the natural context of infection. We are confident that technological advances in the
near future will aid in overcoming most of the noted barriers and will provide us with a
comprehensive overview of hantavirus diversity and pathogenesis.
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5. Own contribution to publications 

I, Sigurdur Thorkelsson, carried out the sample preparation for cryoEM, data collection and 

image processing as well as design of research experiments, execution of the experiments, 

evaluation and interpretation of the data with supervisors and collaborators, and finally, 

participated in the preparation of the publications with co-authors.  

  



6. Results and discussion 

6.1 Overall L-protein structure 
 
Before I started my PhD, only bunyavirus L-protein fragments (Reguera et al., 2010) or 

truncated versions of the L-protein, omitting the flexible C-terminal domain (Gerlach et al., 

2015), had been structurally characterized. Based on previous biochemical characterization, 

there was evidence for the presence of an endonuclease enzymatic domain in the L-protein from 

orthobunyaviruses (Reguera et al., 2010), arenaviruses (Morin et al., 2010) and hantaviruses 

(Reguera et al., 2016). However, the cap-binding domain and full-length protein had eluded 

structural characterization by X-ray crystallography or NMR due to its relatively large size, 

complex substrate interactions or flexibility. With the recent advances in cryoEM, including 

direct electron detectors, electron microscope automation, computing infrastructure and image 

processing software, the structure and function of the L-protein of bunyaviruses could be 

revisited. Using cryoEM SPA, we were now able to study L-proteins in full-length and 

functionally relevant stages to improve our understanding of the molecular mechanism of this 

Swiss army knife of nsRNA virus infections. 

During my PhD, I took advantage of reactions based on non-hydrolyzable NTPs and modified 

genomic viral RNAs set-up and characterized in the lab of Maria Rosenthal that we optimized 

for cryoEM SPA. With this, we could produce multiple structures of L-proteins at high 

resolution (<4 Å) from both SFTSV (Phenuiviridae) (Vogel et al., 2020; Williams et al., 2022) 

and LASV (Arenaviridae) (Kouba et al., 2021) in a variety of functional states. Complementary 

to the structural analysis I performed, the lab of Maria Rosenthal has shown biochemically that 

the L-proteins from SFTSV and LASV are active RdRps capable of both de novo replication 

and primed transcription of modified genomic viral RNA in vitro. Interestingly, the L-protein 

could also prime transcription in vitro when incubated with RNA primers, independently of a 

5’ cap (Kouba et al., 2021; Vogel et al., 2020). In the case of SFTSV, the L-protein structure 



could be resolved with an occupied CBD showing how the capped 5’ mRNA end is sandwiched 

inside the domain and threaded towards the RDRP active site (Williams et al., 2023). 

At the structural level, these proteins display a remarkable overall similarity compared 

with the currently available bunyavirus L-protein structures, namely that of La Crosse virus 

(Peribunyaviridae) (Arragain et al., 2020)(Arragain et al., 2022), or the Influenza virus 

polymerase complex (Kouba et al., 2019)(Fan et al., 2019)(Wandzik et al., 2021) (Fig.3). In the 

meantime, other studies of L-protein structures describing different conformations and 

interactions with the viral Z protein have been published (Kouba et al., 2021; Vogel et al., 

2020)(P. Wang et al., 2021)(Arragain et al., 2020, 2022)(X. Wang et al., 2022)(Peng et al., 

2020)(Kang et al., 2021)(Ma et al., 2021). Altogether with the results of my PhD work, the 

wealth of data now available allow for significant and detailed insight into the molecular 

mechanism of bunyavirus L-protein replication, transcription and interactions with some 

partners. 

 

6.2 The RdRp core 
 
RdRps have structural homology even with divergence in sequence (Venkataraman et al., 

2018). The RdRp is the most highly conserved domain in the L-protein making it an opportune 

target for antivirals (ter Horst et al., 2019). The RdRp core of L-proteins have a signature 

cupped right hand architecture of RdRp with three subdomains termed palm, fingers and thumb 

(te Velthuis et al., 2021). In the palm subdomain of the L-protein, there are the conserved 

polymerase motifs A and B, which form the NTP entry tunnel and facilitate NTP selectivity 

with motif H supporting the structure of motif B. While motif C stabilizes metal ion binding in 

the polymerase core, motif D supports the recruitment of NTPs complementary to the template 

and motif E, serves as a hinge for the thumb domain movement and participates in primer 3’ 

end positioning. In the polymerase fingers is motif F, which coordinates the binding of the 5’ 



end of the viral genomic RNA. Then there is motif G in the polymerase core lobe, which 

supports priming of incoming NTPs (Kouba et al., 2021; Vogel et al., 2020).  

For bunyaviruses, the L-protein requires a viral RNA template which is recognized by 

conserved complementary sequences, specific to each viral family at the termini of the viral 

genome RNA segments S, M, and L (Ferron et al., 2017). A product is synthesized by the RdRp 

in a process that requires divalent metal ions such as magnesium or manganese (Kouba et al., 

2021; Vogel et al., 2020). 

Figure 3. A comparison of L-proteins from SFTS, LASV, LACV and the trimeric Influenza 
polymerase complex in apo and active state with the endonuclease in red, cap-binding domain 
in pink and RNA-binding lobe coloured teal. 
 

6.3 RNA interaction 
 
Both LASV (arenavirus) and SFTSV (phenuivirus) L-proteins have an RNA binding domain 

(RBD) which function is to attract and guide viral gRNA and cRNA towards the RdRp via 

specific interaction with the 5’ and 3’ end sequences. The 5’ end is guided towards a primary 

RNA binding site where the 5’ forms a hook-like structure with a single base pair in both LASV 
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and SFTSV while the 3’ is initially guided towards the active site for replication (Kouba et al., 

2021; Williams et al., 2022). When the 3’ end has been copied it exits the active site and is 

threaded into a secondary RNA binding site adjacent to the RBD while elongation continues 

(Kouba et al., 2021; Williams et al., 2022). 

A noticeable difference in the architecture the RBDs of LASV and SFTSV is zinc-

binding site in LASV and a conformational twist of the RBD in the LASV L-protein when 

bound to viral RNA while SFTSV RBD stays rigid between the apo and RNA-bound 

conformations. The RBD recognizes specific sequences at the 5’ and 3’ end of the viral genome. 

During pre-initiation, the 3’ end is guided towards the active site of the RdRp while during 

elongation, it is threaded into a secondary binding site. In the meantime, the 5’ end sits in a 

peripheral groove of the RdRp core forming a hook-like structure, stabilized by a single base 

pair for both LASV (Kouba et al., 2021; Williams et al., 2022). Some loops in the RBD that are 

disordered in the apo conformation, become ordered when bound to viral RNA like the 5’ 

binding loop (SFTSV a.a. 412-436, LASV a.a. 507-529) (Kouba et al., 2021; Williams et al., 

2022).  

 To replicate the nsRNA viral genome, a complementary RNA (cRNA) intermediate is 

first synthesized and can then be used as a template to synthesize copies of the nsRNA genome. 

For this, the RBD needs to be able to recognize the 5’ and 3’ ends of the cRNA for a successful 

replication. Notably, the cRNA intermediate be used for ambisense transcription of viral L-

proteins. In the SFTSV genome, there is expression of N proteins from the cRNA of the S 

genome segment and in the LASV genome, it is the Z-protein and glycoprotein on the L and S 

segment, respectively (Ferron et al., 2017). 

 After replication of a viral genome segment, it gets covered with viral N proteins and 

attaches to an L-protein forming the RNP (Hopkins et al., 2022). These RNPs are then packed 

into a virion requiring one copy of each S, M and L segment to form a functional virion. 

Although the packaging of genome segments seems to be mostly a stochastic process, affected 



primarily by the number of copies of each segment in infected cells (Bermúdez-Méndez et al., 

2021). The L-protein affinity to the N protein covered genome segments and the rate of 

replication and transcription of each segment could affect the efficiency of packaging in virion 

being assembled. 

6.4 Cap binding domain 
 
Prior to this work, it had been proposed that the bunyaviruses had a CBD based on sequence 

homology to the Influenza virus RdRp complex. The CBD binds to 5’ capped RNAs (Gogrefe 

et al., 2019a). These mRNAs are then cleaved 10-20 nucleotides upstream of the cap by the 

endonuclease domain, thereby creating a product for priming viral transcription (Olschewski et 

al., 2020). The structural and biochemical work presented here supports that members of the 

Phenuiviridae (Vogel et al., 2020) and Arenaviridae (Kouba et al., 2021) have a functional 

CBD to perform transcription priming via cap-snatching. Indeed, the CBD of L-proteins serves 

a key role in bunyavirus transcription. The C-termini of L-proteins in the apo conformation 

including the CBD are too flexible for high-resolution alignment in cryoEM SPA. Recently, a 

CBD domain (117 residues) of Rift valley fever virus (phenuivirus) was crystallized while 

bound to m7GTP (Gogrefe et al., 2019a). In the crystal structure, the CBD sandwiches the 

capped nucleotide with two aromatic residues (Gogrefe et al., 2019a) similar to Influenza virus 

(Guilligay et al., 2008). Another apo CBD was crystallized from California Academy of 

Sciences virus (arenavirus) without a capped nucleotide. This structure shows a CBD which 

does not contain the aromatic residue sandwich (Rosenthal et al., 2017). However, one can 

expect that an additional trigger, other than the presence of a capped nucleotide, is required for 

such a conformational change of the CBD into a functional state. 

The CBD varies slightly in structure between SFTSV and LASV with the latter being 

particularly small and without aromatic residues in an orientation to sandwich capped RNA. 

However, the elongation structure of LASV containing a rigid CBD was solved also in absence 



of capped RNA or other analogues, which leads me to expect that there is a rearrangement of 

the CBD in presence of mRNA substrate. Biochemical characterization of LASV L-protein 

transcription showed that priming can happen independent of the 5’ cap indicating that there is 

a possibility that the L-protein can prime transcription via other routes than cap-snatching, at 

least in vitro (Kouba et al., 2021). 

6.5 Endonuclease 
 
The endonuclease domain is a key component in the cap-snatching function of bunyavirus L-

proteins. In practice, cleavage by the endonuclease results in a truncated host mRNA product 

with a 5’methylated cap that can prime transcription for the L-protein. The endonuclease 

domain is quite flexible and in the apo conformation, it can have different positions relative to 

the RdRp core between the L-proteins from different segmented nsRNA viruses (Fig. 3). 

However, during active elongation, there is a shift of the endonuclease domain towards the 

polymerase core adjacent to a rigid CBD found in SFTSV (PDB:8ASB), LACV 

(PDBID:7ORL), LASV (PDB:7OJN) and influenza virus (PDB:6QCS). Interestingly, the 

LASV L-protein has clearly two different modes of endonuclease auto-inhibition. There is an 

endonuclease C-terminal α helix (a.a 173-190) during elongation and an inhibitory peptide (a.a 

1083-1099) in apo conformation. However, the endonuclease of SFTSV L-protein has no 

distinguishable mechanisms of auto-inhibition. In the apo or when stalled during elongation, 

the endonuclease was mostly uninhibited with the exception of a rare conformation where the 

endonuclease is raised towards the RdRp core causing α helix (a.a. 211-233), thereby blocking 

its access to the active site. The relevance of this rare SFTSV auto inhibition needs further 

confirmation. This involves residues 181-188 in the elongation conformation and 1092-1105 in 

the apo state (Kouba et al., 2021). The endonuclease auto-inhibition explains why the LASV 

L-protein barely had any endonuclease activity unless inhibitory peptide residues were mutated 

(e.g. Y1099A) (Kouba et al., 2021).  



In the structural studies of these proteins, there are point mutations in the highly 

conserved metal coordinating sites – H34K in LACV and D112A for SFTSV – that drastically 

reduce endonuclease activity and make the recombinant protein easier to over-express and less 

prone to aggregation in solution (Vogel et al., 2020). In our cryoEM maps of the SFTSV D112A 

L-protein mutant, however, there is weak density where the metal ion is normally coordinated. 

It could be that the metal ion is present in a part of the particles used for reconstruction and/or 

poorly coordinated. 

It should be noted that the SFTS D112A mutant is expected to have improper metal 

coordination and, indeed, has reduced endonuclease activity in vitro (Vogel et al., 2020). This 

has the caveat that the mutation could affect the overall structure and conformational changes 

observed for the SFTS L-protein. I made attempts to reconstruct wild type (wt) SFTSV L-

protein in the same conditions as the D112A mutant but particles would not align to high 

resolution and 3D reconstructions plateaued at ~10 Å resolution. The reason for this difference 

in sample behavior is not clear. The wt protein had noticeably higher aggregation tendency 

during sample preparation and the reconstruction seems to have the rough outline of a folded 

L-protein but it might be more dynamic in solution than the D112A mutant. Due to the limited 

yield when expressing and purifying SFTS wt L-protein this was not optimized further. Future 

improvements in the expression and purification of wt SFTS L-protein would allow cryoEM 

sample optimization using for example PEGylation or crosslinking.  

 

6.6 Conclusion 
 
 The L-proteins are essential for both transcription and replication of the viral genome 

of bunyaviruses. They are highly flexible and dynamic multidomain proteins, which make them 

difficult targets for biochemical and structural analysis. One way for us to view them in active 

conformation by cryoEM single-particle analysis was to load them with the conserved 5’ and 



3’ RNA ends of the viral genome. Furthermore, we could also stall the polymerisation reaction 

during elongation by incorporation of non-hydrolysable NTPs. Taking advantage of the 

comprehensive biochemical characterization done by collaborators in the group of Maria 

Rosenthal, I have been able to visualize the proteins in multiple states from apo, to mid and late 

replication as well as transcription initiation. My PhD work uncovered several structures of the 

L-proteins of the phenuivirus SFTSV and arenavirus LASV at high resolution. Altogether, our 

collective effort provides novel and significant insight on the complex molecular mechanisms 

of L-protein functions at the structural level, shedding light on different stages of bunyavirus 

replication and transcription. The fundamental knowledge gained lays the foundation for 

targeted drug design against the essential and structurally conserved motifs of L-proteins and 

provides a strong framework for elucidating the replication machinery of other bunyaviruses 

(Fig. 4).  



Figure 4. A cartoon flowchart of Bunyavirus L-protein states. RDRP is coloured blue, 
cap-binding domain in red, endonuclease in green and RNA in purple. 

 

 

6.7 Future prospects 
 
As is often the case in science, tackling one question brings forward multiple new questions. In 

particular, several points remain open on the L-proteins of SFTSV (Phenuiviridae) and LASV 

(Arenaviridae). In the available structures, including ours, there is no priming loop so we still 

ignore how these proteins prime replication de novo with the viral RNA templates. The process 

of priming de novo is a thermodynamically expensive process and is mediated by a priming 

loop in Influenza virus (Wandzik et al., 2021) and the peribunyavirus La Crosse virus (Arragain 
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et al., 2020). Our attempts at stalling the SFTSV L-protein during priming proved unsuccessful 

so far. This is probably due to the L-proteins propensity to incorporate mismatched base pairs 

during RNA synthesis. Using molecules other than non-hydrolyzable nucleotides, such as the 

antiviral ribavirin, might better stall the polymerase in early priming while still allowing for 

visualization of the priming mechanism. Time-resolved cryoEM approaches using 

microfluidics and spray-on-grid freezing devices (Dandey et al., 2020) might offer options for 

capturing the L-protein in a more native replication cycle rather than stalling the polymerase. 

Of note, other viral L-proteins from members of the Hantaviridae were also included in 

our structural studies. For Sin Nombre Virus in particular, we had difficulties when it came to 

cryoEM sample preparation both in terms of protein aggregation during sample preparation and 

preferred orientation of the protein during 3D reconstruction. Optimization in terms of testing 

different buffer conditions, PEGylation, crosslinking, grid support and jet freezing could 

remedy this problem for SNV and are being further tested and optimized in the group of Maria 

Rosenthal. 

It remains unclear why bunyavirus infections can be lethal to human hosts. An 

interesting avenue would be to better understand the effect of an infection on a host cell. One 

could use recently developed correlative approaches, electron cryo tomography and focused 

ion beam milling workflows (Quemin et al., 2020) to follow the progression of the cellular 

infection at the level of macromolecular complexes and how the host cell is remodelled during 

infection. It would also be interesting to track the location of different viral components during 

infection and to reconstruct distinct macromolecular structures (e.g. viral factories (Fontana et 

al., 2008)) at high resolution with sub-tomogram averaging (Bharat & Scheres, 2016) to 

understand on a molecular level what effects a bunyavirus infection has and how to combat it. 

 There is also limited knowledge of L-protein interactions with other proteins like the 

LASV L-protein in complex with the viral Z matrix protein (Xu et al., 2021). The interface of 

the Z protein would inhibit the rigid conformation observed during elongation and hence turn 



off viral transcription. Further studies on the role and structure of L-proteins in the 

ribonucleoprotein complex formation are required to reveal how these essential functions are 

regulated during bunyavirus infections. Another interesting avenue to explore is whether the L-

proteins interact with host proteins like shown for the Influenza virus RdRp complex, which 

recruits the human polymerase II (Krischuns et al., 2022). Such experiments could be 

performed e.g. by co-immunoprecipitation and native mass spec to find interesting candidates 

which could then be further characterized. 

 LASV is endemic in west Africa resulting in thousands of deaths each year and no 

effective treatment options available (Hansen et al., 2021). The recent L-protein structures are 

a good foundation for structure-based drug design. A strategy targeting multiple vital functions 

of this macromolecule (e.g. Cap-binding, RdRp, protein-protein interactions) at the same time 

could prove most effective. Indeed, there might be a good chance to have a drug cocktail that 

would be effective against multiple bunyaviruses and even more distantly related (segmented) 

nsRNA viruses. 

 Recently, a major breakthrough in the field of structural biology was made in protein 

structure prediction. Machine-learning algorithms like AlphaFold 2 (Jumper et al., 2021) and 

RoseTTAfold (Baek et al., 2021) have reached incredible accuracy when it comes to predicting 

tertiary and even quaternary structure predictions only using amino acid sequence as input from 

the user. These programs are even able to predict new folds (Jumper et al., 2021). They do 

however, struggle when it comes to flexible domains and if the prediction’s confidence score 

is low, it tends to be a good predictor of a disordered domain. I do think that it is important to 

consider protein structures in general as an ensemble because proteins do not have a single rigid 

conformation like in crystals but can be highly flexible or display a variety of conformations 

based on their environments and functional regulations. There is still a lack of protein structure 

prediction when it comes to substrate or nucleotide interactions. One aspect to this limitation 

comes from the fact that there is still a relative low amount of experimental data to train 



machine-learning algorithms for these tasks. The current state of protein prediction is an 

incredibly helpful resource for structural biology depending on the validity of the output. I’m 

convinced that in the future, the field will move more towards displaying proteins as flexible 

structures with gradual movements and considering the environmental context.  

 In this thesis, we focus on using cryoEM SPA to describe a highly dynamic and flexible 

protein in semi-rigid states. The cryoEM image processing process has a strong bias for 

particles that align to high-resolution alignments while filtering out lower resolution particles 

for example due to a rare conformation (low amount of particles), preferred orientation or a 

incompatible 3D reference, but these particles are potentially interesting states of the protein. 

Cross correlation based methods are not optimal at describing highly flexible proteins in 

cryoEM since they require large numbers of highly homogenous particles to reach high 

resolution but there are hopes with machine learning based algorithms such as cryoDRGN 

(Zhong et al., 2021) to describe continuous heterogeneity. This would allow for description of 

scarce conformations and flexible domains that tend to not contribute to high-resolution 

alignment. An issue with this approach is that it can be hard to verify whether the output of 

such algorithms is accurate, real and/or biologically relevant. If the SNR in cryoEM 

micrographs could be amplified with further improvements of direct electron detectors and 

improved phase plates (Schwartz et al., 2019) perhaps flexibility can start to be more reliable 

described, allowing for pseudo time-resolved reconstructions. 

The field of virology has been on the spotlight in recent years in particular during the 

SARS-CoV2 pandemic. With this regained interest, the potential of fundamental research to 

boost our knowledge and hence, pandemic preparedness, among other antiviral strategies, has 

never been more apparent. The rapid evolution in structural virology in the cryoEM post-

resolution revolution era, further amplified by machine learning and structure prediction, has 

opened up research avenues previously thought impossible. The work presented here has 

allowed for detailed insights into the molecular mechanisms of bunyavirus replication and 



transcription, which lays a foundation for future developments against these deadly viruses and 

potential pandemic threats. 

 
 
  



7. Summary 

Bunyaviruses are emerging human pathogens with epidemic potential that remain poorly 

understood. These viruses rely on the so-called L-protein for both replication and transcription 

of the viral negative-stranded RNA genome. The structure we obtained by cryoEM single 

particle analysis are informed by biochemical assays from collaborators. In a collective effort 

to elucidate the replication mechanisms of bunyaviruses, we uncovered the structure and 

function of L-proteins of SFTSV and LASV in biologically relevant conformations, which will 

facilitate the development of antiviral strategies. 
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